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Summary

During recent years distribution systems have become increasingly complex. This development is partly due to the high number of company mergers which leave distribution planners with ever bigger and complex problems. Another fact complicating distribution is the increased focus on timeliness in the distribution chains, as intelligent planning offers potential savings in capital bindings in costs related to stock and distribution. In other words time has become an extremely valuable resource. Nowadays most distribution systems must operate under strict temporal restrictions. This fact has caused an increasing interest in dynamic transportation models and systems in which data are considered to be time-dependent.

In this thesis the dynamic counterpart of the conventional vehicle routing problem will be studied. The traditional vehicle routing problem (VRP) consists of constructing minimum cost routes for the vehicles to follow so that the set of customers are visited exactly once. The VRP is an important subproblem in a wide range of distribution systems and a lot of effort has been devoted to research on various aspects of the VRP. However, the vast part of this research has been dealing with static environments, which in this sense means that the problem data are assumed to be static and not subject to change during the planning horizon. The increased focus on just-in-time logistics has together with the rapid development within telecommunications and computer hardware implied that the study of the far more complex dynamic versions of the VRP has received increasing interest from the scientific community as well as from the potential users of these methods.

The thesis begins by introducing the dynamic vehicle routing problem and discusses the differences between static and dynamic VRPs as well as provides some examples of real-life examples of DVRP. The existing literature
dealing with the dynamic vehicle routing problem and related problems is reviewed in order to provide an overview of the richness of problems that have been investigated within this field.

The concept of measuring the dynamism within a dynamic vehicle routing problem is investigated and a framework for classifying dynamic routing applications according to their level of dynamism is proposed.

The Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (DTRP) proposed by Bertsimas and Van Ryzin is extended to embrace advance request customers as well as immediate request customers. Empirical analysis shows that the performance of the resulting problem has a linear relationship with the level of dynamism of the problem instances in question.

Next, the capacitated vehicle routing problem in the presence of time windows (DVRPTW) is examined under varying levels of dynamism. The performance of two simple batching strategies is examined in relation to the performance of a pure re-optimization strategy.

The A-priori Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (ADTSPTW) is introduced as an extension of the dynamic version of the well-known TSPTW. The extension consists in that a-priori information on future requests is included into the model.

Furthermore, a real-life instance of the dynamic vehicle routing problem originating from the pick-ups and deliveries of long-distance courier mail is examined using the algorithm proposed to solve the ADTSPTW.

Finally, the thesis discusses the present state of various DVRP methodologies and a number of different ideas for further research in this area are provided. The thesis concludes that more research on measures for the level of dynamism in a dynamic vehicle routing context is needed in order to provide more descriptive measures. Furthermore, the thesis concludes that using a-priori information in order to be able to reposition the vehicles expecting to receive new requests does not seem to offer significant performance improvements with respect to the lateness experienced by the customers.
Distributionssystemer er i de senere år blevet stadigt mere komplekse. Denne udvikling er blandt andet forårsaget af det store antal virksomhedsfusioner, der medfører stadigt større og mere komplekse problemer for planlæggerne. En anden årsag hertil er den stigende interesse for det tidsmæssige aspekt i distributionskæden, idet god planlægning kan afstedkomme væsentlige besparelser i kapitalbindinger i forbindelse med lagring og distribution. Tid er med andre ord blevet en yderst vigtig ressource. Flertallet af distributionssystemer skal således i dag arbejde under stramme tidsmæssige restriktioner. Dette faktum har afstedkommet en forøget interesse for dynamiske transportmodeller og systemer, der arbejder med tidsafhængige data.

Denne afhandling omhandler det dynamiske modstykke til det konventionelle ruteplanlægningsproblem. Det traditionelle ruteplanlægningsproblem (VRP) består i at konstruere omkostningsminimale ruter for en flåde af køretøjer, således at mængden af kunder besøges netop én gang. Ruteplanlægningsproblemet er et vigtigt subproblem i en lang række distributionssystemer, og problemet er da også blevet genstand for stor interesse blandt forskere verden over. Hovedparten af forskningen har dog omhandlet statiske problemer, hvilket i denne forbindelse betyder, at problemets data forudsættes at være statiske og derfor ikke ændrer sig i løbet af planlægningshorisonten. Den forøgede fokus på just-in-time logistik har sammen med den rivende teknologiske udvikling inden for telekommunikation og computer hardware betydet en stigende interesse blandt såvel forskere som potentielle brugere af disse systemer for det langt mere komplicerede dynamiske ruteplanlægningsproblem.

I afhandlingens første kapitel introduceres det dynamiske ruteplanlægningsproblem, og forskellene mellem det statiske og dynamiske VRP bliver dis-

Den dynamiske rejsende reparatørs problem (DTRP), der blev introduceret af Bertsimas and Van Ryzin, udvides til at kunne omfatte statiske såvel som dynamiske kunder. Den efterfølgende empiriske analyse viser, at der eksisterer en lineær sammenhæng mellem den kørte distance og niveauet af dynamik for de undersøgte problemer.

Ruteplanlægningsproblemet med kapacitetsrestriktioner og tidsvinduer undersøges under varierende niveauer af dynamik. Endvidere introduceres to enkle batchingstrategier, og performance af disse sammenlignes med performance af en konventionel reoptimeringsstrategi.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The meaning of life is to move things -
correct me if I am not mistaken”
- anonymous.

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) has been studied with much interest
within the last three to four decades. The majority of these works focus on
the static and deterministic cases of vehicle routing in which all informa-
tion is known at the time of the planning of the routes. In most real-life
applications though, stochastic and/or dynamic information occurs paral-
lel to the routes being carried out. Real-life examples of stochastic and/or
dynamic routing problems include the distribution of oil to private house-
holds, the pick-up of courier mail/packages and the dispatching of busses
for the transportation of elderly and handicapped people. In these exam-
pies the customer profiles (i.e. the time to begin service, the geographic
location, the actual demand etc.) may not be known at the time of the
planning or even when service has begun for the advance request customers.
Two distinct features make the planning of high quality routes in this envi-
ronment much more difficult than in its deterministic counterpart; firstly,
the constant change, secondly, the time horizon. A growing number of
companies offer to service the customers within a few hours from the time
the request is received. Naturally, such customer service oriented policies increase the dynamism of the system and therefore its complexity.

During the past decade the number of published papers dealing with dynamic transportation models has been growing. The dynamic vehicle routing problem is only a subset of these models. Psaraftis [37] examines the main issues in this area and provides a survey of the results found for various dynamic vehicle routing problems. Psaraftis mentions that only very few general results for some simple versions of the dynamic vehicle routing problem have been obtained. This fact may indicate that it is extremely difficult to obtain other general results for more advanced problems.

1.1 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis discusses various issues concerning the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP). The presentation will be focusing on providing the reader with a theoretical basis for studying the DVRP as well as on providing the practitioner with guidelines for implementing solution methods for solving the DVRP.

In this present chapter the conventional vehicle routing problem (VRP) and its dynamic counterpart - the DVRP - are introduced and we give a discussion of the differences between the conventional static VRP and the dynamic VRP. Next, the relevance of the DVRP and the technologies necessary are discussed. The chapter closes with a listing of a few real-life examples of the DVRP.

In chapter 2 we provide a survey of the existing literature dealing with the dynamic vehicle problem as well as related problems such as the stochastic vehicle routing problem (SVRP). The main goal of the chapter is to provide the reader with a consistent overview of the work on the DVRP and the progress made within this area throughout the past decades.

A substantial portion of the problem data in a DVRP are subject to stochasticity. In chapter 3 we discuss how to deal with this stochasticity when analyzing DVRP scenarios using simple simulation techniques.

Chapter 4 discusses how to measure the dynamism of a dynamic vehicle routing scenario. A framework based upon the degree of dynamism proposed by Lund et al. [29] is provided.
In chapter 5 the Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP) is introduced and the performance of a number of simple online dynamic policies is examined for various dynamic systems.

The dynamic version of the capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (DVRPTW) is examined in chapter 6. The performance of a pure re-optimization strategy is compared to the performance of two simple strategies collecting the immediate requests into batches before the re-optimization is performed.

In chapter 7 the PDTRP problem of chapter 5 is extended to embrace time window constraints. Furthermore, the A-priori Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (ADTSPTW) is introduced.

A case-study of a real-life application of the Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (DTSPTW) is presented in chapter 8. The problem is solved using the ADTSPTW framework described in chapter 7.

In chapter 9 we suggest some ideas for further research in this field.

Finally, in chapter 10 we give our conclusions in a brief summary of the discussions of this thesis and list the scientific contributions of this thesis.

1.2 The Conventional Vehicle Routing Problem

The most fundamental and well-studied routing problem is without doubt the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), in which a salesman is to visit a set of cities and return to the city he started in. The objective for the TSP is to minimize the total distance traveled by the salesman.

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is a generalization of the TSP in that the VRP consists in determining $m$ vehicle routes, where a route is a tour that begins at the depot, visits a subset of the customers in a given order and returns to the depot. All customers must be visited exactly once and the total customer demand of a route must not exceed the vehicle capacity. The objective of the VRP is to minimize the overall distribution costs. In most real-life distribution contexts a number of side constraints complicate the model. These side constraints could for instance be time constraints on the total route time and time windows within which the service must begin.
The latter problem is referred to as the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW). Furthermore, having to deal with aspects such as multiple depots and commodities complicates the models further. Solution methods include exact methods such as mathematical programming, but custom designed heuristics and meta heuristics such as tabu search and simulated annealing have also been applied to the VRP.

Fisher [14] and Desrosiers et al. [11] provide excellent surveys on the VRP.

1.3 The Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem

In this section the dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP) will be verbally defined and a simple example of a DVRP scenario will be presented.

Psaraftis [36] uses the following classification of the static routing problem: “if the output of a certain formulation is a set of preplanned routes that are not re-optimized and are computed from inputs that do not evolve in real-time”. While he refers to a problem as dynamic if “the output is not a set of routes, but rather a policy that prescribes how the routes should evolve as a function of those inputs that evolve in real-time”.

In the above definition by Psaraftis the temporal dimension plays a vital role for the categorizing of a vehicle routing problem. As will be demonstrated throughout this thesis the time of when relevant information is made known to the planner distinguishes a dynamic from a static vehicle routing problem.

In definition 1.1 we verbally define what we mean when we talk about a static vehicle routing problem.

**Definition 1.1 The Static Vehicle Routing Problem.**

1. All information relevant to the planning of the routes is assumed to be known by the planner before the routing process begins.

2. Information relevant to the routing does not change after the routes have been constructed.
The information which is assumed to be relevant, includes all attributes of the customers such as the geographical location of the customers, the on-site service time and the demand of each customer. Furthermore, system information as for example the travel times of the vehicle between the customers must be known by the planner.

The dynamic counterpart of the static vehicle routing problem as defined in definition 1.1 could then be formulated as:

**Definition 1.2 The Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem.**

1. Not all information relevant to the planning of the routes is known by the planner when the routing process begins.
2. Information can change after the initial routes have been constructed.

Obviously, the DVRP is a richer problem compared to the conventional static VRP. If the problem class of VRP is denoted \( \mathcal{P}(\text{VRP}) \) and the problem class of DVRP is denoted \( \mathcal{P}(\text{DVRP}) \), then \( \mathcal{P}(\text{VRP}) \subset \mathcal{P}(\text{DVRP}) \).

The dynamic vehicle routing problem calls for online algorithms that work in real-time since the immediate requests should be served, if possible. As conventional static vehicle routing problems are \( NP \)-hard, it is not always possible to find optimal solutions to problems of realistic sizes in a reasonable amount of computation time. This implies that the dynamic vehicle routing problem also belongs to the class of \( NP \)-hard problems, since a static VRP should be solved each time a new immediate request is received.

Psaraftis [35] refers to the solution \( x_t \) of the current problem \( p_t \) as a tentative solution. The tentative solution corresponds to the current set of inputs and only those. If no new requests for service are received during the execution of this solution, the tentative route is said to be optimal.

In Figure 1.1 a simple example of a dynamic vehicle routing situation is shown. In the example, two un-capacitated vehicles must service both advance and immediate request customers without time windows. The advance request customers are represented by black nodes, while those
that are immediate requests are depicted by white nodes. The solid lines represent the two routes the dispatcher has planned prior to the vehicles leaving the depot. The two thick arcs indicate the vehicle positions at the time the dynamic requests are received. Ideally, the new customers should be inserted into the already planned routes without the order of the non-visited customers being changed and with minimal delay. This is the case depicted on the right hand side route. However, in practice, the insertion of new customers will usually be a much more complicated task and will imply a re-planning of the non-visited part of the route system. This is illustrated by the left hand side route where servicing the new customer creates a large detour.

![Diagram of dynamic vehicle routing scenario](image)

**Figure 1.1:** A dynamic vehicle routing scenario with 8 advance and 2 immediate request customers.

Generally, the more restricted and complex the routing problem is, the more complicated the insertion of new dynamic customers will be. For instance, the insertion of new customers in a time window constrained routing problem will usually be much more difficult than in a non-time constrained problem. Note that in an online routing system customers may even be denied service, if it is not possible to find a feasible spot to insert them. Often this policy of rejecting customers includes an offer to serve the customers the following day of operation. However, in some systems - as for instance the pick-up of long-distance courier mail - the service provider
When investigating dynamic vehicle routing systems, randomly generated data rather than real-life data are often used. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, the use of randomly generated data often enables more in-depth analyses, since the datasets can be constructed in such a way that other issues could be addressed. Secondly, the vast majority of real-life dynamic vehicle routing problems do not at the present capture all data needed for in-depth analyses of the specific routing problem. The geographical locations of all vehicles each time new immediate requests are received are one of the most commonly missing data items in the study of real-life problems.

If one chooses to use randomly generated data, several highly relevant issues need to be addressed. Below we briefly discuss three of these issues bearing in mind that several other issues must be considered.

First, the method used for generating the arrival times of the immediate request customers must be considered. This is an important issue, since system designers use such information to develop solution methods. Traditionally, a Poisson process is assumed for this purpose. The arrival rate parameter, generally denoted \( \lambda \), then describes the “congestion” of the system. To emulate scenarios in more complex systems, the arrival process could be a mix of several different stochastic processes.

Another important modeling issue is the distributions that characterize the demand of the customers and the on-site service times at the customer locations. Uniform and Gaussian distributions as well as constant values have been employed. The latter is convenient, but also unrealistic in most cases. As an example, one could think of the pick-up of long-distance courier mail. In this context, the on-site service time at each customer will often vary greatly depending on a wide range of factors, as for instance the parking facilities, the physical layout of the buildings to be served and the efficiency of the pick-up itself (does the courier have to wait or is the customer set to hand over the mail?).

The last aspect to be mentioned in this introductory stage is the system reaction time. This is defined as the elapsed time between the receipt of the request and the end of the time window defining the latest feasible time for service to begin. The reaction time of each customer could be seen as a measure for the urgency in serving this customer. The overall reaction
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Time of a system is strongly related to the level of dynamism present in the system. Generally, the more dynamic a system is, the more difficult or costly it is to generate a fast reaction. Therefore, the dynamic make-up of a system plays a major role in choosing appropriate models and algorithms to support decisions in different scenarios.

1.4 Static versus Dynamic Vehicle Routing

In this section the differences between the conventional static and the dynamic vehicle routing problem as described in the sections above will be discussed.

Psaraftis [36], [37] lists 12 issues on which the dynamic vehicle routing problem differs from the conventional static routing problem. Below we give a brief summary of these issues as they are indeed very central to our discussion of static versus dynamic routing.

1. **Time dimension is essential.**
   In a static routing problem the time dimension may or may not be important. In the dynamic counterpart time is always essential. The dispatcher must as a minimum know the position of all vehicles at any given point in time and particularly when the request for service or other information is received by the dispatcher.¹

2. **The problem may be open-ended.**
   The process is often temporally bounded in a static problem. The routes start and end at the depot. In a dynamic setting the process may very well be unbounded. Instead of routes one considers paths for the vehicles to follow.

3. **Future information may be imprecise or unknown.**
   In a static problem all information is assumed to be known and of the same quality. In a real-life dynamic routing problem the future is almost never known with certainty. At best probabilistic information about the future may be known.

¹In many real-life routing problems the dispatcher does not know the exact position of the vehicle at any given point in time, since online communication with all vehicles can be quite costly (see section 1.6.1 for a discussion of this issue).
4. **Near-term events are more important.**
   Due to the uniformity of the information quality and lack of input updates all events carry the same weight in a static routing problem. Whereas in a dynamic setting it would be unwise immediately to commit vehicle resources to long-term requirements. The focus of the dispatcher should therefore be on near-term events when dealing with a dynamic routing problem.

5. **Information update mechanisms are essential.**
   Almost all inputs to a dynamic routing problem are subject to changes during the day of operation. It is therefore essential that information update mechanisms are integrated into the solution method. Naturally, information update mechanisms are not relevant within a static context.

6. **Re-sequencing and reassigning decisions may be warranted.**
   In dynamic routing new input may imply that decisions taken by the dispatcher become suboptimal. This forces the dispatcher to reroute or even reassign vehicles in order to respond to the new situation.

7. **Faster computation times are necessary.**
   In static settings the dispatcher may afford the luxury of waiting for a few hours in order to get a high quality solution, in some cases even an optimal one. In dynamic settings this is not possible, because the dispatcher wishes to know the solution to the current problem as soon as possible (preferably within minutes or seconds). The *running-time* constraint implies that rerouting and reassignments are often done by using local improvement heuristics like insertion and $k$-interchange.

8. **Indefinite deferment mechanisms are essential.**
   Indefinite deferment means the eventuality that the service of a particular demand be postponed indefinitely because of that demand's unfavorable geographical characteristics relative to the other demands. This problem could for instance be alleviated by using time window constraints or by using a nonlinear objective function penalizing excessive wait.

9. **Objective function may be different.**
   Traditional static objectives such as minimization of the total distance traveled or the overall duration of the schedule might be meaningless
in a dynamic setting because the process may be open-ended. If no in-
formation about the future inputs is available, it might be reasonable
to optimize only over known inputs. Some systems also use nonlinear
objective functions in order to avoid undesirable phenomena such as
the above mentioned indefinite deferment.

10. **Time constraints may be different.**
Time constraints such as latest pickup times tend to be softer in a
dynamic routing problem than in a static one. This is due to the fact
that denying service to an immediate demand, if the time constraint is
not met, is usually less attractive than violating the time constraint.

11. **Flexibility to vary vehicle fleet size is lower.**
In static settings the time gap between the execution of the algorithm
and the execution of the routes usually allows adjustments of the
vehicle fleet. However, within a dynamic setting the dispatcher may
not have instant access to backup vehicles. Implications of this may
mean that some customers receive lower quality of service.

12. **Queueing considerations may become important.**
If the rate of customer demand exceeds a certain threshold, the sys-
tem will become congested and the algorithms are bound to produce
meaningless results. Although vehicle routing and queueing theory
are two very well-studied disciplines, the effort to combine these has
been scant.

Psaraftis [37] also proposes a taxonomy used for characterizing attributes
of the information forming the input for the vehicle routing problem. The
taxonomy consists of the following concepts:

- **Evolution of information.** In static settings the information does
  not change, nor is the information updated. In dynamic settings the
  information will generally be revealed as time goes on.

- **Quality of information.** Inputs could either; 1) be known with
certainty (deterministic), 2) be known with uncertainty (forecasts) or
3) follow prescribed probability distributions (probabilistic). Usually,
the quality of the information in a dynamic setting is good for near-
term events and poorer for distant events.
• **Availability of information.** Information could either be local or global. One example of local information is when the driver learns of the precise amount of oil the current customer needs, while a globally based information system would be able to inform the dispatcher of the current status of all the customers’ oil tanks. The rapid advances within information technologies increase the availability of information. This fast growth in the amount of information available raises the issue of when to reveal/make use of the information. For instance, the dispatcher may choose to reveal only the information that is needed by the drivers although she might have access to all information.

• **Processing of information.** In a **centralized** system all information is collected and processed by a central unit. In a **decentralized** system some of the information could for instance be processed by the driver of each truck.

Powell et al. [34] distinguish between dynamism within a problem, a model and the application of a model. They argue that:

- A problem is dynamic if one or more of its parameters are a function of time. This includes models with dynamic data that change constantly as well as problems with time-dependent data which are known in advance.

- A model is dynamic if it explicitly incorporates the interaction of activities over time. Here one should distinguish between deterministic dynamic models and stochastic models.

- An application is dynamic if the underlying model is solved repeatedly as new information is received. Consequently, solving models within dynamic applications require huge computational resources.

### 1.5 Relevance of the DVRP’s

Along with the recent years’ increased focus on just-in-time logistics and the advances within telecommunications and computer hardware the importance of being able to effectively make use of the huge amount of online information made available by these new technologies has become extremely
important for a wide range of distribution oriented companies throughout the world. Cost efficient routing of vehicles play an important role to a wide range of industries. As distribution costs amount to approximately 10-15 % of a nation’s gross national product even a relatively modest improvement in the distribution costs can be extremely important for the industries.

It could also be argued that a relatively high number of the routing problems being modeled as static problems do in fact include dynamic elements in a real-life situation. Examples of this phenomenon is the fact that on-site service times as well as travel times despite extensive empirical data are often filled with noise. This implies that the preplanned routes collapse because of the new temporal conditions of the system. I.e. what seemed to be an optimal solution (or at least a good quality solution) might turn out to be a sub-optimal solution.

1.6 Technical Requirements

In this section we provide a brief introduction to some of the most essential technologies when dealing with real-life applications of vehicle routing problems within a dynamic environment.

1.6.1 Communication and Positioning Equipment

The communication between the drivers of the vehicles and the dispatching center is essential in order to feed the most up-to-date information into the routing system. The equipment for determining the current position of the vehicles and the communication equipment for passing information on between the dispatching center and the drivers in the vehicles will be introduced below.

- Naturally, positioning equipment like the GPS (Global Positioning System) is essential to a dynamic vehicle routing system. The GPS is a constellation of 24 satellites orbiting Earth that constantly send out signals giving their positions and time. Signals from three or four different satellites at any given time can provide receivers on the ground with enough information to calculate their precise location within a few meters depending on which version of the GPS system
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is used. For further reading on the GPS system the text book by Collins [10] should be consulted. The prices of a GPS receiver has dropped from several thousand dollars few years ago to as low as 100 dollars for the most basic models used for hiking trips in remote areas etc.

- The communication equipment between the vehicle and the dispatching center is essential for the structure of the routing system. Mobile telephone communication systems are one example of a technology capable of providing this information. Another technology is a dedicated radio based communications system. The main difference in these technologies is the differences in initial and operating costs. A mobile telephone communications system is relatively costly to operate, but has low initial costs because the basic technology is provided by the telephone companies and the GSM system today offers almost full coverage in most western industrialized countries. In Denmark for example, sending an SMS (Short Message System) costs 0.50 dkr. (approximately 0.07 $). This means that the annual mobile telephone communications costs amount to approximately 30000 dkr. per vehicle if the positions have to be sent every second minute during an 8-hour operation day. The initial costs in implementing a radio based communications system are on the other hand very high, because transmission masts will have to be put up and relatively expensive radio equipment must be installed in every vehicle. In all, a radio based communication system has very high initial costs, while the operating costs are almost negligible. Furthermore, the radio based system does not offer the same flexibility compared to the mobile telephone communications system.

In Figure 1.2 the basic information flows between the vehicle and the dispatching center are shown.

Ideally, the dispatching center will know in which state the vehicle and the driver are at any given point in time. However, as the above description indicates, this may prove to be infeasible for some applications due to the operating costs of this method. However, within a real-life setting the positioning information is transmitted at fixed intervals and an interpolation scheme is employed in order to estimate the positions of the vehicles.

Alternatively, the driver sends a message about his current status and position to the dispatch center, each time he finishes the service at a customer.
Obviously, this approach does not offer the same level of information for the dispatcher to support her decision as to which vehicle to dispatch to the next customer to be served. If the new information provided by the now idle driver/vehicle makes the dispatcher change her mind on the current planned route, she will have to call the other drivers manually to inform them about the changes in the current routes.

However, the conclusion of this discussion must be that a careful analysis will have to show which approach to choose when designing the system. Of course, history shows that the prices of communication decrease rapidly over the years. This could be the motivation to go for a telecommunications based system.

1.6.2 Geographical Information Systems

The advances within digital road maps and geographical information systems (GIS) have also been considerable through the 90’s. Most west-
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ern industrialized countries now have almost fully detailed road network databases. In Denmark, DAV (Dansk Adresse og Vejdatabase - Danish Road and Address Database) offers a digital road database which is connected to detailed information on every address in the country. The DAV database includes information on the zip codes, official street names, route numbers, road classification, highest and lowest street number on both sides of the streets. However, for the time being DAV still needs to include restrictions on turning and information on one-way streets. The price of a commercial single user license of DAV covering all areas of Denmark is approximately 40.000 dkr.

Naturally, in a real-life application it is vital that the solution algorithm chosen is capable of processing large amounts of geographical information fast enough to solve the problem online. However, issues related to computation of the shortest paths in a road network etc. will not be treated in this present thesis, although these issues become extremely important when implementing end user online routing applications.

1.7 Real-life Examples of DVRP’s

In this section we list a number of real-life applications of dynamic vehicle routing problems.

1.7.1 The Traveling Repairman

Consider the situation that arises when for instance a bank teller machine breaks down and must be repaired by a service technician. The route to be followed by the technician may be determined using a distance based objective or it might take the urgency of the call (is the teller-machine located in a high intensity area or is it located in a remote area?) into consideration. This problem is often referred to as the “Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem” (DTRP) and is one of the most well-studied dynamic vehicle routing problems. The DTRP will be described in detail in section 2.3.2. A similar example is the repairman from the electric power company traveling from house to house to repair sudden break-downs in the electric power supply. Recently, Weintraub et al. [43] published a paper dealing with this problem.
1.7.2 Courier Mail Services

Courier mail service companies throughout the world offer to pick-up mail and/or packages at one location and deliver the goods safely at another location within a certain time limit. Often, the mail/packages to be delivered are not local, but shipped from other cities or countries. Hence, the deliveries are shipped to a hub and then distributed from this hub to the delivery trucks. The deliveries form a static routing problem, because all recipients are known by the driver (and the dispatcher) before the vehicle leaves the depot. However, the pick-ups to be handled during the deliveries has the effect that the problem become dynamic in the sense that the driver and the dispatcher do not have all information on when and where the pick-ups are going to take place. The routing and dispatching issues in dynamic pick-up and delivery of courier mail and packages will be investigated in further detail in chapter 8 of the present thesis.

1.7.3 Distribution of Heating Oil

The distribution of heating oil to private households is often based on the so-called degree-days which is a simple measure of the accumulated outdoor temperature. The oil companies use the degree-day measure to keep track of how much oil the customers have used for heating their houses. Whenever the database tells the routing system that a customer is running low on heating oil, the customer is included in the pool of customers waiting to be served. Even though the degree-day customers could be thought of as static customers, the routing problem often becomes dynamic due to the fact that a subset of the customers might run out of oil before the degree-day database includes the customers in the replenishing list. Reasons for this situation could for instance be that a sudden change in the weather causes a high use of oil just before replenishment was to take place or a general higher use of oil due to changes in the behavior of the customer (for example when the house owner invites people to stay and therefore has to heat rooms which are normally left unheated). Experiences show that approximately 20% of the customers visited by the oil company in a day are dynamic customers calling in during the day requesting immediate service. Another element which makes this problem different from - and much more difficult to solve than - the conventional static and deterministic routing problems is the fact that the degree-day measure is not a precise
measure for the actual use of heating oil, but merely an estimate. This implies that the problem becomes stochastic in relation to the demand.

1.7.4 Dynamic Dial-A-Ride Systems

Dial-a-ride transportation systems are one application of the general pick-up and delivery vehicle routing problem, in which one or more types of commodities must be picked-up at one location and brought to another location where the goods are delivered. One example of a dynamic dial-a-ride system is the transportation of elderly and handicapped people. In Copenhagen, Denmark, the local urban bus companies also provide a service for elderly and handicapped people. At present time customers are supposed to call in for service one day before the requested trip is going to take place. This policy of course makes the system static, but in the future the bus company might offer the service as an online service for instance via a world wide web based booking system. In section 2.3.3 we will give a brief summary of the work on the dynamic version of the general pick-up and delivery VRP and the dynamic dial-a-ride problem.

1.7.5 Taxi Cab Services

Managing taxi cabs is yet another example of a real-life dynamic routing problem. In most taxi cab systems the percentage of dynamic customers is very high, i.e., only very few customers are known to the planner before the taxi cab leaves the taxi central at the beginning of its duty. A special attribute of the taxi cab routing and dispatching problem is that the state of the taxi can either be for hire or it can be engaged by one or more passengers. When the taxi is free for hire, the driver often repositions the vehicle to a centrally located taxi rank where the probability of being hailed is higher than it would have been if the driver had chosen to wait at the destination of the last customer. The location of the taxi ranks could either be based on extensive empirical data of calls or it could simply be based upon the intuition and experience of the driver. The policies for assigning customers to taxis differ from country to country and from company to company. The larger taxi cab companies in Denmark are owned by relatively few contractors, each of whom might have between one and 100 taxis. The contractors share a central call and dispatch center. The customers are then assigned to the taxi according to the number of taxi
cabs owned by each contractor. This implies that the taxi cab routing and dispatching system will have to use a load balancing strategy when assigning the customers to taxis. This policy means that the contractors could be sure that they will get the best service from the company.

1.7.6 Emergency Services

The dispatching of emergency services (police, fire and ambulance services) resembles the dynamic vehicle routing problem through the fact that requests for service arrive in real-time and that the system resembles a geographical based queueing system. In most situations though, routes are not formed, because the requests are usually served before a new request appears. The problem then is to assign the best vehicle (for instance the nearest) to the new request. Methods for designing emergency service dispatch are therefore often based on location analysis for deciding where to locate the vehicles and crews. This area has been studied mostly from queueing oriented approaches. Recently, Gendreau et al. [19] published a paper dealing with ambulance location in the city of Montreal, Canada. For further reading in the area of dispatching emergency services the text book [28] written by Larson and Odoni should be consulted.
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Literature

In this chapter the existing literature covering the dynamic vehicle routing problem and related problems will be investigated. During the past 15-20 years the number of published papers dealing with stochastic and/or dynamic vehicle routing problems has been growing. Generally, the literature on dynamic vehicle routing problems covers a wide range of different applications and methodological approaches. The routing policies for auto-guided vehicles within a manufacturing context are one example of a problem related to the problem we will be examining in the present chapter. Naturally, this chapter cannot cover all aspects of vehicle routing problems with dynamic or stochastic elements. The goal of this chapter is rather to provide a brief introduction to the literature on these subjects. Also, this chapter intends to provide the reader with an overview of the methodological approaches to these problems. A number of different papers using various techniques have been chosen to be briefly discussed as they are estimated to be of specific importance to the present thesis. The study of the literature ended October 1st 1999 and work published after this date will not be treated in this thesis. This chapter is organized as follows. First, we give a brief discussion on some of the most interesting survey papers. In section 2.2 we discuss the different problem types using an a-priori based optimization approach. In section 2.3 we turn to problems using real-time optimization. In section 2.5 we provide a chronological overview of some of the most important works on vehicle routing problems dealing with stochastic and/or dynamic elements. Finally, in section 2.6
we give an assessment of the literature listed in this chapter.

2.1 Survey Papers

During the past decade a number of survey papers have appeared in various journals and books dealing with dynamic and/or stochastic vehicle routing problems. These papers provide the reader with a broad introduction to this subject and we will therefore list some of the most interesting among these papers before turning to the more in-depth literature in these areas.

Psaraftis [36] and [37] was among the first to study dynamic versions of the VRP. As mentioned in the previous chapter he outlined the status and prospects for future research within dynamic vehicle routing problems in these papers.

Powell et al. [34] concentrate on stochastic programming based models, but do also provide an excellent survey on various dynamic vehicle routing problems such as the dynamic traffic assignment problem which consists in finding the optimal routing of some goods from origin to the destination through a network of links which for instance could have time-dependent capacities. The authors also discuss how to evaluate the solutions since it is an important issue that distinguishes static from dynamic models. They note that in static models finding an appropriate objective function is fairly easy and that the objective function is usually a good measure for evaluating the solution. Whereas for dynamic models the objective function used to find the solution over a rolling horizon often has little to do with the measures developed to evaluate the overall quality of a solution.

Bertsimas and Simchi-Levi [5] provide a survey of deterministic and static as well as dynamic and stochastic vehicle routing problems for which they examine the robustness and the asymptotic behavior of the known algorithms. Bertsimas and Simchi-Levi argue that analytical analysis of the vehicle routing problem offers new insights into the algorithmic structure and it makes performance analysis of classical algorithms possible and it leads to a better understanding of models that integrate vehicle routing with other issues like inventory control. The authors conclude that a-priori optimization is an attractive policy if intensive computational power is not present. Furthermore, they point out that dealing with stochasticity in the VRP provides insights that can be useful when constructing practical algorithms for the VRP within a dynamic and stochastic environment.
Gendreau and Potvin [20] is the most recent survey on the DVRP. They note that the work on local area vehicle routing and dispatching still leaves a number of questions to be answered. Especially, research on demand forecasting used for constructing routes with look-ahead is needed in the future. Furthermore, the authors point out that it is relevant to consider several sources of uncertainty like cancellation of requests and service delays rather than just to focus on uncertainty in the time-space occurrence of service requests. Gendreau and Potvin also note that the issue of diversion deserves more attention. Due to the large amount of online information it has become possible to redirect the vehicle while on-route to the new customer. Finally, the authors advocate further research on parallel implementations and worst-case analysis in order to be able to assess the loss in not having full information available at the time of planning.

2.2 A-priori Optimization Based Methods

When dealing with optimization problems, which include uncertain elements, several approaches can be chosen. One way of dealing with problems like these is to determine an a-priori solution. By an a-priori solution we mean that the solution is based on probabilistic information on future events. Within the vehicle routing context a-priori based solutions mean that the planner determines one or more routes based on probabilistic information on future requests for service, customers demands, travel times etc.

Bertsimas et al. [4] argue that using re-optimization based methods for solving vehicle routing problems with random demands might not be without difficulties. They mention that even if the right amount of computer resources are available, it might be too time-consuming to solve the problem every time new information is received. Furthermore, redesigning the routes might create confusion for drivers and company policies concerning having the same driver service the same customers every day might be spoiled by redesigning the routes. These disadvantages do not apply when an a-priori strategy for designing the routes is chosen.

The Probabilistic Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP) and the Probabilistic Vehicle Routing Problem (PVRP) as well as the Stochastic Vehicle Routing Problem (SVRP) are examples of problems solved by using a-priori
optimal based methods. In the following sections these problems will be discussed.

2.2.1 The Probabilistic TSP

The Probabilistic Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP) was first introduced by Jaillet [22] and [23]. The PTSP is defined on a graph \( G = (N, A) \), where \( N \) is the set of nodes and \( A \) is the set of arcs. Each node is present with probability \( p_i \). Nodes present with a probability of 1 are referred to as black nodes, whereas all other nodes are denoted white nodes. A distance (cost), \( c_{ij} \), is associated to all of the arcs in \( E \). Solving the problem consists of finding a tour of minimum expected length. When the tour is about to be carried out, it is revealed whether each white node is present or not. The nodes that are not present can be skipped and the salesman can travel directly to the next node requiring service. A simple example of this is shown in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1](image.png)

Figure 2.1: (a) The a-priori tour. (b) The actual tour when nodes 1, 6 and 7 do not need to be visited.

The applications of the PTSP may be in delivery contexts where a set of
customers have to be serviced on a daily basis, but all customers do not require service every day. Bartholdi et al. [1] describe how they implemented a minimal technology system for routing vehicles delivering hot meals to elderly people. The list of clients changes at a rate of about 14% each month. The “meals on wheels” programme is managed by a single full-time employee who is responsible for managing the budget, planning menus, monitoring quality and supervising part-time staff besides managing the delivery of the meals. In other words the manager is overworked and managing a computer-based routing system would only make things worse. Therefore, the authors decided to go for a minimal technology system (meaning no computers). The routing system is based on a traveling salesman heuristic, which is extremely simple, but does provide high quality tours on the average. The main idea is to use a “space filling curve” which should be imagined to be an infinitesimal thin curve which visits all points within a unit square. The relative position, Θ, of each client’s location along the space filling curve is calculated. The route is then found when sorting the Θ values. The underlying structure of the meals on wheels problem resembles the PTSP, as all locations within the space filling curve are considered possible client locations. The new system improved the travel times by 13% and the distributor was able to consolidate five routes into four. Another example of a PTSP application is the route of a post delivery man. The set of customers is fixed, but not all households receive mail every day and some can therefore be skipped by the post man.

Jaillet [22] formulates the PTSP as an integer nonlinear programming model and transforms this formulation first into a mixed integer linear problem and finally into an integer linear program. The final solution is found by using a branch-and-bound scheme similar to the methods used for the traditional TSP. Jaillet also shows that although dynamic programming (DP) might seem a natural choice for solving the PTSP exactly, it turns out that DP cannot provide an exact solution. Jaillet presents a number of heuristics inspired by tour construction and by tour improvement procedures known from the traditional TSP. Among these is the “Supersavings Algorithm” based on the Clarke-Wright [9] “savings” approach in which the central idea is to look at the savings in the expected length. Another tour construction heuristic is the “Almost Nearest Neighbor Algorithm” which similarly works on the increase in expected length. With respect to the tour improvement heuristics Jaillet mentions that a modified version of the l-opt method can be used to solve the PTSP. Finally, Jaillet discusses partitioning algorithms in which the main idea is to
partition the service region into a set of smaller subregions and then solve the resulting PTSP in these subregions. Jайлlet concludes that although exact methods seem a little too ambitious for the general PTSP, the proposed mathematical programming based method could be appropriate for solving reasonable-sized problems which have $p_i$'s close to 1 or a dominant number of black nodes. Furthermore, he concludes that some of the tour construction procedures seem promising and if low computation times are important, partitioning algorithms should be considered. Jezequel [24] defines a good PTSP tour in the Euclidean case to be a compromise between a tour of short length and a tour including zigzag patterns. Jezequel shows that the performance of the heuristics proposed by Jайлlet generally is very poor. Jezequel shows that a manual solution procedure was very efficient for coverage probabilities greater than or equal to 0.5. For instances with coverage probabilities less than 0.5 a new heuristic based on the savings idea produces very good results. Bertsimas and Howell [3] sharpen the best known bounds for the PTSP, derive several asymptotic results for various heuristics and the PTSP with the re-optimization strategy. Bertsimas and Howell also mention that one motivation for examining probabilistic versions of well-known deterministic models is to test the robustness (with respect to optimality) of the known methods within a stochastic environment. Laporte et al. [26] formulate the PTSP as an integer linear program and solve it by using a branch-and-cut approach. The authors solve problems ranging from 10 to 50 nodes with varying proportions of black and white nodes. The computation times range between less than a second and up to several hundreds of seconds.

2.2.2 The Probabilistic VRP

Bertsimas et al. [4] describe the Probabilistic Vehicle Routing Problem (PVRP) as a standard VRP, but with demands which are probabilistic in nature rather than deterministic. The PVRP is an extremely difficult problem to solve. Bertsimas [2] provides a recursive expression for finding the objective value which is also a very hard problem. Bertsimas also provide bounds and asymptotic analysis and several re-optimization policies for the PVRP.

Bertsimas et al. [4] propose two different strategies for serving the customers. Under Strategy A the vehicle visits all the customers in the same fixed order as under the a-priori sequence. However, the vehicle serves only
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Figure 2.2: (a) The a-priori route. (b) The actual route when Strategy A is used. (c) The actual route when Strategy B is used.
the customers who require service that day. The total expected distance traveled corresponds to the fixed length of the a-priori route plus the expected length of the additional detours originating from visits to the depot when the capacity is exceeded. Using Strategy B the customers with no demand are simply skipped. Figure 2.2 shows a simple example of the PVRP in which a vehicle of capacity 2 has to serve 6 potential customers each with a demand of 0 or 1 unit). In the example customer 1 and 3 turns out to have a null demand and while Strategy B simply skips these customers Strategy A visits all 6 customers. Bertsimas and Simchi-Levi [5] note that these two methods differ with respect to the fact that Strategy A models situations in which the demands become known, when the vehicle arrives at the customers, while, for Strategy B the actual demand is known before the vehicle arrives at the customer. Gendreau et al. [16] examine a less restrictive formulation of the PVRP in that it allows for full or split deliveries. The PVRP is solved by finding the routes of minimum expected length. Seguin [40] and Gendreau et al. [17] propose an exact algorithm for the PVRP based on the integer L-shaped method. They solve instances with up to 46 vertices. They also show that stochastic customers are far more complex to handle compared to stochastic demands.

2.2.3 The Stochastic VRP

The Stochastic Vehicle Routing Problem (SVRP) arises when some of the elements of the problem are stochastic. The stochasticity could for instance be uncertain travel times, unknown demands and/or the existence of the customers. Hence, the SVRP could be thought of as a generalization of the PVRP described in the previous section. Gendreau et al. [18] provide an excellent survey paper on the SVRP.

Usually, the SVRP’s are two-stage recourse problems. In the first stage a planned or a-priori route is designed and then a recourse is used in the second stage to accommodate problems like for instance exceeded capacity. Usually, the recourse generates a cost or a saving that should be considered when the first stage solution is designed. Gendreau illustrates the two-stage methodology by considering a VRP with stochastic demands. The first stage solution consists of $m$ vehicle routes visiting each customer exactly once. After the first stage solution has been designed, the actual demands are disclosed. The disclosure implies that the first stage solution becomes infeasible because the total demands of the customers may exceed
the vehicle capacity. In this case a simple second stage policy would be to follow the designed routes until the route fails and then return to the depot to unload/replenish and then resume the service of the customers by returning to the customer where the route failed. In this example the recourse action is defined as the cost associated in the return trip to the depot. Another example of a more clever recourse policy is to return to the depot, whenever the vehicle is near the depot and the residual capacity is below a certain threshold. Dror et al. [13] discuss different recourse policies for this problem.

The two basic formulations of stochastic programs are chance constrained programs (CCP) and stochastic programs with recourse (SPR). For the CCP the probability of failure in the first stage is constrained to be below a given threshold. The CCP solution does not take the costs associated with failure into consideration. In the SPR one seeks a first stage solution that minimizes the expected costs of the second stage solution plus the expected costs of the recourse. The SPR approach might seem the most intuitively correct of the two formulations. However, SPR’s are often much harder to solve than the CCP’s.

Gendreau et al. [18] divide the SVRP’s into six categories. Below we provide a brief summary of these problem types.

- **TSP with Stochastic Customers (TSPSC)**
  The customers are present with probability \( p_i \). The problem is also known under the name the Probabilistic Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP) and was described in section 2.2.1.

- **TSP with Stochastic Travel Times (TSPST)**
  In this problem the customers are known, but the length of the arcs varies, i.e., the \( c_{ij} \) cost coefficients representing the travel times are random variables. The objective is usually to maximize the probability of completing the tour within a given deadline.

- **m-TSP with Stochastic Travel Times (m-TSPST)**
  This is the \( m \) vehicle version of the TSPST, where all the routes start and end in the same depot. Each vehicle is often associated with a cost in order to minimize the number of vehicles in the solution.

- **VRP with Stochastic Demands (VRPSD)**
  The demands of the customers are random variables. The VRPSD is
according to Gendreau et al. [18] without doubt the most studied of
the SVRPs. They list references to more than 20 papers dealing with
the VRPSD.

- **VRP with Stochastic Customers (VRPSC)**
  This is an extension of the TSPSC - the customers are present with
  probability $p_i$, but have deterministic demands. All work done on the
  VRPSC except for one paper considers the case of unit demands.

- **VRP with Stochastic Customers and Demands (VRPSCD)**
  The VRPSCD is a combination of the VRPSC and the VRPSD. This
  problem is also known under the name the Probabilistic Vehicle Rout-
  ing Problem (PVRP) and was described in section 2.2.2.

Generally, for all of the above mentioned problem classes the instances
solved to optimality vary from approximately 10 to 50 customers. Gendreau
et al. [18] note that it is difficult to assess the quality of the heuristics due
to the fact that it is very hard to find exact solutions to most of the SVRPs
and because the quality of the bounds is usually quite poor. They conclude
that the development of exact algorithms based on the Integer L-Shaped
method as well as the construction of tabu search heuristics seem promising.

### 2.3 Real-time Optimization Methods

In the previous section all methods presented used stochastic/probabilistic
information on future events to construct the routes. Within this setting
routes will be planned before the vehicle leaves the depot in the morning.
In this section, we describe methods that construct routes during the day
of operation, i.e. in real-time while the vehicle is on-route. In section
2.3.1 we discuss the dynamic version of the well-known Traveling Salesman
Problem. Section 2.3.2 provides a thorough discussion of the Dynamic
Traveling Repairman Problem, as this problem will be examined further in
the remaining part of this thesis. Finally, in section 2.3.3 we give a brief
introduction to the dynamic dial-a-ride problem.

#### 2.3.1 The Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem

The classical Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is definitely one of the
most studied problems in operations research. The vast majority of these
works concentrate on deterministic and static applications of the TSP. In 1988 Psaraftis [36] introduced a dynamic version of the TSP - the so-called Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem (DTSP). The motivation for introducing a dynamic TSP was that the classical static TSP is considered to be the “archetypal” (static) vehicle routing problem due to the fact that most other routing problems are extensions and generalizations of the TSP. Psaraftis defines the DTSP as follows: \( G \) is the complete graph consisting of \( n \) nodes. The demands for service are independently generated at each node of the graph. The generation process could for example be the Poisson process with the intensity parameter \( \lambda \). The demands must be serviced by the salesman who travels at a constant velocity from node \( i \) to node \( j \) in the time \( t_{ij} \). The service time of each of the demands is denoted \( t_0 \). The problem now consists of finding an “optimal” routing policy for the salesman to follow. Psaraftis identifies the following issues as being interesting and good research issues:

- **Performance measures**
  In communication networks the performance measures are either based on throughput or delay measures. In a vehicle routing context these measures mean that the “optimal” policy should be the policy that either maximizes the expected number of serviced demands per unit time or the policy that minimizes the average expected waiting time for the demands.

- **Light traffic**
  If the demand rate \( \lambda \) is “relatively low”, the vehicle will be able to keep up with the demand and the throughput will be \( n \cdot \lambda \), independent of the policy, whereas the waiting time will indeed depend on the policy used. The policy of “service the (probably sole) demand as soon as it appears and then wait” results in less waiting time compared to the policy “service demands as you go according to a \([\text{node } 1 \rightarrow \text{node } 2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow \text{node } n \rightarrow \text{node } 1 \rightarrow \ldots] \) scheme” for low values of \( \lambda \).

- **Heavy traffic**
  If the demand rate on the other hand takes on higher values, the situation becomes more complicated. In some cases the demand rate gets so high that the vehicle cannot keep up with demands. In many cases the performance of the routing policies decides whether or not the system can keep up with the demand. In very heavily loaded systems demands might even need to be rejected.
• Repositioning
In cases where the demand rate is low, it may make sense to reposition the vehicle to a strategically located node. This problem resembles a facility location problem and Psaraftis suggests further research on the combination of dynamic vehicle routing and facility location.

Naturally, there exist a wide variety of different versions of the DTSP. The graph $G$ could for example be incomplete, symmetric or Euclidean. Furthermore, the arrival process generating new demands does not have to be the Poisson process and the demand rate could vary for different nodes. Finally, Psaraftis suggests research on when a myopic policy is optimal and whether or not it makes sense to accumulate (batch) demands before going to the next node.

2.3.2 The Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem

The Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (DTRP) was introduced by Bertsimas and Van Ryzin in the paper entitled “A Stochastic and Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem in the Euclidean Plane” [6] and was initially motivated by Psaraftis’s [36] work on the dynamic version of the TSP. Bertsimas’s and Van Ryzin’s work on the DTRP is by far the most extensive and mathematically concise work on dynamic vehicle routing problems. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin mention that in real distribution systems orders/demands arrive randomly in time and the dispatching of vehicles is a continuous process of collecting demands, forming tours and dispatching vehicles. In dynamic settings the waiting time is often more important than the travel cost. Examples of applications where the waiting time is the important factor include the replenishment of stocks in a manufacturing context, the management of taxi cabs, the dispatch of emergency services, geographically dispersed failures to be serviced by a mobile repairman. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin define the DTRP as follows:

• A repairman (or a vehicle/server) travels at unit velocity in a bounded convex region $\mathcal{A}$ of area $A$.

• All demands are dynamic and arrive in time according to a Poisson process with the intensity parameter $\lambda$. The locations of the demands are independently and uniformly distributed in $\mathcal{A}$.
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- Each demand requires an independently and identically distributed amount of on-site service time with mean duration $\bar{s}$ and second moment $\bar{s}^2$. The fraction of time that the server spends on on-site servicing the demands is denoted $\rho$. For stable systems $\rho = \lambda \bar{s}$.

- The system time, $T_i$, of demand $i$ is defined as the elapsed time between the arrival of demand $i$ and the time the server completes the service of the demand. The steady-state system time denoted by $T$ is defined by $T = \lim_{i \to \infty} E[T_i]$.

- The waiting time, $W_i$, of demand $i$ is defined as the time elapsed from the demand arrived until the service starts. Thus, $T_i = W_i + \bar{s}_i$. The steady-state waiting time, $W$, is defined as $W = T - \bar{s}$.

The problem is to design a routing policy that minimizes $T$. The optimal value of $T$ is denoted $T^\ast$. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin stress that although the DTRP resembles a traditional queueing system, queueing theory does not apply due to the fact that the system time $T$ includes the travel times which cannot be regarded as independent variables. The approach of the authors is to derive lower bounds for all policies for the average system time $T$. After that Bertsimas and Van Ryzin analyze several policies and compare their performance to the lower bounds. To obtain these results the authors use techniques from combinatorial optimization, queueing theory, geometrical probability and simulation.

The analysis is divided into two cases; one for the light traffic case (i.e. $\lambda \to 0$) and one for the heavy traffic case (i.e. $\rho \to 1$).

For the light traffic case, Bertsimas and Van Ryzin establish the lower bound for $T$ by dividing the system time into three components; the waiting time originating from the travel to the demands prior to demand $i$, the waiting time originating from the service of the customers prior to demand $i$ and finally demand $i$'s own on-site service time.

$$T^\ast \geq \frac{E[\|X - x^\ast\|]}{1 - \rho} + \frac{\lambda \bar{s}^2}{2(1 - \rho)} + \bar{s}$$

(2.1)

If $\mathcal{A}$ is a square $E[\|X - x^\ast\|] = 0.383\sqrt{\mathcal{A}}$. The bound grows with larger values of $\rho$. 

For the heavy traffic case, Bertsimas and Van Ryzin prove that there exists a constant $\gamma = \frac{3}{4}\sqrt{2\pi} \approx 0.266$ so that:

$$T^* \geq \gamma^2 \frac{\lambda A}{(1 - \rho)^2} - \frac{1 - 2\rho}{2\lambda} \quad (2.2)$$

This means that the system time grows by a factor of $(1 - \rho)^{-2}$. In traditional queueing systems system time normally grows with a factor of $(1 - \rho)^{-1}$. This difference is caused by the geometry of the system. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin [6] mention that the $\gamma$ value is probably not tight and conjecture that the heavy traffic bound will remain true for larger values of $\gamma$.

Bertsimas and Van Ryzin analyze a wide range of routing policies for the DTRP. A brief description of these policies is given below.

- **First Come First Served (FCFS).**
  The demands are served in the order in which they are received by the dispatcher.

- **Stochastic Queue Median (FCFS-SQM).**
  The FCFS-SQM policy is a modification of the FCFS policy. According to the FCFS-SQM policy the server travels directly from the median of the service region to the location of the demand. After the service has been completed, the server returns to the median and waits for the next demand.

- **Nearest Neighbor (NN).**
  After completing service at one location the server travels to the nearest neighboring demand.

- **Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP).**
  The demands are batched into sets of size $n$. Each time a new set of demands has been collected, a Traveling Salesman Problem is solved. The demands are served according to the optimal TSP tour. If more than one set exists at the same time, the sets are served in an FCFS manner.

- **Space Filling Curve (SFC).**
  The demands are served, as they are encountered during repeated clockwise sweeps of a circle $C$ that covers the service region.
• **Partitioning policy (PART).**
  The service region $A$ is partitioned into $m^2$ smaller subregions in which the demands are served using an FCFS policy. When no more demands are left in a subregion, the server travels to the next subregion.

The FCFS-SQM policy can be shown to give asymptotically optimal performance in light traffic. The conclusions of the simulation tests are that SFC and NN proved to be efficient in both light and heavy traffic. Furthermore, the SFC and NN policies are non-parametric which means that these policies are more stable in a system with a heavy variation in traffic conditions.

**Generalizations - Multiple Capacitated Vehicles**

In the paper “Stochastic and Dynamic Vehicle Routing in the Euclidean Plane with Multiple Capacitated Vehicles” [7], Bertsimas and Van Ryzin generalize their findings of the first paper. They provide bounds and propose a number of new policies for both the un-capacitated $m$ server case and for the case with $m$ servers each with a capacity of $q$.

For the un-capacitated case, Bertsimas and Van Ryzin extend the lower bounds shown above to the $m$ vehicle case. The vehicle travels at constant velocity, $v$.

For the light traffic case the authors establish the following lower bound:

$$ T^* \geq \frac{1}{v} E[\min_{x_0 \in D^*} \| X - x_0 \|] + \bar{s} \tag{2.3} $$

The bound can be interpreted as the expected travel time from the closest server to the location of the demand plus the on-site service time.

For the heavy traffic case the authors establish the following lower bound:

$$ T^* \geq \gamma^2 \frac{\lambda A}{m^2 v^2 (1 - \rho)_{2}} - \frac{\bar{s}(1 - 2\rho)}{2\rho} \tag{2.4} $$
The system time still grows by a factor of \((1 - \rho)^{-2}\) as in the un-capacitated single-server case. It should also be noted that if the number of servers or the velocity is doubled, the first part of the bound is reduced by a factor of 4.

The SQM policy of the un-capacitated single-server case can be extended to the \(m\) server case simply by locating the servers at the \(m\) median locations for the region \(A\). When new demands arrive, they are assigned to the nearest median location and its corresponding server. After service has been completed, the server should return to its median. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin show that the \(m\)SQM policy is optimal in light traffic. The authors propose several policies for the heavy traffic case. Among these is the simple Random Assignment policy (RA\(\mu\)), in which the Poisson process is divided into \(m\) Poisson subprocesses. Each vehicle is assigned to a subprocess and the demands are served using a heavy-traffic policy \(\mu\). The RA\(\mu\) policy has a constant factor guarantee, but the system time increases by \(m\). Another heavy-traffic policy is the G/G/\(m\) version of the TSP policy. Here, the demands are collected into sets of size \(n\). An optimal TSP tour is found each time a new set is collected. The optimal tours are served according to the FCFS scheme. The authors show that for a modified version of this TSP policy the system time could be made independent of \(m\).

In the capacitated version of the multiple-server DTRP, a depot with a fixed location is associated to each server and the servers are only allowed to visit their designated depots. It is allowed for the depots to be coincident. The capacity of each server is denoted \(q\) and indicates how many customers a single vehicle is able to serve before returning to the depot. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin provide the following lower bound for the heavy traffic case:

\[
T^* \geq \frac{\gamma^2}{9} \frac{\lambda A(1 + 1/q)^2}{m^2 v^2 (1 - \rho - 2\lambda r/mqv)^2} - \frac{s(1 - 2\rho)}{2\rho} \tag{2.5}
\]

where \(r\) is the expected distance from an arbitrary customer in \(A\) to the nearest depot. It should be noted that for the case where \(q \to \infty\) the bound reduces to the bound in equation 2.4, although the present constant is weaker. In accordance with the intuition the system time is seen to increase for decreasing values of the capacity, \(q\).

Bertsimas and Van Ryzin propose three policies for the capacitated case. In the qRP (capacitated Region Partitioning) policy the service region \(A\) is
divided into \( k \) smaller subregions and a TSP tour is constructed each time \( q \) consecutive demands have arrived in a subregion. A starting demand is selected from the optimal tour and the server travels to this demand. After completion of the tour the server returns to the depot. The tours should be served in an FCFS order and the number of subregions \( k \) should be optimized.

In the \( q \)TP policy sets of \( n \) demands are collected and optimal tours are performed. The tour is then split into \( l = \lceil n/q \rceil \) segments each to be served by a server. As with the \( q \)RP policy the optimal tours are served in FCFS order.

Finally, in the modified \( q \)TP policy \( \mathcal{A} \) is divided into \( k \) equally sized subregions using radial cuts centered at the depot. Sets of size \( n/k \) are formed in each region and the corresponding optimal tours are constructed. The tours are deposited in an FCFS queue and are to be served by the first available vehicle.

Bertsimas and Van Ryzin prove that all of the above mentioned policies are within a constant factor of the optimal policies in heavy traffic. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin conclude that the stability condition is independent of any characteristics of the service region for the un-capacitated case. However, in the capacitated case, the depot location and the system geometry strongly influence the stability conditions. Furthermore, the authors establish that the expected system time in heavy traffic is \( \Theta(\lambda A/(m^2 v^2 (1 - \rho)^2)) \) for the un-capacitated system and \( \Theta(\lambda A/(m^2 v^2 (1 - \rho - 2\bar{r}/m v q)^2)) \) for the capacitated system. The authors also provide a discussion of the relevance of the objective function used for the DTRP. It is argued that in a real-life situation the objective function often consists of a mixture of waiting time costs and travel costs. The analysis is based on an examination of a general objective function which both includes the system time and the travel costs. The analysis confirms that there is a trade-off between travel costs and system time in a dynamic routing system. An example shows that the travel costs can be reduced in return for an increase in the system time.

Further generalizations - General Demand and Inter-arrival Time Distributions

In the paper “Stochastic and Dynamic Vehicle Routing with General Demand and Inter-arrival Time Distributions” [8] Bertsimas and Van Ryzin
use different techniques to extend their results to describe the more realistic case where the demand locations have an arbitrary continuous distribution and the arrivals follow a general renewal process. The authors also obtain significant improvements of the best known lower bounds. Bertsimas and Van Ryzin conclude that static vehicle routing methods when properly adapted can yield near optimal or in some cases even optimal policies within a dynamic setting. This means that the methods - exact as well as heuristics - developed for static problems are not irrelevant in a dynamic environment.

Recent Work

Papastavrou [33] proposes a new DTRP policy called the generation policy. The generation policy initially positions the server at the median of the service region. The server then travels as soon as the next demand for service is received. After the service is completed, the server returns to the median. If there are no waiting demands when the server returns to the median, it should wait for the next demand to be received. Otherwise, the server should serve the waiting demands according to the optimal TSP tour. After completing the TSP tour the server should return to the median and wait for the next “generation” of demands. The motivation for proposing this policy was that the policies described above either perform well in light or heavy traffic, but not in both. The numerical results show that the generation policy performs very well in light as well as in moderate and heavy traffic conditions. Papastavrou stresses the importance of a policy that performs well under all conditions, because changing policies can be a costly process and in some situations also difficult to implement. Furthermore, in a constantly changing environment changing policies might not be possible.

Pick-up and Deliveries

Swihart and Papastavrou [42] extend the DTRP into a pick-up and delivery problem. They refer to this problem as the single-vehicle Dynamic Pick-Up and Delivery Problem (DPDP). The objective of DPDP is to minimize the expected system time for the demands. Unit-capacity as well as multiple-capacity variations of the DPDP is considered. It should be noted that by multiple-capacity the authors understand a vehicle with infinite
capacity, i.e. the vehicle can carry an infinite number of demands. Swihart and Papastavrou provide a lower bound for the performance for both the unit-capacity and the multiple-capacity cases in light and heavy traffic conditions. For the unit-capacity case three policies were examined: a) the sectoring policy in which the service region is divided into $m^2$ sectors, b) the stacker crane policy in which demands are grouped into continuous sets as they arrive and an optimal tour is constructed whenever a new set is complete and c) the well-known nearest neighbor policy. The Nearest Neighbor policy performed best for high values of $\lambda$. For the multiple-capacity case Swihart and Papastavrou propose the following two policies.

1. The dual TSP policy in which demands are grouped into sets of $n$ demands. An optimal tour through the pick-up locations of the demands is constructed for each set. Then, an optimal tour is constructed through the delivery locations for each set.

2. The multiple-capacity nearest neighbor policy in which the vehicle proceeds to the nearest pick-up or valid delivery location. A valid delivery location is defined as the delivery location for demands that have been picked up but not delivered.

The multiple-capacity nearest neighbor policy performed better than the dual traveling salesman policy. The authors suggest further research on bounds and policies for cases with limited capacities. Swihart and Papastavrou also note that the bounds presented could be tightened further.

### 2.3.3 Dynamic Dial-A-Ride Systems

The Dial-A-Ride Problem (DARP) consists in finding the cost optimal route through a number of customers; each of which has an origin location (pick-up location) and a destination location (delivery location). The objective to be minimized is usually a function of the number of vehicles in the solution, the distance driven and the level of service provided to the customers. The conventional DARP could be divided into the following three broad categories.

- **Many-to-one (MTO)**
  
  MTO is the simplest type of the DARP to provide and it is relatively
easy to construct high quality routes. As an example of a real-life application of the MTO one could mention the transport of customers from a residential area to for instance the local shopping mall.

- **Many-to-few (MTF)**
  MTF is harder to provide due to the fact that this system services more than one attraction center. However, the quality/cost ratio is relatively high in an MTF, because a considerable amount of the transit goes from home to some attraction center. Again, a real-life example could for instance be three different stops at the same large shopping mall.

- **Many-to-many (MTM)**
  The MTM service could be thought of as a taxi cab system in which multiple passengers could be in the vehicle at the same time. Passengers are being picked up at several different locations and dropped off at several different locations. The MTM problem is therefore similar to transportation of elderly and handicapped people.

A number of additional side constraints might be present, as is the case when dealing with conventional VRP. Madsen et al. [30] examine a Dial-A-Ride routing and scheduling Problem with Time Windows (DARPTW). They solve the real-life problem faced by the Copenhagen Firefighting Service (CFFS) when transporting elderly and handicapped people. CFFS does not have all requests for service at the beginning of the day of operation. In other words customers might call in for service during the day of operation. The authors deal with the online requests by re-optimization of the routes each time a new request is received by the dispatchers. One of the system requirements was that new requests should be added and scheduled within a maximum of 2 seconds.

Dial [12] introduces the ADART (Autonomous Dial-A-Ride Transit) system which is a modernized version of the DARP. The ADART system has fully automated dispatching and autonomously managed vehicles servicing both customers subscribing to the ADART service and immediate request customers calling in for service. Dial argues that “ADART is an idea whose time has come” and that autonomous dial-a-ride may be the answer for transit service in a low-density area.
2.4 Related Problems

In this section a number of papers addressing the DVRP or related problems will be examined.

Real-Time Vehicle Routing and Scheduling

Gendreau et al. [15] describe a dynamic routing problem motivated by a courier service application. The customers appear in real-time and must be serviced within a given soft time window. The problem is modeled as a dynamic version of the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (DVRPTW). The tabu search heuristic used in this work was originally designed for the static version of this problem and was therefore modified in order to deal with dynamic version. The method is then implemented on a parallel platform. The authors finally present numerical results for both light and heavy traffic and compare the tabu search method with other heuristic methods.

Time-dependent TSP and VRP

In the Time-Dependent Traveling Salesman Problem (TD-TSP) and the Time-Dependent Vehicle Routing Problem (TD-VRP) the objective is to minimize the total time of the routes. The travel times between customers and between the depot and the customers depends on the distance between the points and the time of the day. The time-dependency accounts for variations in travel speed caused by congestion etc. All other data are static and deterministic. Malandraki [31] and Malandraki and Daskin [32] introduce and develop several heuristic algorithms based on the nearest-neighbor method. Malandraki and Daskin also propose a mathematical-programming-based heuristic for the TD-TSP which uses cutting planes. The authors test their algorithms on randomly generated test problems with 10 to 25 nodes and with travel times represented by step functions of two or three periods per element in the travel time matrix. The nearest-neighbor heuristics solve the instances within one second while the cutting plane algorithm is relatively computationally expensive even for small instances. The gaps between the value of the best feasible solution and the solution of the final LP relaxation are also large. The authors conclude that
more research is needed within this area in order to develop algorithms for time dependent problems.

The MORSS Algorithm

In 1985 Psaraftis et al. [38] developed the MORSS (M.I.T. Ocean Routing and Scheduling System) to route cargo ships for the U.S. Military Sealift Command (MSC) in emergency situations. The objective for the MSC is to allocate cargo ships to cargoes so that all cargoes arrive at their destinations within a certain time window. A number of additional constraints such as ship capacity and compatibility between ships, cargoes and ports have to be considered. Furthermore, three criteria have to be satisfied; the cargoes should be delivered within time, the ship utilization must be high and port congestion must be avoided. Psaraftis argues that the problem is dynamic in nature, because the environment conditions change in real-time. The proposed algorithm uses a rolling planning horizon principle in which only cargoes within the temporal “front end” of the horizon are considered for permanent assignment. The algorithm pays less attention to cargoes further away into the future due to the fact that these future cargoes are subject to changes.

2.5 Chronological Overview

Figure 2.3 gives a chronological overview of some of the most important work on dynamic and stochastic vehicle routing problems. A virtual line through the middle of the illustration divides the literature in two sides; the left-hand one embracing a-priori optimization based models and the right-hand one embracing the real-time optimization based models. Horizontally, the illustration is organized so that the basic models as for instance the DTRP and PTSP are located in the middle of the illustration corresponding to the axis of complexity shown at the bottom of the figure. Similarly the complex DVRPTW studied by Gendreau et al. is placed at the very right to represent the complexity of this problem.
### 2.5. CHRONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>DARP</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>PTSP</td>
<td>Bartholdi et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>PTSP</td>
<td>Bartholdi et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>DVRPTW</td>
<td>Papastavrou &amp; Bertsimas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.3:** Chronological overview of important literature.
2.6 Summary

Below a brief summary of the literature reviewed in this chapter will be given.

The a-priori optimization based methods, i.e., models based on mathematical programming, do not seem to be applicable in a real-life online DVRP context, since these problems are static by nature, and using such methodology in a dynamic environment leads to very high computation times which should be avoided in real-life applications. Furthermore, it may not be worth the computational effort to try to find an optimal or near-optimal solution in a real-time setting, because new requests may render the solution sub-optimal. Finally, PVRP and SVRP based models require extensive a-priori information such as the probability of a certain customer requiring service upon a certain day and time. In most cases such detailed information will not be available.

The real-time optimization based methods, like the dynamic version of the TSP and the DTRP, seem much more promising when solving real-life problems, since these models are dynamic by nature. However, despite the extensive theoretical work on the DTRP by especially Bertsimas and Van Ryzin, experiences with real-life applications of the DTSP as well as the DTRP seem to be almost non-existing. This may be due to the fact that the DTSP as well as the DTRP in their basic versions are too simple to be found in any real-life distribution contexts.

For real-life DVRP problems methods like the parallel implementation of the tabu search proposed by Gendreau et al. [15] seems to be an interesting approach, since the feasibility check and insertion of new immediate requests could be done with very little computational effort. This approach also uses the idle periods when no new immediate requests have been received for a certain amount of time to improve on the current best solution. In this way the computational power is exploited during idle periods. Naturally, given the right amount of information and a reasonable long idle period an ideal method should be able to foresee possible scenarios and initiate new calculations.
As mentioned in section 1.3 randomly generated data rather than real-life datasets are often used when analyzing and designing dynamic vehicle routing systems. In this chapter we will discuss some of the important issues that should be addressed when generating random test data.

The times of new immediate requests calling in for service, the geographical locations, the on-site service times, and the demands of the customers are all parameters subject to stochasticity within a dynamic vehicle routing problem. We discuss these parameters in order to provide some guidelines for dealing with stochasticity when simulating DVRP scenarios.

Throughout the chapter an empirical case study will be examined. The data of this study originate from a real-life scenario of a long-distance courier mail and packages service provider. The routing problem faced by such companies is examined in further detail in chapter 8.

### 3.1 Request Times of New Customers

Naturally, the arrival process for generating the time when the immediate request customers call in for service is essential when analyzing a dynamic routing system. In this section this arrival process is analyzed. Firstly, we provide a brief study on the commonly used Poisson process. Then, the call times of the long-distance courier mail case study are presented. Finally,
we propose a time-dependent Poisson process for generating call times in a constantly changing environment.

3.1.1 The Poisson Process

Traditionally, the main reason for using the Poisson process is that this process is very simple to work with as well as the fact that it possesses some nice statistical characteristics which means that it is possible to derive analytical expressions describing the system in question.

The most important statistical properties of the Poisson process could be summarized as follows: The arrival intensity parameter of the Poisson process, usually denoted \( \lambda \), denotes the number of requests per time unit, i.e., if the time unit is 1 hour, the Poisson process with \( \lambda = 2.5 \) generates 2.5 requests per hour on average. The expected number of requests during the period of \( T \) hours is therefore \( \lambda T \). The time interval between two requests is exponentially distributed, i.e., the Poisson process has no memory of old events.

3.1.2 Pick-up of Courier Mail - Case Study

In Figure 3.1 the relation between the number of calls received by the call center of a long-distance courier mail service provider is shown as a function of the time of the day. The X-axis has been sampled at 15 minutes’ intervals so that all calls received within each 15-minute interval were accumulated before printing. This was done to remove noise from outliers and hereby making the trend in the data more clear. The figure is based on all immediate requests received during a two-week (Monday-Friday) period in four almost adjacent service areas. The number of immediate requests total 283 calls for service during this period. The figure shows extensive variations in the number of calls throughout the day. The call center opens at 8:00 and closes at 18:00. The morning hours are relatively slow, but the number of calls increase towards noon. During lunch breaks (approximately 12:00 - 13:00) the number of calls is relatively low. The number of calls increase during the first part of the afternoon and reach its maximum at approximately 14:30.
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Figure 3.1: The number of calls in a real-life instance of a long-distance courier mail service provider as a function of the time of the day.

3.1.3 The Time-dependent Poisson Process

The previous section clearly indicates that the call intensity varies during the day. Naturally, the actual shape of the distribution depends heavily on the application. In the above scenario the majority of the customers call in during the afternoon, because most offices close between 16:00 and 17:00. In other scenarios such as the distribution of oil to private households one would expect the majority of the customers to call in early during the morning hours after a cold night without heating. Obviously, this means that using a distribution with a constant intensity parameter does not give an adequate description of the actual real-life situation. Alternatively, other distributions for arrivals could be used. The peak hour phenomenon could for instance be modeled by using a time-dependent Poisson process. In Figure 3.2 an example of a continuous time-dependent Poisson process is shown.

The generation of time-dependent Poisson distributed numbers could for instance be done by using the so-called rejection method (Larson and Odoni
Figure 3.2: An example of a time-dependent Poisson distribution.

[28]) which is based on a geometrical interpretation of the probability density function. With reference to the example shown in Figure 3.2 the rejection method could be explained as follows:

1. Estimate the average arrival intensity rate, $\bar{\lambda}$, over the time period $T$.

   $$\bar{\lambda} = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} \lambda(t) dt$$

2. Find the number of requests to be generated, $k$, by sampling the Poisson process with the arrival intensity of $\bar{\lambda}$ over the time period $T$.

3. Generate two uniformly distributed random numbers, $r_1$ and $r_2$, where $0 \leq r_1 \leq T$ and $r_2 = \max_t \lambda(t) = \lambda^\prime$. If $r_2 \leq \lambda(r_1)$, accept $r_1$ as the $i$’th time instant $\tau_i$. Repeat this step until $k$ time instants have been accepted.

4. Sort the time instants $\tau_i$, $i = 1, 2, ..., k$ into an ordered set.

We believe that new generation methods should consider using time-dependent arrival processes since the arrival intensities within a dynamic distribution...
context are often seen to be subject to relatively heavy variations. However, the time-dependent Poisson process will not be considered in the remaining part of this thesis. The reason for not considering this aspect is that including such information would introduce yet more parameters which increase the risk of blurring the general picture.

3.2 The Geographical Location of Customers

The spatial distribution of the customers’ geographical location is one of the most essential parameters in both static and dynamic vehicle routing problems. The major part of the work on static vehicle routing uses Solomon’s test dataset \cite{solomon1987syntactic} for reference. These datasets are divided into 6 groups, denoted R1, R2, C1, C2, RC1 and RC2. Each group consists of 8 to 12 different instances. The R1 and R2 datasets are randomly generated according to a uniform distribution. The C1 and C2 datasets are clustered, while the RC1 and RC2 datasets are a mixture of being clustered and randomly distributed. All problems consist of 100 customers located in a 100 x 100 square area.

3.2.1 Courier Mail Services - Case Study

Figure 3.3 shows the geographical distribution of the customers from the long-distance courier mail service application. It can be seen from the figure that the locations of the customers are strongly correlated. Furthermore, it should also be noted that a number of the customers are located outside the most congested areas. The strong tendency towards clustering could be explained by the type of the application. The spatial distribution of the customers in Figure 3.3 seems natural, because the long-distance courier mail services are mostly used by big corporations which tend to be located in “industrial neighborhoods” or even in office buildings with a number of different corporations in the same building. The outliers are either companies located in a remote area or private households only receiving/sending long-distance mail once in a while.
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Figure 3.3: The geographical distribution of customers of a real-life instance for the long-distance courier mail problem.
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3.2.2 Generating Geographical Locations

In order to be able to capture the spatial distribution, the service region can be divided into \( n \) smaller subregions, in which the arrival intensity in the customer generation process varies from subregion to subregion.

In Figure 3.4 an example of this method is shown. The customer locations were generated by dividing the 1000 x 1000 sized service region into 100 subregions. In each subregion a uniform distribution generated the geographical locations. The number of customers in each subregion were generated by using a Poisson process with intensity parameters which depended on the subregion.

The generation of customers could of course also be performed in several other ways; for instance by using more sophisticated probabilistic distributions.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the process of generating a combination of clustered and randomly distributed locations of customers using a 10 x 10 grid.
3.3 On-site Service Times

In the major part of the research on time constrained vehicle routing problems (like for instance the VRPTW) constant values are used for describing the on-site service times. However, in real-life and especially within a dynamic setting the on-site service times are subject to stochasticity. In most distribution contexts the on-site service time involves loading/unloading physical items. In most cases this means that the service requires human interaction of some form. An evident example of this could be the situation that occurs when the mail man delivers a parcel and the receiver must sign a document. The time spent on this situation could of course vary from few seconds to several minutes. These factors suggest that using only constant service times might not be the most appropriate approach.

3.3.1 The Log-normal Distribution

The log-normal distribution is a transformation of the well-known normal distribution. A stochastic variable $X$ is said to be log-normally distributed, if $\log(X)$ is normally distributed, i.e.:

$$X \sim LN(\alpha, \beta^2) \iff \log(X) \sim N(\alpha, \beta^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Hence, the log-normal distribution possesses the desirable characteristic of only generating positive numbers. In Figure 3.5 10,000,000 samples of the log-uniform distribution are shown.

The expected value $E(X)$ and the variance $V(X)$ are defined as:

$$E(X) = e^{\alpha + \frac{1}{2} \beta^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

$$V(X) = e^{2\alpha + \beta^2} (e^{\beta^2} - 1)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

and the parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are defined as:

$$\alpha = \log_e \mu - \frac{1}{2} \log_e \mu (\frac{\sigma^2}{\mu^2} + 1)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

$$\beta^2 = \log_e \mu (\frac{\sigma^2}{\mu^2} + 1)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.6)
Figure 3.5: Simulation of 10,000,000 randomly generated numbers in the log-normal distribution.

where $\mu = E(X)$ and $\sigma^2 = V(X)$. This means that the expected value and the variance should be 3.0 and 5.0 respectively. A simple method for generating samples in the log-normal distribution can be found in section 5.3 of Ross [39].

In the following we will use the log-normal distribution to generate on-site service times, as we believe that this distribution will give a fair description of the on-site service times within the above sketched distribution contexts. Before using this distribution in a real-life context an empirical analysis should be considered in order to test whether or not the distribution gives a fair description of the real-life data. Also, this analysis should provide the planners with the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ parameters of the distribution.

### 3.4 Customer Demands

The actual demand of customers - advance request as well as immediate request customers - may also be subject to strong variations. This problem
is usually referred to as the vehicle routing problem with stochastic customers and demands (please see section 2.2.3). As was the case with the previously mentioned parameters, several different statistical distributions could be used for generating suitable customer demands. The actual application will have to show which distribution is the most realistic one to use.

The subject of stochastic customer demands will not be studied in further detail in this thesis.

3.5 Travel Times

The final system parameter subject to stochasticity to be considered in this chapter is the travel time between the customers. The uncertainty in this parameter is due to for instance reduced travel speed caused by congestion in the traffic network or it could be caused by unforeseen events such as road construction and traffic accidents. The lateness caused by such events often results in considerable delays. Hence, a true dynamic routing system should be able to deal with stochastic travel times and the routing system must be able to deal with these situations.

Jørgensen [25] analyzes the implications of a noise-filled travel time matrix for a static vehicle routing problem with time windows. The noise is determined by using a random generator which multiplies each element in the travel time matrix by a parameter, $p_{\text{noise}}$. Three different scenarios are considered. In the first scenario $p_{\text{noise}} \in [0.95, 1.05]$, in the second $p_{\text{noise}} \in [0.90, 1.10]$ and in the third $p_{\text{noise}} \in [0.75, 1.25]$. This means that the average level of the noise is 0! The conclusion is that the total distance driven by the vehicle is only subject to very small changes (from less than 1 % to approximately 5 %) for the first two scenarios, while the total distance driven might be up to 25 % longer for the last scenario. However, in real-life situations the noise would usually only be in the direction of longer travel times so that the average noise level is greater than 0. Therefore, one might expect that the stochasticity in the travel time matrix means that the total distance driven actually increases for increasing values of travel times.

The subject of stochastic travel times will not be studied in further detail in this thesis.
3.6 Summary

In this chapter a number of parameters potential to be subject to stochasticity were discussed. In general, when using simulation as an analytical tool to assess the characteristics of a system the risk of misuse and wrong conclusions are present if the right data are not used. Therefore, it is of paramount importance that the analyst tries to identify which distributions to use for generating the test instances in order to be able to give a consistent and precise description of the system. However, in most real-life dynamic vehicle routing scenarios the use of very simple simulation techniques should be sufficient in order to provide the model with the necessary information.
Chapter 4

The Degree of Dynamism

Measuring the performance of a dynamic vehicle routing system is not a trivial assignment. In contrast to a deterministic and static vehicle routing problem the performance of the dynamic counterpart is assumed to be dependent on not only the number of customers and the spatial distribution of these, but also the number of dynamic events and the time when these events actually take place. Therefore, a single measure for describing the system’s “dynamism” would be very valuable when one wants to examine the performance of a specific algorithm under varying conditions.

As we will see in the following, measures that might seem promising for the use of describing dynamism for one system might turn out to be inadequate for describing the dynamism of other systems. Therefore this chapter is divided into two sections where the first section discusses measures for dynamism in systems without time windows while the second section examines systems with the presence of time windows.

The intention of this chapter is to examine the existing system measures with respect to describing the dynamism of a vehicle routing system and to introduce new measures for this type of systems. Furthermore, we propose a framework for dynamic vehicle routing systems based on their degree of dynamism.
4.1 Dynamism without Time Windows

In this section we examine measures which try to describe the dynamism of a dynamic vehicle routing system without time windows. In a system without time windows only three parameters are relevant: The number of static customers, the number of dynamic customers and the arrival times of the dynamic customers.

4.1.1 The Degree of Dynamism

In many dynamic routing systems information is not always only received while the system is on-line. Often, some level of information is gathered before the day of operation begins. The extent of new information emerging during the operational phase of the system can be used to assess the dynamism of the system in question. The most basic measure for this in a routing context is the number of dynamic requests relative to the total. Following Lund et al. [29], we define this ratio as the degree of dynamism of the system considered and denote it \( \text{dod} \). Hence:

\[
\text{dod} = \frac{\text{Dynamic requests}}{\text{Total requests}} \tag{4.1}
\]

In the example shown in Figure 1.1 on page 6 the degree of dynamism is therefore 20% (2 out of 10 customers are dynamic).

However, this measure does not take the arrival times of the dynamic requests into account. This means that two systems, one in which the dynamic requests are received at the beginning of the planning horizon and the other in which they occur late during the day, are perceived as equivalent. Naturally, in real world applications these two scenarios are however very different. Figure 4.1 illustrates two DVRP scenarios in which the times for receiving immediate requests differ considerably. In Scenario A all six immediate requests are received relatively early during the planning horizon. In Scenario B the requests are distributed almost evenly throughout the planning horizon. We suggest that the planner would prefer the latter scenario to the first, since Scenario B gives her time to react to the dynamic requests as opposed to the situation sketched in Scenario A in which she may not have enough time to find a suitable reaction to the dynamic requests received at the very end of the planning horizon.
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SCENARIO A:

Figure 4.1: Arrival time of dynamic requests.

Furthermore, from a performance point of view it is clear that having the highest number of requests in the pool of waiting requests improves the solution quality with respect to the objective of minimizing the total distance driven. Hence, in the systems illustrated by the two scenarios in Figure 4.1 the expected length of the route would be shorter in Scenario A than in Scenario B due to the fact that the planner in the former scenario from time \( t_6 \) has all information on the locations of the requests which means that she from that point in time could form an optimal TSP tour through the pool of waiting customers.

In section 4.1.2 we extend the above defined measure to include the times when the immediate requests are received.

Before turning to the extended degree of dynamism measure, a final comment on the scenarios illustrated in Figure 4.1 should be made. Assuming that a number of advance requests are already in the pool of waiting requests to be served, the system described in Scenario A is likely to be the most difficult to manage since if the planner is already busy taking care of the advance request customers during the early stages of the planning horizon, she would be likely to prefer to have to deal with the immediate requests later during the day after the advance requests have been serviced. Using this reasoning one might classify Scenario A as the most dynamic of the two systems illustrated. However, we chose to go with the first classification since this seems to be the most intuitively correct with respect to
the performance of the system.

### 4.1.2 Effective Degree of Dynamism - EDOD

Let us now consider a scenario in which the planning horizon starts at time 0 and ends at time $T$. The advance requests are received before the beginning of the planning horizon or at time 0 at the latest. The time the $i$'th immediate request is received is denoted $t_i$, i.e. $0 < t_i \leq T$. The number of immediate requests received during the planning horizon is denoted $n_{imm}$ and the number of advance requests is denoted $n_{adv}$. The total number of requests, $n_{tot}$ is therefore $n_{adv} + n_{imm}$. We now define the following measure as the effective degree of dynamism, denoted $edod$:

$$
edod = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n_{imm}} \frac{t_i}{T}}{n_{tot}} \tag{4.2}$$

The effective degree of dynamism then represents an average of how late the requests are received compared to the latest possible time the requests could be received.

It can easily be seen that:

$$0 \leq edod \leq 1 \tag{4.3}$$

where $edod = 0$ in a pure dynamic system and $edod = 1$ in a pure static system in which all the requests are received at time 0 and time $T$ respectively.

It is also obvious that

$$\lim_{t_i \to T} edod = 1 \tag{4.4}$$
4.2 Dynamism and Time Windows

In several vehicle routing applications the service of the customers must commence within a given interval of time - usually referred to as Time Windows (TW). The time the \( i \)’th immediate request is received is denoted \( t_i \) and the earliest time that service can begin (i.e. the start of the time window) is denoted \( e_i \) while the latest possible time that service should begin is denoted \( l_i \). In applications with time windows the reaction time is a very important issue. The reaction time is defined as the temporal distance between the time the request is received and the latest possible time at which the service of the requests should begin. In Figure 4.2 the reaction time of the \( i \)’th immediate request is denoted \( r_i \), i.e. \( r_i = l_i - t_i \).

In this section the effective degree of dynamism is extended so that the reaction times are included in the measure.

\[ \text{Figure 4.2: The reaction times of two dynamic customers in a DVRP with time windows.} \]

4.2.1 Effective Degree of Dynamism - EDOD-TW

Consider the two scenarios sketched in Figure 4.3 - in both of these scenarios we have two immediate requests with time windows. In Scenario A the width of the time windows of the immediate requests is relatively wide compared to the width of the time windows in Scenario B. Furthermore, the reaction times in Scenario A are relatively long compared to the reaction times in Scenario B. This means that Scenario A would be preferred by the planner because this situation gives her much more room to insert the dynamic requests into the routes.

In general the planner would prefer to have a relatively long reaction time for the immediate requests. The following measure therefore uses the relation between the reaction time and the remaining part of the planning horizon as the key component.
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SCENARIO A:

![Diagram of Scenario A](image)

SCENARIO B:

![Diagram of Scenario B](image)

Figure 4.3: Two scenarios with two dynamic requests.

The effective degree of dynamism measure can then be extended to:

\[
edod - tw = \frac{1}{n_{tot}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{tot}} \left( \frac{T - (l_i - t_i)}{T} \right) \quad (4.5)
\]

\[
edod - tw = \frac{1}{n_{tot}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{tot}} \left( 1 - \frac{r_i}{T} \right) \quad (4.6)
\]

Again, it is easy to see that

\[
0 \leq \edod - tw \leq 1 \quad (4.7)
\]

because

\[
l_i - t_i \leq T, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., n_{tot} \quad (4.8)
\]

4.3 Framework for Dynamic Systems

In this section we propose a general framework for the dynamic routing systems based on their degree of dynamism. The degree of dynamism
measure gives rise to a continuum of dynamic levels. However, we believe it is possible to categorize the vast majority of routing systems found in practice by using three echelons. Henceforth, we only discern between weakly, moderately, and strongly dynamic systems. We discuss these next.

4.3.1 Weakly Dynamic Systems

Routing environments with a weak degree of dynamism include the distribution of heating oil or liquid gas to private households. In this example, most customers (more than 80%) are known at the time of the construction of the routes. These are "automatic replenishment" customers for whom the company uses their demand profile and "degree days" to schedule deliveries. Requests may also be received during the day from "on call" customers. They get serviced as a function of their level of inventory, the available time, and unused tank capacity. The reaction time is considerably longer in such a problem compared to that in a taxi dispatching system. Other examples include residential utility repair services, such as cable television and telephone. The transportation of elderly and handicapped people - usually referred to as the dynamic dial-a-ride problem - is yet another example of a routing system that can be classified as weakly dynamic (cf. sections 1.7.4 and 2.3.3).

The traditional approach for solving such problems has been based on adaptation of static procedures. A static vehicle routing problem is solved every time an input update occurs. In chapter 6 the relationship between the solution quality of such an approach and the degree of dynamism is examined in detail.

4.3.2 Moderately Dynamic Systems

Practical examples of such systems include long-distance courier mail services and appliance repairs. In the latter setting, for instance, scheduled customers are interspersed with dynamic ones that need immediate attention due to the gravity of their request (e.g. a broken refrigerator will take precedence over an already scheduled partly broken stove top).

Compared to weakly dynamic systems, in moderate ones the number of immediate requests account for a substantial part of the total number of
customers who have to be serviced. For a wide range of applications, researchers have also included stochastic elements, such as unknown customer demands, and used stochastic programming models. However, these tend to become extremely hard to solve due to their combinatorial nature. Solution strategies have often been based on deferring decisions until the latest possible moment. Ideally, this will improve the quality of the decisions made because the level of uncertainty decreases as time elapses. Yet, the frequent updates of the available information severely limit computation time. As an alternative approach, one could use a model which utilizes the time between input updates to perform improvements of potential routes. This, of course, requires detailed information on future requests.

4.3.3 Strongly Dynamic Systems

Emergency services, such as police, fire and ambulance departments exhibit strong dynamic behavior. Another example is taxi cab services in which only a negligible number of the customers have ordered their ride in advance. The importance of especially the first of these problems has motivated numerous strategic and tactical analyses of their associated costs and quality of service since the early 1970s. In particular, ways to decrease response times have been studied with continued interest. The work of Larson and Odoni [28] captures many of the key issues.

Strongly dynamic systems are characterized by the fast pace of changes in the data and the urgency of almost all requests received. Furthermore, the quality of a-priori information is often relatively poor with regards to data such as the locations of the customers, their demands, etc. If, on the other hand, a-priori information or even expectations are available, it would be evident to try to incorporate them into the algorithms used. For example, this could involve moving an idle vehicle currently situated in a low traffic area to a central location.

Another characteristic of these systems is that queueing begins to occur in relatively heavy traffic. Therefore, handling aspects related to it often plays a central role. This is especially true given the type of systems found in practice and the importance of reaction time. Examples of queueing-based algorithms include those by Bertsimas and Van Ryzin [6], [7] and [8].
4.3.4 System Classification

The objective of a dynamic routing system is often closely related to the response time of the service provided. Figure 4.4 illustrates the relationship between the degree of dynamism and the objectives for different problem classes.

![Diagram showing the relationship between degree of dynamism and primary objective]

Problems placed in the upper-right corner of the figure are characterized by a strong dynamism and an objective which seeks to minimize the response time of the system. This would be the case in for instance emergency services like police, fire and ambulances services where almost all customers are immediate requests and the time for the emergency service personnel to arrive at the incident is sought to be minimized. Problems placed in the lower-left corner are characterized by few immediate requests and the wish
to minimize the routing costs.

Of course, using such strict labelling often means that some elements get misplaced and therefore cause misunderstandings. Therefore, the relation scheme illustrated in Figure 4.4 should be handled with much care and not misused to try to force a problem into a misplaced position in the figure. The dynamic dial-a-ride problem is one example of an application which is found in many different versions. The so-called tele-bus version of the dial-a-ride problem (DARP) is highly likely to be more dynamic than the transportation of the elderly and handicapped people due to the fact that the latter group would usually have planned their trip in advance, while the former group would be more likely to make instant travel decisions.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter the degree of dynamism measure was examined for systems both with and without time window constraints. Furthermore, a framework for dynamic vehicle routing systems based on their degree of dynamism was proposed. The framework should prove useful in selecting appropriate models and algorithms according to the dynamic characteristics of the system examined.
Chapter 5

Partially Dynamic Vehicle Routing

In this chapter we further explore the degree of dynamism measure by introducing the Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP). A number of simple online dynamic policies to minimize the routing costs and/or the waiting time experienced by the customers are described. The results of the computational study indicate that an increase in the dynamic level results in a linear increase in route length for all policies studied. Furthermore, for relatively congested systems, a Nearest Neighbor policy performed uniformly better than the other dispatching rules studied.

We examine the impact of the degree of dynamism measure on solution methodology and quality. To give practical meaning to this concept, in section 5.1, we introduce the Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP). In section 5.2 we discuss how to simulate the PDTRP. The results of the simulation are discussed in section 5.3. Finally, in section 5.4 we discuss how the PDTRP could be extended and then we offer our conclusions in section 5.5.

The work presented in this chapter is also described in Larsen et al. [27].
5.1 The Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP)

In the Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem introduced by Bertsimas and Van Ryzin [6] all demands are dynamic, i.e. all customers are immediate request customers. The Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP) is a variant of this problem involving both advance and immediate request customers. We will define the PDTRP as follows:

- A repairman (or a vehicle/server) travels at constant velocity in a bounded region $A$ of area $A$.
- A subset of demands are dynamic. These arrive in time according to a Poisson process with intensity parameter $\lambda$. The locations of the demands are independently and uniformly distributed in $A$.
- Each demand requires an independently and identically distributed amount of on-site service time that becomes known once the service is completed.
- The route is updated only at customer locations. That is, a vehicle cannot change its destination while traveling.
- The objective is to minimize the repairman routing cost.

The PDTRP differs from the DTRP in two major aspects. First, the geographical locations of a subset of the customers to be serviced are already known by the dispatcher before the server leaves the depot. Note also that the service times of advance as well as immediate requests are not known to the dispatcher, until the service at the respective customers is completed.

Second, the problems seek to optimize different objective functions. In a pure dynamic model it makes good sense to seek to minimize the overall system time. This has been defined as the sum of the waiting time and the on-site service time of the demands. However, in a partially dynamic setting the dispatcher may be more interested in minimizing the distance traveled by the repairman. Nevertheless, the immediate request customers should be served in some prioritized order - so that customers calling in late would not be serviced before customers that have been waiting for a relatively long period of time. Such scenarios include residential appliance repair services.
and courier mail pick up where customers are not offered a specific time window for service. For example, the advance request customers could have their appliances fixed in the morning and the immediate request customers in the afternoon.

5.1.1 Routing Policies

We consider several heuristics originally analyzed by Bertsimas and Van Ryzin [6] for the DTRP. We give below a brief description of these policies:

- **First Come First Serve (FCFS).**
  The demands are served in the order in which they are received by the dispatcher.

- **Stochastic Queue Median (SQM).**
  This is a modification of the FCFS rule where the server travels directly from the median of the service region to the next demand location. After the service has been completed, the server returns to the median and waits for the next demand.

- **Nearest Neighbor (NN).**
  After completing service at one location the server travels to the nearest neighboring demand.

- **Partitioning policy (PART).**
  The service region is partitioned into a number of smaller subregions, $n_{subreg}$, in which the demands are served using an FCFS policy.

We chose these policies because they include routing cost based policies - NN, waiting time based policies - FCFS, FCFS-SQM, and a mixture of these - PART.

The FCFS policy schedules the advance requests first without considering the locations of the requests. The immediate requests are added to the schedule as they are received by the dispatcher. In scenarios with more than one advance request a more elegant version of the FCFS would take the locations of the advance requests into consideration. A natural way of including this information into the policy is to construct a tour through the advance requests for instance by using the nearest neighbor method.
This gives another version of the FCFS policy which we will refer to as the Nearest Neighbor - FCFS (NN-FCFS) policy.

Similarly one could argue that for the PART policy advance requests should be visited according to an NN rule rather than at random within each subregion. Hence, the PART policy examined in the remaining part of this chapter will visit all requests which were received by the dispatcher at the same time according to an NN rule. However, to customer whose requests for service are received at unique points in time the FCFS rule still applies.

The FCFS-SQM rule has been shown to give asymptotically optimal system time in light traffic. However, from a routing perspective, in environments where the triangle inequality holds, this policy will always produce longer distances than FCFS. It should be noted that the number of subregions used in the PART policy parameterizes this - i.e. the number of subregions should be found by optimization. We next consider the behavior of the above policies under conditions where the number of dynamic requests vary relatively to the number of static requests.

5.2 Simulation of the PDTRP

We have simulated the PDTRP to examine the empirical behavior of certain system parameters and solution methodologies. Specifically, we have focused on the impact of the degree of dynamism on the distance traveled and the relative performance of the heuristics described above. To explore these issues, we have selected the geographic locations of the customers to be uniformly distributed in the square $[0,10000] \times [0,10000]$, with the depot located at the median, i.e. at $(5000,5000)$. The vehicle speed was set at 40 km/h. Note that we used a scaling factor of 100 units per km, i.e. the service region is equivalent to 10 km x 10 km. The service times were generated according to the log-normal distribution $LN(0.8777, 0.6647)$ (cf. section 3.3 for details). This means that the average service time was 3 minutes, while the variance was 5. These values were chosen to resemble the service times of pick-ups and deliveries in long-distance courier mail services.
5.2. Simulation of the PDTRP

5.2.1 Generation of Datasets

In order to be able to examine scenarios with varying degrees of dynamism comprehensive data material was generated. In the following the process for generating the datasets will be described.

Prior to the actual data generation process the expected number of customers, \( E\{n_{\text{tot}}\} \), was chosen. This parameter should be seen as the number of customers we expect to generate on average over the entire dataset. The generation process of each single instance could be seen as a four step process:

1. The number of advance request customers, \( n_{\text{adv}} \), is randomly generated in the interval \([0, E\{n_{\text{tot}}\}]\).

2. The geographic locations and the service times of \( n_{\text{adv}} \) advanced request customers are generated.

3. A stochastic number of immediate request customers, \( n_{\text{imm}} \), is created using a conventional Poisson process with the length of the time horizon, \( T \), equal to eight hours. The intensity parameter of the Poisson process, \( \lambda \), is calculated from the following expression:

\[
\lambda = \frac{E\{n_{\text{tot}}\} - n_{\text{adv}}}{T} \quad (5.1)
\]

4. The geographic locations and the service times of \( n_{\text{imm}} \) immediate request customers are generated.

In order to ensure that scenarios with the same degree of dynamism are represented in the dataset by the same number of instances we continue to generate new instances, until we have exactly \( n_{\text{rep}} \) instances with dod = \{0, 5, 10, ..., 95, 100\}%. All other instances will be rejected.

The process of generating datasets could be summarized as shown in the algorithm 1. The data generation algorithm was implemented in the ANSI-C programming language.

Three different settings were considered. In Scenario A \( E\{n_{\text{tot}}\} \) was set at 20. In Scenario B we let \( E\{n_{\text{tot}}\} = 30 \) and in Scenario C \( E\{n_{\text{tot}}\} = 40 \). Given these values, all three scenarios resulted in medium to heavy
Algorithm 1 Generation of datasets

Choose \( n_{rep} \)
Choose \( E\{n_{tot}\} \)
repeat
    Find \( n_{adv} \) by sampling \( U(0, E\{n_{tot}\}) \)
    Generate customer data for \( n_{adv} \) advance request customers.
    Find \( \lambda \) according to equation 5.1.
repeat
    Find the request time for the \( i \)'th immediate customer by sampling \( P(\lambda) \).
    Generate customer data for the \( i \)'th immediate request customer.
until \( (time = T) \)
Calculate the \( dod \).
if \( (dod \ MOD \ 5 = 0) \ \& \ (|D(dod)| < n_{rep}) \) then
    Accept instance and increment \( |D(dod)| \) by 1.
end if
until \( |D(dod)| = n_{rep} \forall i \)

traffic situations - with only little idle time for the repairman. For all three scenarios, we used \( n_{rep} = 50 \), i.e. 50 different instances were generated for \( dod = \{0,5,10,\ldots,95,100\} \). This means that each scenario consisted of \( 21 \times 50 = 1050 \) instances in total.

In Appendix A an example of a randomly generated data file is shown.

5.3 Computational Results

Our computational experiments are summarized in the figures 5.1 through 5.5. Figures 5.1 through 5.3 depict the average total traveled distance by the repairman as a function of the number of immediate requests for Scenarios A, B and C, respectively.

In Appendix B the log files and the actual routes of a single instance of the Scenario B dataset produced by the NN-FCFS and the PART policies are shown. Immediate requests begin to be generated at 8:00 and new customers are generated according to equation 5.1 at rate \( \lambda = 1.125 \) requests/hour until the clock turns 16:00. In this case a total of 30 customers were generated, 21 of these were advance requests and the remaining
5.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Figure 5.1: Scenario A: The distance traveled as a function of the degree of dynamism in the system.

9 were immediate requests (please note that customer number 22 is an immediate customer calling in at 8:00:02 - two seconds after the calling center opens). Using the terminology mentioned above we have \( n_{tot} = 30 \), \( n_{adv} = 21 \) and \( n_{imm} = 9 \). The degree of dynamism then is \( dod = \frac{n_{imm}}{n_{tot}} = 0.3 \). This means that 30% of the customers are immediate request customers. The log files tell us that the NN-FCFS policy produces the shortest route with a length of 88.91 km, whereas the PART policy produces a slightly longer route with a distance of 89.61 km. In Figures B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B the actual routes produced by the two policies are shown. The routes are seen to differ quite a lot. Both routes start by serving Customer 4. Thereafter, the NN-FCFS policy chooses to go to the nearest customer, in this case Customer 18 since Customer 25 has not yet placed its request for service. The PART policy goes to Customer 11, since the first customer on the route was located in the upper-left region and the repairman therefore
**Figure 5.2: Scenario B:** The distance traveled as a function of the degree of dynamism in the system.

has to serve this subregion, until no more requests are waiting in line to be served. The PART policy then serves the lower-left, the lower-right, the upper-right and then again the upper-left subregions and this goes on until no more requests are waiting to be served.

Figure 5.4 shows the average number of minutes the repairman is busy serving or traveling to customers as a function of the degree of dynamism. The busy time is seen to increase considerably for increasing levels of dynamism.

In Figure 5.5 the distance is shown as the function of the degree of dynamism for four different values of the number of subregions. It can be seen that the best performance is obtained with 4 subregions for this scenario. Generally, one should expect to see good performance with respect to the distance driven when using a small number of subregions, since the few subregions mean that good routes can be formed within each subregion.
Naturally, such good performance with respect to the distance is obtained at the expense of experiencing poor performance with respect to the waiting time of the customers. This could be explained, as the increase in the distance is due to the fact that the PART policy becomes the FCFS policy as $n_{\text{subreg}} \to \infty$, which could also be formulated as the service offered to the customers increases as $n_{\text{subreg}} \to \infty$.

The average waiting time of the immediate requests are shown as a function of the degree of dynamism in Figure 5.6 for Scenario C. Except for the FCFS and the FCFS-SQM policies the average waiting times are seen to be rather invariant to the level of dynamism. For the FCFS and the FCFS-SQM policies the average waiting time is seen to be considerably higher for weakly dynamic instances than for strongly dynamic instances. This may at first seem a bit surprising but should be explained as follows: The waiting time based policies (the FCFS and the FCFS-SQM) will start by
serving the advance request customers and let the (few) immediate request wait until the advance requests have been served. This means that the average waiting time of the immediate requests will be relatively high for instances with few immediate and many advance requests.

### 5.3.1 Effective Degree of Dynamism

In addition to the three scenarios we also considered a special instance of Scenario C. We will refer to this scenario as Scenario \( C^* \). As for the other scenarios we generated 50 different instances. However, instead of generating the instance using the basic \( \text{dod} \) measure we used the effective degree of the dynamism measure, \( \text{edod} \), as defined in section 4.1.2. Even though the range of the \( \text{edod} \) measure is the same as the range of the \( \text{dod} \)
measure it is not realistic to generate instances with \( edod = 100\% \), since this would mean that all requests would have to be received at the very end of the planning horizon. Therefore we chose to generate 50 instances, each with \( edod = \{0, 3, 6, ..., 57, 60\}\)\% \(^1\). In Figure 5.7 the distance is shown as a function of the effective degree of the dynamism. The behavior of the distance is seen to be very similar to the behavior of Figure 5.3. However, for instances with \( edod > 50 \% \) the distance seems to decrease for increasing values of \( edod \). We see no explanation to this rather unexpected behavior. Judging from Figure 5.7, the \( edod \) measure does not seem to offer anything special not already captured by the more simple \( dod \) measure.

\(^1\)During the tests we tried to generate 50 instances each with \( edod = \{0, 4, 8, ..., 76, 80\}\)\%. However, after more than 3000 minutes of computation time on an HP/9000-785 computer only instances with \( edod \leq 68 \% \) were complete and only 7 instances with \( edod = 72 \) and none with \( edod > 76 \% \) were generated.
5.3.2 General Observations

For all three scenarios one also notes that as the level of dynamism becomes stronger, the behavior of NN increasingly resembles that of FCFS. This is because the presence of larger numbers of immediate request customers spreads their scheduling over time, implicitly decreasing the set of neighbors each customer has at any given point in time. At the higher end of dynamism the customer currently being serviced may only have one neighbor - the next immediate request customer. Hence, as the level of dynamism increases, we observe an expected transition from a geographical to a temporal emphasis. Furthermore, the figures illustrate that the average total distances for the FCFS and the FCFS-SQM policies were almost independent of the degree of dynamism. The difference was larger in Scenario A than in B and C since the repairman had slightly more idle...
time with only 20 expected customers to serve (ref. to Figure 5.4. Finally, the PART policy, based on a mixture of routing costs and waiting time, produced intermediate route lengths.

5.4 Extensions

In this section future research issues for refining the proposed PDTRP will be discussed.

The use of a-priori information on future requests seems to be an interesting issue for further research. However, such information may not be known for the length of the operational horizon or for the whole region. Nevertheless, information may be known for a shorter time period and clustered
geographically. A simple algorithm would divide the service region into smaller subregions and the day of operation into time periods. The a-priori information on the arrival intensity of immediate requests could then be used to find and serve the subregion with the highest number of expected requests in the next time period. The basic idea of such an algorithm is outlined in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 “Go to the busiest” subregion

Choose $\Delta t$
Estimate $\lambda_i$
Initialize $time$
repeat
  for $i = 1$ to $n_{\text{subreg}}$ do
    $E\{n_{\text{tot}}\} = \Delta t \cdot \lambda_i + n_{\text{adv}_i}$
  end for
  $\text{sub}_\text{region} = \max_i E\{n_{\text{tot}}\}$
  Serve $\text{sub}_\text{region}$
  Update $time$
until $(time \geq T)$ and (all requests are served)

where

$\lambda_i$ denotes the arrival rate of the Poisson process generating the immediate request customers in subregion $i$.

$n_{\text{adv}_i}$ denotes the number of advance requests in subregion $i$.

$n_{\text{tot}_i}$ denotes the number of total (advance + immediate) requests in subregion $i$.

$\Delta t$ denotes the time interval to look forward.

Each time a new set of demands has been collected in a region, a policy minimizing the route length could be used. If updates have to be done frequently, a simple policy like the Nearest Neighbor should be used, while in cases with few updates a more computational requiring method like the Traveling Salesman Policy should be used.

Another interesting issue for further research would be to examine other criteria such as the total schedule time. For example, the FCFS-SQM policy forces the repairman to return to a central position, when he is idle with the expectation of decreased waiting times of future requests. This aspect can only be captured by time-oriented objectives.
5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem was introduced and a number of different routing policies to minimize routing costs were examined. The empirical study conducted illustrated a linear relationship between the degree of dynamism and the route cost in fairly busy systems. The simulation test runs also suggested the use of a Nearest Neighbor policy over the other policies examined. Finally, an extension of the degree of dynamism measure was briefly examined. However, the computational study did not show any benefits obtained by using the extended measure over the basic one.
Chapter 6

The Capacitated Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows

In this chapter we examine a dynamic version of the conventional vehicle routing problem in the presence of time window constraints. We will refer to this problem as the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (DVRPTW). The work was originally motivated by the routing problem arising in the situation where oil companies must deliver oil to private households for heating. This problem has often been treated as a static routing problem, since it usually has been assumed that all information is known to the planner at the time the routing is being done. However, changes in the service offered to the customer by most major oil companies imply that customers are offered to be served during the day of operation. Still, the majority of the customers visited during a day of operation are advance request customers who are usually served based on the degree-day measure as described in subsection 1.7.3. However, the experience shows that approximately 10-20 % of the customers served run out of oil and therefore must be served as soon as possible and preferably during the same day. Moreover, in a real-life situation the demand of the customers is subject to stochasticity, since the estimates of the customers’ consumption might be subject to strong variations and not be captured adequately by
the degree-day measure. The stochasticity of the demand adds to the
dynamism of the problem, since the dispatcher must also consider the risk
of the vehicles running out of oil and therefore having to return to the depot
to replenish. However, in this introductory investigation of this problem
the stochasticity of the demand will not be considered. Readers interested
in vehicle routing problem subject to stochasticity in the customer demands
should consult the references of subsection 2.2.3.

The work presented in this chapter is an extension of the work done by
Lund et al. [29]. As mentioned in chapter 4, Lund et al. were the first to
consider the degree of problem dynamism and its influence on solution qual-
ity. They adapted the well-known insertion heuristic proposed by Solomon
[41] for the static vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW)
and simulated its behavior for varying dynamic levels. The authors con-
cluded that solution quality, as measured by a ratio of dynamic distance
over static distance and capacity utilization of the overall system, was pre-
served relatively well, when only a limited number of dynamic requests
were introduced.

We intend to examine how the insertion heuristic performs in the case of a
more general dataset and also examine the effect of the reaction time of the
immediate requests plays on the overall system performance. Furthermore,
two simple strategies for batching the dynamic requests into groups are
implemented and the performance of these is compared to the performance
of conventional re-optimization whenever new information is received.

The chapter begins with a brief description of the simulation environment
and the insertion heuristic implemented by Lund. The kernel of the pro-
gram is with few exceptions the original one. However, extensions and
modifications have been made to the interface and the main simulation
control in order to handle the new datasets. These modifications and ex-
tensions are briefly described. For a more detailed description of the routing
heuristic and the simulation environment the technical report by Lund et
al. [29] should be consulted. Section 6.2 discusses the process of generating
the datasets and compares the method used in the datasets of this thesis
to the one used by Lund. In section 6.3 the computational results are
presented and discussed. Finally, in section 6.4 some concluding remarks are
made along with some guidelines for further research on this problem.
6.1 Simulation of the DVRPTW

In this section a brief description of the simulation environment implemented by Lund et al. will be given. Furthermore, the routing heuristic and the modifications made to this will be discussed. The structure of the simulator is sketched in Figure 6.1. As can be seen from the figure the simulator essentially consists of two basic modules: A system module and a routing module.

![Figure 6.1: The simulator](image)

### 6.1.1 The System Module

The system module controls the system of $m$ vehicles (the geographical locations, the residual capacities, the states of vehicles etc.), while the routing module solves the current routing problem. Two different types of events can occur during the simulation: 1) a request event occurs, whenever a new request for service is received by the dispatchers and 2) a vehicle event occurs, whenever the vehicles enter a new state. The simulator works in three different vehicle states: driving, servicing and waiting.

Opposed to the simulation environment presented in chapter 5 for solving the PDTRP, Lund used the fixed-time-increment simulation technique (see Larson [28]) with a one-minute time increment. This means that the system module checks the state of the system each minute. If a request event or a
vehicle event has occurred, the system module updates the current system state. If a request event has occurred at time \( t \), the routing module is activated. The \( m \) state vectors \( SV(n,t) = (loc_t, cap_t, veh_t) \), \( n = 1, 2, ..., m \) characterize the actual dispatching situation for each vehicle with regard to their current geographical location, residual-capacity and the vehicle state.

The routing module now solves the actual routing problem and passes the new solution vector on to the system module. It should be noted that the new solution should be thought of as a tentative solution which is subject to be changed, whenever a new request is received. Naturally, changes can only be made to the unvisited parts of the routes. Also, if a vehicle is already traveling towards the next customer on its route when a new request is received, the customer must proceed and commence the service when it arrives at the customer (assuming that the time window has already opened, otherwise it must wait). This means that the vehicle is not allowed to divert from the next customer, if the vehicle is already traveling towards this customer. This policy corresponds to the policy used in Gendreau et al. [15] (see section 2.4).

The active pool of requests holds the current set of requests. Initially, at time \( t = 0 \) the active pool of requests consists of all advance request customers. During the simulation this active pool of requests is enlarged if a new immediate request for service is received and reduced whenever the on-site service of a request is ended.

Following the ideas of the MORSS algorithm (see section 2.4) Lund stresses the fact that near-term events are more important than long-term events. It is therefore important not to allocate resources to a request that has to be serviced way into the future since other intermediate requests can render this decision suboptimal. The system module takes this into account by first assigning a vehicle at the latest feasible point in time. I.e. let \( e_j \) denote the earliest time for service to begin at customer \( j \) and let \( t_{i,j} \) denote the travel time between customers \( i \) and \( j \), then the system module lets the vehicle wait at customer \( i \) until time \( e_j - t_{i,j} \). For the sake of completeness the time the service at customer \( i \) begins is denoted \( b_i \) and the latest time for the service to begin at customer \( i \) is denoted \( l_i \).

### 6.1.2 The Routing Module

Essentially there are two ways to find a new tentative route, if a new service request has occurred, namely local or global heuristic procedures. A
local procedure only examines possible insertions in the current sequence of stops, while a global procedure solves the current problem from "scratch" every time an input revision has occurred. A procedure based on local operations is suboptimal, because of the possibility that appearance of a new request can render the decisions made before the appearance of the new request suboptimal. This fact concerns both the sequence of stops on a particular route and the assignment of vehicles to customers. On the contrary, a global procedure that solves the actual problem from scratch includes the possibility of reassignment and re-sequencing, if necessary. The drawback of using such a global procedure is the computational burden, but relatively this is still a limited amount of time.

The routing module implemented by Lund et al. was a modified version of Solomon’s [41] insertion heuristic in which a weighted sum of detour and delay is minimized to identify the best insertion place for each customer. Lund solves the current problem from scratch every time an input revision has occurred by using this insertion heuristic. The original procedure had to be modified in order to take the current state of the system into account (i.e. the geographical location of each vehicle, the residual capacities etc.). Lund notes that operating in a real-time environment makes the notion of depots void, which means that a new criteria for selecting seed customers must be found. Initially, at time $t = 0$ the routes are initialized by finding the customers furthest away from the depot. Hereafter, at time $t > 0$ the seed customer is dynamically selected as the customer that minimizes a weighted combination of the distance to the current vehicle position and the distance to the depot, where the weights are set at 1 and 2, respectively. In this way seed customers that are close to the current vehicle position but far from the depot are selected.

Lund notes that as with a real-life vehicle routing problem the appearance of a new immediate request may imply that the current routing problem becomes infeasible. The problem of infeasibility caused by new requests is particularly relevant, since the current problem is solved from scratch each time new requests are received. This implies that the new immediate request(s) may cause already scheduled requests to become infeasible. However, Lund decided that new immediate requests should not be included in the routes at the expense of already scheduled requests. The problem was solved by using the following two priorities when inserting new requests:

- **Priority 1**: Insert the new immediate request customer in the current solution (i.e. the solution is feasible).
• Priority 2 (Forced insertion): Insert the new immediate request customer in the current solution by minimizing the deviation in time from the original time window of the customer.

This means that a Priority 2 insertion allows for the routing module to violate the original time windows of the immediate request customers. After a new customer has been forced into the current solution, the customer is given a modified time window based on the new arrival time, \( b_i \), which minimizes the deviation in time from the original time window, i.e. the beginning of the forced customers time window \( e_i = b_i \). This new time window is not changed afterwards.

The forced insertion principle sketched above corresponds to the real-life policy for dealing with new immediate requests. In a real-life situation the dispatcher will suggest a new time window, if it was not possible to honour the customer’s original request for service.

6.1.3 Modifications of the Routing Module

In the following the additions to and modifications of the original routing module implemented by Lund et al. will be described. All functions were implemented using the ANSI-C programming language. The work of Lund et al. consisted of approximately 4000 lines of code, while the modifications and extensions described in the following consist of approximately 500 lines of code.

Return Trips to the Depot

We allow for the vehicle to go back to the depot in case no further customers are on the current scheduled route. If the vehicle goes back to the depot we assume that the vehicle gets reloaded so that it will have full capacity when/if it leaves the depot later. It should be noted that the time spent on replenishment is not considered. However, this aspect could be included by introducing a ready time for the vehicles.

Batching Strategies

An alternative to re-optimization each time an input update occurs is to consider strategies for collecting a number of immediate request customers
into a batch. In the following this type of methods will be referred to as *batching strategies*. The main idea of the batching strategy is to delay the planning of the routes, until either a certain number of requests have been received by the calling center or a certain amount of time has elapsed since the last planning was performed. This way the level of the available information at the time of the re-optimization should be higher than the corresponding level of information when re-optimization is performed immediately after each input update. Naturally, a wide range of possible criteria for deciding when, which and how many requests to collect into a batch exist. In this thesis the following two batching strategies will be considered:

- The “*size-driven*” batching strategy, for which the immediate requests are collected into sets of \( n \) requests. Whenever a set has been collected, the insertion heuristic will be called.

- The “*time-driven*” batching strategy is based upon re-optimization at fixed points in time (for instance every 10th minute).

The ideas of the batching strategies are illustrated in Figure 6.2. For the size-driven strategy re-optimization is performed after the receipt of three new immediate requests, while for the time-driven strategy re-optimization is performed at time \( t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, 5 \). One notes that the last re-optimization for the size-driven strategy is performed at the time the call center closes, since no more immediate requests could be received at a later point in time. For both strategies deferring the planning of the routes until more requests have been received (hopefully) provides the planner with more detailed and up-to-date information and therefore might improve the quality of the solution.

The most obvious drawback of applying a simple batching strategy as described above is that in a real-life DVRPTW environment immediate request customers calling in for service must be provided with a time window for the service to commence. However, using a simple batching strategy may mean that it is not possible to inform the customer calling in whether or not the dispatcher will be able to meet her request for service until the next re-optimization has been performed. This would mean that the dispatcher will have to call back to inform the customer, if her request for service will be met. Naturally, this policy will not usually be applicable in a real-life DVRPTW situation for obvious reasons. Therefore, a mix
between real-time insertion of new requests and re-optimization driven by batching strategies should be considered. Whenever a new request is received, the algorithm should try to find a feasible spot to insert the new customer without re-scheduling the customers already in the solution, while the re-optimization of all the customers accepted to be serviced by the dispatcher is to be driven by the batching strategy. Following this policy the dispatcher will instantly be able either to accept or reject new customers calling in for service.

### 6.2 The Generation of Datasets

In this section the datasets used for testing the implemented insertion heuristic will be described. Firstly, a brief discussion of the method for generating datasets used by Lund et al. [29] will be given. Thereafter, a description of the datasets used for the present analysis of the DVRPTW will be provided.
6.2.1 Original Datasets

In the original work on the DVRPTW by Lund, the r101 dataset of the well-known Solomon test instances were used in all runs. In order to infer dynamism into the r101 dataset a number of customers were chosen randomly to be immediate requests. The generation of the times of the customers calling in for service were done by using the time windows of the customers in the r101 dataset. Lund controlled how early the immediate requests were received compared to the beginning of the time windows, $e_i$, by using the parameter $\alpha \in [0, 1]$. Let $t_i$ denote the time request $i$ was received, then $t_i = \alpha e_i$. The principle is illustrated in Figure 6.3. A small value of the $\alpha$ parameter meant that the request was received relatively early compared to the beginning of the time window, whereas a large value of the $\alpha$ parameter meant that the request was received relatively late.

Using this method the time of receiving a new request will be distributed in the interval: $[\alpha e_i - \Delta t, \alpha e_i + \Delta t]$, where $\Delta t$ is a random number of approximately 10 minutes in order to infer some noise into the time variable.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6.3: Generation of time of request for service.

In Figure 6.4 the time windows for two customers are shown. Using $\alpha = 0.5$ implies that customer A’s and customer B’s requests for service will be
received during the time intervals $[0, 1]$ and $[2.5, 3.5]$ respectively. This means that the time elapsed between the request of customer A is received until the time window begins is 0 time units for the worst case, while the corresponding time for customer B will be at least 2.5 time units. Hence, using this way of generating the request times for the immediate requests imposes a strong correlation between the time of the receipt of the immediate requests and the time the dispatcher has to respond to these new requests.

![Figure 6.4: Illustration of the dependency between the time the immediate requests are received and the temporal placement of the time windows.](image)

Furthermore, by using the same test instance for all test runs Lund did not test the temporal characteristics of the insertion heuristic very well. Finally, the number of customers was also constant in all runs (100 customers), although in a real-life DVRPTW situation the number of customers will usually be subject to stochasticity.

### 6.2.2 New Datasets

The datasets used for the present analysis of the DVRPTW were generated as described in section 5.2.1. The number of expected customers, $E\{n_{tot}\}$, was chosen to be 100 as in Solomon’s r101 dataset. The geographical locations of the customers were uniformly distributed in the square $[0,100] \times [0,100]$, with the depot located at the median, i.e. at $(50,50)$. The vehicle speed was set at 60 km/h, which means that 1 geographical unit could
be driven in 1 minute. The immediate requests were assumed to be able
to call in for service during opening hours beginning at 8:00 and ending at
16:00. i.e. the time horizon for receiving new calls was 8 hours, \( T = 480 \)
minutes. The depot is assumed to open at 8:00, whereas the closing time
for the depot is not fixed, as we allow for the late immediate requests to
be served and for the vehicle to return to the depot. It is assumed that
the dispatcher does not have the authority to reject customers - or in other
words all customers must be served.

As the issue of stochasticity in the service times was not considered in the
original insertion heuristic, it was decided to use a constant service time of
10 minutes per customer. The demand of the customers was set at 10 units,
while the capacity of the vehicles was set to 200 units. This implies that
20 customers could be visited before going back to the depot to replenish.
The maximum number of vehicles was set at 25, although this restriction
never came into play.

The time windows for the advance request customers were generated so
that the latest possible time for the time window to close would be \( T +
120 \) minutes. i.e. the earliest and the latest possible times would then be
8:00 and 18:00 respectively, when \( T = 480 \) minutes.

Three different scenarios, Scenarios A, B and C were generated. Below a
brief description of the scenarios is given.

For Scenarios A and B the time windows of the immediate request cus-
tomers open at the time the request is received by, the dispatcher plus
a default travel time from the depot to the customers’ geographical loca-
tion. For Scenario C all time windows of the immediate request customers
open at the time when the request is received plus a random time of not
less than 60 minutes which accounts for a “minimum reaction time” for the
dispatcher to include the new request on a route. This policy is consistent
with the policies of long-distance courier mail service providers. Figure 6.5
illustrates the temporal relations of the calling times and the time windows
for the immediate requests of Scenarios A, B and C respectively.

Scenario A consisted of customers with relatively narrow time windows,
whereas Scenarios B and C consisted of customers with wider time win-
dows. All scenarios consisted of 100 instances with \( dod = \{0, 5, 10, ..., 100\} \)
\% which means that each scenario consisted of a total of 2100 instances.
Scenarios A & B

Center opens
8:00

8:45 customer calls in

Latest end of TW

Center closes

8 hours

16:00

18:00

41 minutes travel time from depot

9:26 earliest start of TW

Scenario C

Center opens

8:00

8:45 customer calls in

Latest end of TW

Center closes

8 hours

16:00

18:00

60 minutes minimum reaction time

9:45 earliest start of TW

Figure 6.5: Time line illustrating the temporal relations between the calling times and the time windows of the immediate request customers.
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Scenario A

The minimum and the maximum length of the time windows was set at 30 and 60 minutes respectively. This resulted in time windows with an average length of 44.8 minutes. The average number of customers was 100.0. The average value of the reaction times denoted $\bar{r}$ was 198.2 minutes, meaning that the dispatcher had well over three hours in average to initiate service of the customers before the time windows close. Remembering that the reaction time is defined as the time elapsed from the immediate request is received by the dispatcher until the time window closes, the $\bar{r}$ might seem surprisingly high, as the average length of the time windows is only 44.8 minutes. However, the high value is caused by the reaction times of the advance requests as these can be subject to a strong variation, since the reaction time is calculated as the time elapsed from the beginning of the day of operation until the time windows close.

Scenario B

The minimum and the maximum length of the time windows were set at 60 and 180 minutes respectively. This resulted in time windows with an average length of 114.5 minutes. The average number of customers was 100.1. For this scenario $\bar{r} = 260.6$ minutes.

Scenario C

Similar to Scenario B the minimum and the maximum length of the time windows were set at 60 and 180 minutes respectively. This resulted in time windows with an average length of 106.1 minutes. The average number of customers was 100.1. For this scenario $\bar{r} = 323.2$ minutes.

6.3 Computational Results

In this section the results obtained during the simulation will be presented. The discussion is divided into three sections. First, the performance of the heuristic with respect to the distance, lateness and the number of forced customers will be discussed. Next, the issue of reaction time of the customers will be examined. Thereafter, the performance of the batching
strategies will be discussed. Finally, the performance as a function of the effective degree of dynamism will be analysed.

6.3.1 Distance, Lateness and Forced Customers

In the following the performance with respect to the distance, the lateness and the number of forced customers will be examined.

![Graph showing distance traveled as a function of the degree of dynamism.](image)

Figure 6.6: The distance traveled as a function of the degree of dynamism.

In Figure 6.6 the averages of the total distances traveled by the vehicles are shown as a function of the degree of dynamism.

For Scenarios A and B the distance increases with an increasing level of dynamism. Similar to the empirical analysis of the Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP) examined in chapter 5 the average distance traveled is seen to increase for an increasing level of dynamism. The average distances of Scenario A are seen to be considerably longer.
than the corresponding distances of Scenario B. This is due to the fact that the time windows are relatively narrow in Scenario A compared to Scenario B. The narrow time windows imply that the vehicles may have to visit the customers in an order that might be sub-optimal from the perspective of a distance based objective in order to maintain a solution that is temporally feasible.

The average distance traveled by the vehicles for Scenario C seems to reach its maximum value for systems with a moderate degree of dynamism, whereas for systems with a strong degree of dynamism the average distance decreases for increasing degrees of dynamism. This result might seem a bit surprising when compared to Scenarios A and B. However, in Figure 6.7 the average time for the time windows to end is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism. For Scenario C it is easy to see that the time windows end at a much later point in time. This implies that the dispatcher on average will have more time available to initiate service before the time

Figure 6.7: The average of the ending time of the time windows.
windows end for strong dynamic systems as these are less temporally restrictive.

In Figure 6.8 the average lateness of the vehicles is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism. The lateness is seen to be very moderate for all three scenarios for instances with low levels of dynamism. The lateness is seen to increase considerably for systems with 100% dynamism for Scenario A. The lateness of Scenario A is seen to be higher than for Scenarios B and C, since the time windows are wider for these scenarios.

![Graph showing average lateness as a function of degree of dynamism](image)

**Figure 6.8:** The average of the total lateness as a function of the degree of dynamism.

In Figure 6.9 the number of forced customers are shown as a function of the degree of dynamism. As in the case with the lateness, the number of customers that has to be forced into the solution is relatively low for systems with a low degree of dynamism whereas for Scenario A a relatively large number of customers have to be forced into the solution for systems with...
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Figure 6.9: The average of the total number of forced customers as a function of the degree of dynamism.

a strong degree of dynamism as this scenario is more temporally restricted than the other two scenarios.

6.3.2 Reaction Time

In Figure 6.10, the average distance traveled by the vehicles is shown as a function of the average reaction times of the customers. For **Scenarios A** and **B** the performance is as one might expect seen to be inversely proportional to the average reaction time of the system. I.e. instances with low reaction time perform relatively poorly compared to systems with a relatively high reaction time. However, for **Scenario C** the average distance is seen to reach its maximum value for instances with a moderate reaction time whereas the performance is seen to be better for instances with a low
reaction time. The explanation to this behavior corresponds to the discussion of the performance of Scenario C given above. That is, the average distance is relatively low due to the relatively long time horizon for serving the requests. This is verified by Figure 6.11 in which the average reaction time is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism. This figure shows that the reaction time of Scenario C decreases at a much slower pace compared to the decreases for Scenarios A and B for increasing values of the degree of dynamism.

![Figure 6.10: The distance traveled by the vehicles as a function of the reaction time.](image)

### 6.3.3 Batching Strategies

In the following the performance of the batching strategies will be discussed. For the size-driven batching strategy re-optimization was performed each time a set of three immediate requests were received, whereas
Figure 6.11: The average reaction time as a function of the degree of dynamism.

for the time-oriented batching strategy re-optimization was performed each 10th minute.

In Figure 6.12, the average distance for Scenarios A and B is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism when using the size-driven and the time-driven batching strategies relative to the pure re-optimization strategy. I.e. the average distance of the pure re-optimization strategy is plotted as index 100.

As can be seen from the figure only the size-based strategy seems to perform marginally better than the pure re-optimization strategy for instances with a low degree of dynamism and only for Scenario B. This slightly better performance could be explained by examining Figure 6.13 in which the lateness is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism for all three strategies in Scenario B. The lateness of the size-driven policy is seen to be
very high compared to the pure re-optimization strategy for systems with a low level of dynamism. The reason for this behavior is that re-optimization is performed after the receipt of three immediate requests implying that for an instance with only 10 immediate requests re-optimization will be performed each \( \frac{480}{10} = 48 \) minutes on the average\(^1\). This behavior is verified in Figure 6.14, which shows the average lateness for the three strategies for Scenario C. Again, the size-driven strategy results in a relatively high lateness for systems with a low degree of dynamism. One also notes that the lateness on average is much lower for Scenario C compared to Scenario B, which is due to the wider time windows for the Scenario C instances.

\(^1\)Assuming that the time between the receipt of each immediate request is equi-distant - which of course is not the case since the immediate requests are generated by using a Poisson process.
For all other levels of dynamism the re-optimization strategy is seen to give the best performance with respect to the distance traveled.

Figure 6.13: The average lateness as a function of the degree of dynamism for the size-driven and the time-driven batching strategies as well as for pure re-optimization.

In Figure 6.15 the average distance for Scenario C is shown for the two batching strategy approaches relative to the pure re-optimization strategy. The size-based strategy seems to improve the performance by up to 2% for systems with degrees of dynamism below 40%. This improvement is obtained, because the relatively wide time windows and the long reaction time of this scenario mean that it is easier to ensure the temporal feasibility of the routes and that shorter routes then can be constructed. However, as it was the case for Scenario B, the improved distance is obtained at the expense of increased lateness as shown in Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.14: The average lateness as a function of the degree of dynamism for the size-driven and the time-driven batching strategies as well as for pure re-optimization.

6.3.4 The Effective Degree of Dynamism

In addition to the three scenarios described above an alternative scenario was generated in order to examine the measure referred to as the effective degree of dynamism for systems with time windows, $edod - tw$, as defined in section 4.2.1. This alternative scenario will be referred to as Scenario B*, since the parameters are the same as for Scenario B. The difference is that we generated 100 different instances for $edod - tw = \{15, 18, 21, \ldots, 57\}$%. This means that Scenario B* consisted of $15 \times 100 = 1500$ instances in total. We did attempt to generate instances with $edod - tw > 57$, but did not succeed. However, it was indeed possible to generate instances with $edod - tw < 15$. This illustrates the shortcomings of the $edod - tw$ measure, since the range is somewhat more blurred than the range of the
Figure 6.15: The average distance traveled as a function of the degree of dynamism for the size-driven and the time-driven batching relative to the pure re-optimization strategy.

The basic $dod$ measure which simply spans the interval $[0,100]$ %.

It is also easier to relate to the basic $dod$ measure than to the $edod-tw$ measure.

In Figures 6.16 and 6.17 the average distance traveled by the vehicles and the average lateness are shown as a function of $edod-tw$. Firstly, it is noted that the distance increases for increasing values of $edod-tw$ for all three policies used. However, when $edod-tw$ reaches approximately 45 % the distance does not seem to increase any further for larger values of $edod-tw$. We do not see any logical explanation to this behavior. The size-driven batching policy is seen to give a slightly better performance than the pure re-optimization and the time-driven batching policies. This behavior is caused by the lower frequency in re-optimization, which could be seen from Figure 6.17 in which the lateness of the size-driven batching policy is seen to be considerably higher for $edod-tw < 45%$. The lateness...
Figure 6.16: The distance traveled by the vehicles as a function of the effective degree of dynamism (edod $- tw$).

is seen to increase considerably for systems with edod $- tw$ greater than approximately 45 %. This gives us the impression that the systems with a very high dod value cover a wide range of the edod measure. In other words, systems with dod > 90 % might have edod $- tw$ values in the interval [40,60]. A comparison of Figures 6.16 and 6.17 to the figures previously described in this chapter does not seem to provide any new information on the structure of the scenario being examined.

### 6.4 Conclusions

The performance of a dynamic implementation of the well-known insertion heuristic proposed by Solomon was tested on various sets of test data.
The average distance driven by the vehicles turned out to be highly dependent on both the degree of dynamism of the system in question and the structure of the data. Assuming that the distribution of the time windows is independent of the degree of the dynamism, the results indicated that the performance with respect to the distance increases for increasing values of the degree of dynamism.

The lateness as well as the closely related measure of how many customers have to be forced into the solution was shown to increase steeply for systems with a strong degree of dynamism.

Based on the above empirical analysis the batching strategies did not improve the performance of the heuristic. In a few cases the size-based strategy did improve the performance with respect to the distance driven by the vehicles. However, these improvements were achieved at the expense
of a considerable increase in the lateness. Still, we believe that batching strategies might turn out to be a valuable approach if an improvement heuristic is added to the routing module so that at times when the system is running idle, the system will use the time to improve the solution found by the insertion heuristic.

A large number of other test runs were performed during the implementation of this heuristic and all data sets showed the same behavior as described in the previous section. This verifies the findings of this chapter.

Finally, the effective degree of dynamism measure for systems with time windows was examined. The conclusion to this extension of the basic degree of dynamism measure was that the extended measure did not provide more information than the more intuitive basic measure.
Chapter 7

The A-Priori Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows

In this chapter we propose a general formulation of the dynamic version of the Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (DTSPTW) including both advanced request and immediate request customers. The DTSPTW formulation is extended to include low level a-priori information based on knowledge of the arrival intensities of the service regions subregions. A set of simple on-line routing policies taking this a-priori information into consideration are introduced. The proposed policies are tested on a set of randomly generated test-instances motivated by the problem faced when picking up and delivering long-distance courier mail and packages.

The chapter is organized as follows: In section 7.1 the DTSPTW is formulated. Section 7.2 describes the on-line algorithm developed for solving the DTSPTW. In section 7.3 the DTSPTW model is extended to include a-priori information on future requests. Section 7.4 describes the generation of the test data used for evaluating the policies proposed. The results obtained are discussed in section 7.5. In section 7.6 we give a brief discus-
sion on issues which seem to be interesting for further research. Finally, in section 7.7 the conclusions are summed up.

7.1 DTSPTW - Problem Formulation

In this section the Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (DTSPTW) is defined. Consider the service region, $\mathcal{A}$, in which customers are to be served. The customers can be divided into two groups; 1) advance request customers who are known by the dispatcher before she begins designing the routes and 2) immediate request customers who appear in real-time. The service of each customer must begin within a given time interval also known as the time window. In this chapter we examine a TSP with so-called soft time windows (TSPTW). This means that the time windows may be violated, but a penalty is then added to the objective function.

The service region, $\mathcal{A}$, is assumed to be a square and is divided into $n_{\text{subreg}}$ equally sized subregions (see the example shown in Figure 7.1). This assumption was only made for the sake of convenience during the presentation, as the proposed models also apply to a non-square service region and to subregions of different size. A set of idle points, $\mathcal{IP}$, is defined. Each idle point (IP) serves as a possible “resting location” (as a taxi rank in taxi cab services) for the vehicle and its driver when the vehicle is idle. Idle point $i$ will be referred to as $IP_i$. It should be noted that the idle points and the subregions are not necessarily related in that some subregions may have multiple IP’s while other subregions may not have any IP’s at all.

7.1.1 Advance Request Customers

The number of advance request customers is denoted $n_{\text{adv}}$. The earliest time for service to begin at customer $i$ is denoted $e_i$, while the latest time for service to begin is denoted $l_i$. The time interval $[e_i, l_i]$ will be referred to as the time window of the $i$‘th customer. The actual on-site service time is unknown to the dispatcher until the service is ended. However, the on-site service times are assumed to be distributed according to a log-normal distribution with parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The log-normal distribution has been chosen, because the on-site service times in a real-life distribution
context are assumed to have the shape of the log-normal distribution (refer to Figure 3.5). The time the service begins at customer \( i \) is denoted \( b_i \). We assume that \( b_i \geq e_i \) for all advance as well as immediate request customers, i.e. the service cannot begin before the time window opens. In case the vehicle would arrive before \( e_i \), the vehicle is assumed to wait at its current position before going to the next customer. The advance request customers are represented by the black nodes in Figure 7.1.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 7.1**: A simple example of a Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem (DTSP) with 4 subregions with Poisson arrival intensities as shown in the figure. The scenario consists of 6 advance request customers (black nodes) and 8 immediate request customers (white nodes).

### 7.1.2 Immediate Request Customers

During the day of operation a stochastic number of customers call in for service. These customers are referred to as immediate request customers. We assume that the immediate request customers in subregion \( i \) arrive
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according to a Poisson process with the intensity $\lambda_i$. The time of the receipt of $i$th immediate request is denoted, $t_i$. In Figure 7.1 the $t_i$'s are indicated just next to the white nodes representing the immediate request customers. The same notation is used for the immediate request customers as used above for the advance request customers for the on-site serviced times as well as for the time windows. Note that the time window of an immediate request customer can either open at the time of the receipt of the call, i.e. $e_i = t_i$, or it can open at a later point in time, i.e., $e_i > t_i$.

7.1.3 Cost Function

Our goal is to find a cost optimal route (or at least a high quality route) for the vehicle to follow so that all customers are served within the specified time windows. Due to the dynamic nature of the problem the solution method will have to be an on-line solution method that works in real-time. The cost function consists of two parts. The first part represents the distribution costs, i.e. the physical costs of serving the customers. The cost of traveling from customer $i$ to customer $j$ is denoted $c_{ij}$.

The second part represents the penalty imposed in case the time windows are violated in the solution. The penalty, $\phi(i)$, for violating the time window for customer $i$ is defined as:

$$
\phi(i) = \begin{cases} 
\gamma(b_i - l_i), & \text{when } b_i > l_i \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} 
$$

(7.1)

where $\gamma$ is a parameter. The $\gamma(b_i - l_i)$ part of the objective function can be referred to as a lateness penalty.

At time $t$ the total number of customers in the system waiting to be served is denoted $n_{tot}(t)$, and is made up by the number of unserved advance requests and by unserved immediate requests which have called in for service at time $t' < t$.

The cost function at time $t$ is denoted, $cs(x, t)$, and can then be written as:

$$
cs(x, t) = \theta \sum_{i,j}^{n_{tot}(t)} c_{ij}x_{ij} + \gamma \sum_{i=1}^{n_{tot}(t)} \max(0, (b_i - l_i))
$$

(7.2)
where \( \theta \) is a parameter and \( x_{ij} \) is the decision variables which are 1, if the vehicle travels to customer \( j \) after completion of service at customer \( i \), otherwise \( x_{ij} \) is 0.

### 7.2 Simulation of the DTSPTW

In this section we sketch our framework for solving the DTSPTW introduced above. The basic idea of the algorithm is described in Algorithm 3 on page 112. The algorithm is basically an event-based simulation program also known as a “turning-the-clock” based simulation approach [28]. This approach was used in order to be able to run tests faster, i.e. by using this approach we “skip” all eventless points in time during the day of operation. However, using this approach also means that we do not include the computation time of the DTSPTW algorithm. However, all tests of the DTSPTW algorithm showed that the computation times never exceeded a limit of 2 seconds and it is therefore safe to say that the computation times are negligible.

As it can be seen in the description of the algorithm, the vehicle is forced to wait before it goes to a new customer, if the vehicle would arrive at the next customer before the time window opens. Alternatively, we could also have to chosen to go to the location of the next customer and wait at this position instead.

The simulation environment including all auxiliary functions was implemented in ANSI-C. The implemented program consisted of approximately 4500 lines of code.

### 7.2.1 Solving the TSPTW Heuristically

The solution method used to solve the DTSPTW has to be very fast in order to be embedded in the on-line routing algorithm. We implemented a very simple heuristic for the TSPTW. The heuristic is based on exchanges in the order the customers are served on the route. The basic idea is to test whether or not an exchange of two customers improves the objective function. If the exchange improves the objective, the exchange is executed otherwise it is not. The TSPTW heuristic is sketched in Algorithm 4 on page 113.
Algorithm 3 Event-based simulation of the DTSPTW model.

Solve the TSPTW for the $n_{adv}$ advance request customers

$customer_i =$ first customer on the route

$time = t_0$

repeat

if $(event = \text{new\_customer})$ then

solve current TSPTW

$customer_i =$ first customer on the route

if $(e_i > t_i)$ then

wait at current position

$new\_event = \text{end\_of\_forced\_wait}$

else

$new\_event = \text{start\_traveling}$ to customer $i$

end if

else if $(event = \text{start\_traveling})$ then

calculate arrival time at customer $i$

$new\_event = \text{begin\_service}$ at customer $i$

else if $(event = \text{begin\_service})$ then

calculate end of service time

$new\_event = \text{end\_of\_service}$

else if $(event = \text{end\_of\_service})$ then

if $(queue > 0)$ then

$customer_i =$ next customer on route

$new\_event = \text{start\_traveling}$

else

wait at current position

$new\_event = \text{end\_of\_forced\_wait}$

end if

else if $(event = \text{end\_of\_forced\_wait})$ then

$new\_event = \text{start\_forced\_wait}$ to customer $i$

end if

event = next$\_event$

$time = \text{time of next\_event}$

until $(time \geq T) \& (\text{no\_more\_events})$
Algorithm 4 Outline of the TSPTW heuristic.

\[ \text{iter} = 0 \]
\[ \text{current\ best\ route} = \text{customers sorted according to the median of the TW's.} \]

\textbf{repeat}
\[ \text{for} \ i = 0 \ \text{to} \ \text{customers} \ \text{do} \]
\[ \text{for} \ j = 1 \ \text{to} \ \text{max\ pos} \ \text{do} \]
\[ \text{left} = i \]
\[ \text{right} = (i + j) \ \text{MOD customers} \]
\[ \text{temporary\ route} = \text{left customer is exchanged with right customer} \]
\[ \text{compute } \text{cost(temporary\ route)} \]
\[ \text{if } \text{cost(temporary\ route)} < \text{cost(current\ best\ route)} \text{ then} \]
\[ \text{current\ best\ route} = \text{temporary\ route} \]
\[ \text{end if} \]
\[ \text{iter} = \text{iter} + 1 \]
\[ \text{end for} \]
\[ \text{end for} \]
\textbf{until} (iter = max\ iter)

In the algorithm the parameter \text{max\ pos} denotes the maximum number of customers between two exchange spots. I.e. if \text{max\ pos} = 3, it is allowed to exchange customer \( i \) with \( i + 1 \), \( i \) with \( i + 2 \) and \( i \) with \( i + 3 \). The MOD operator denotes the modulus of the integer division. A number of 100 iterations was used as the maximum number of iterations in all runs. The parameter \text{max\ pos} was chosen to 5 for all runs.

The heuristic was implemented using the ANSI-C programming language. The implemented algorithm consisted of approximately 300 lines of code.

It should be noted that the DTSPTW we solve with the above sketched algorithm could be seen as a stochastic problem due to the fact that the on-site service times are not known at the time of the planning. In order to be able to calculate the temporal information needed in the DTSPTW the expected value of the on-site service times is used. Naturally, this approach may (and often will) imply that the solutions to the DTSPTW problems differ from what would have been the solutions, if alternative values for the on-site service times had been used. However, it is assumed that the overall performance of the policies described in the next section is not affected by
the evaluation of the on-site service times.

7.3 The A-priori DTSPTW

In the following we extend our on-line routing policies for the DTSPTW to include the a-priori information of the arrival intensities $\lambda_i$. The idea is that inclusion of this a-priori information will enable us to extend the on-line policies in order to improve the solution quality with respect to the distance driven by the vehicle and/or the total time window violation. We will refer to the a-priori information based DTSPTW as the ADTSPTW.

7.3.1 Routing Policies

When the vehicle finishes the service at the current customer, two situations can occur:

1. The time window of the next customer has already opened (or it will open before the vehicle reaches the location of this next customer).

2. Either the time window of the next customer to be served has not opened yet (the vehicle must wait before starting to travel to the next customer) or no customers are waiting to be served.

In the latter case, the vehicle could wait at the just served customer’s location or it could go to one of the idle points either to wait for a new request to appear or just to remain idle, until the time window of the next customer opens.

Below we introduce three simple policies for choosing which idle point to go to when the vehicle becomes idle.

- **NEAREST**
  - The vehicle goes to the nearest idle point relative to the current position of the vehicle.

- **BUSIEST**
  - The vehicle goes to the idle point with the highest $\lambda_i$-value.
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- HI-REQ (Highest expected number of immediate requests)
  - The vehicle goes to the idle point with the highest attractiveness score (AS). The attractiveness score for subregion \( i \), \( AS_i \), is defined as:

\[
AS_i = \Delta T_i \cdot \lambda_i, i \in IP
\]  

(7.3)

where \( \Delta T_i \) is the idle time of the vehicle, if the \( i \)'th idle point is chosen i.e. the time interval from the present moment until the time the vehicle will have to leave the idle point in question in order to arrive at the first customer on the remaining part of the route.

The attractiveness score of the HI-REQ policy could be interpreted as the expected number of customers arriving within the time interval \( \Delta T_i \).

In order to be able to control when and when not to go to one of the idle points we will now define a threshold value, \( L_{\text{thres}} \). The threshold value refers to the probability of receiving at least one new request during the time interval \( \Delta T_i \). The probability of receiving \( k \) customers during the time interval \( \Delta T_i \) given that the customers arrive according to a Poisson process with intensity \( \lambda_i \) could be expressed as:

\[
P(X = k) = \frac{1}{k!}(\lambda_i \Delta T_i)^k e^{-\lambda_i \Delta T_i}, \quad k = 0, 1, 2, ...
\]  

(7.4)

Which means that the probability of receiving at least one customer during the time interval \( \Delta T_i \) must be:

\[
P(X \geq 1) = 1 - (\lambda_i \Delta T_i)e^{-\lambda_i \Delta T_i}
\]  

(7.5)

The vehicle should then go to idle point \( i \) if

\[
P(X \geq 1) \geq L_{\text{thres}}
\]  

(7.6)

Otherwise the vehicle should rest at its current position.

Finally, the policy that does not allow for reposition when the vehicle is idle is referred to as the NO REPOS policy, i.e.;
- NO REPOS
  - The vehicle waits at its current position until the next customer should be visited.

### 7.4 Generation of Datasets

In this section we describe how the datasets used to test our policies are generated. The service region, $A$, is bounded by the square [0,10000] x [0,10000], with the depot located at the median (i.e. at (5000,5000)). A scaling factor of 1000 units per km is used, i.e. the service region is equivalent to a 10 km x 10 km area. The vehicle is assumed to be driving at constant speed - 40 km/h. As mentioned in section 7.1, the on-site service times were generated according to a log-normal distribution with an average service time of 3 minutes and a variance of 5 minutes$^2$.

We generate two types of customers; the advance request and the immediate request customers. The immediate request customers call in for service during business hours of the courier mail service provider. The center opens at 8:00 and closes at 16:00, i.e. the calling period, $T$, is set at 8 hours.

We will examine four different scenarios - hereafter referred to as Scenarios A - Narrow, A - Wide, B - Narrow and B - Wide. For all scenarios we used $n_{\text{subreg}} = 9$. The geographical locations of the customers are assumed to be uniformly distributed within each subregion. The times for receiving the immediate requests are assumed to be Poisson distributed. The relation between the arrival rates of the Poisson process in the subregions is referred to as arrival intensity weights. Figure 7.2 shows the arrival intensity weights of all 9 subregions for Scenarios A - Narrow, A - Wide and Scenarios B - Narrow and B - Wide respectively. The distribution of arrival intensity weights is seen to vary. For the A scenarios the highest intensity weight is in the middle of the service region, i.e. in the same subregion as the depot. For the B scenarios the intensity volume is centered towards the upper right part of the service region, whereas Subregions II, III and VII are low intensity regions. These scenarios were chosen to test the performance of the policies under varying distributions of the arrival intensities.

The dashed line through the subregions indicates in which order these are visited. The arrival intensity weight of subregion $i$ of Scenario A -
Narrow is denoted, \( A^{–Narrow} \). Hence \( A^{–Narrow} = \{1, 2, 1, 2, 4, 2, 1, 2, 1\} \). This means that the arrival rate of the Poisson process will be four times as high for Subregion V as it will for Subregion I.

![Figure 7.2: Arrival intensity weights for Scenarios A – Narrow/A – Wide and B – Narrow/B – Wide respectively.](image)

The time windows for the advance request as well as for the immediate request customers were generated so that the latest possible time for the time window to close would be \( T + 120 \) minutes. I.e. the earliest and the latest possible times for the time windows to open and close respectively would then be 8:00 and 18:00 when \( T = 480 \) minutes.

The minimum and maximum lengths of the time windows of the advance request customers are shown in Table 7.1 on page 119.

The generation of the time windows of the immediate request customers differs from the generation of the advance request customers, since the time window are assumed to open at the time the request is received by the dispatcher plus a default time travel time from the depot to the customers’ geographical location. In practice, the time windows are generated as the advance requests, following the minimum and maximum lengths as specified in Table 7.1. After the generation of the time windows the time the windows open, \( e_i \), is adjusted so that the time windows open at the time the call is received, \( t_i \), plus the time it takes for the vehicle to reach the new customer \( i \) from the depot, i.e. \( e'_i = t_i + t_{depot,i} \). This generation scheme implies that the time windows of the immediate requests on average become wider than the time windows of the advance requests. The reason for using this rather special way of generating the time windows is that
we want to emulate a real-life situation, where almost all immediate request customers are ready to receive service at the time the order is placed with the distributor. Furthermore, by following this generation method we hope to provide the optimal conditions for the repositioning policies by enabling immediate service of the immediate requests. Figure 7.3 illustrates the temporal relations of the calling times and the time windows of the immediate request customers. The above mentioned parameters related to the generation of the time windows were all chosen to resemble the actual parameters used by long-distance courier mail service providers.

Figure 7.3: Time line illustrating the temporal relations between the time windows of the immediate request customers and the time the request for service is received.

Finally, it should be noted that we assume that the dispatchers do not have the authority to reject customers - or in other words all customers must be served.

7.4.1 Scenarios

The four scenarios constructed for the analysis were generated by using the two sets of arrival intensity weights as shown in Figure 7.2 combined with customers with relatively narrow and relatively wide time windows
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter / Scenario</th>
<th>A - Narrow</th>
<th>A - Wide</th>
<th>B - Narrow</th>
<th>B - Wide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average number of cust.</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. TW length (min.)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. TW length (min.)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TW width (min.)</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>143.7</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>143.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Parameters for Scenarios A - Narrow, A - Wide, B - Narrow and B - Wide.

respectively. All scenarios consisted of 100 instances with \( \text{dod} = \{0, 5, 10, ..., 100\} \% \), which means that each scenario consisted of a total of 2100 instances.

In Table 7.1 the average number of customers, the average width of the time windows and the minimum as well as the maximum lengths of the time windows are shown for all four scenarios.

7.4.2 Parameter Values

As mentioned earlier the present formulation of the DTSPTW includes soft time windows. In all runs we did not accept that the time windows were violated without a penalty being incurred. If the vehicle would arrive too early at a customer, the vehicle would have to wait at the preceding customer before leaving. We used two different setups of the parameter values of the cost function. In the first series of runs - hereafter referred to as Series I we used \( \theta = 100 \) and \( \gamma = 1 \), while in the second series - Series II - we used \( \theta = 1 \) and \( \gamma = 100 \). In other words for the Series I our goal was to minimize the distance traveled by the vehicle. While for Series II the goal was to minimize the lateness. \( \hat{n}_{\text{tot}} \) and \( \hat{\text{twlen}} \) denote the average number of customers and the average length of the time windows, respectively.

The following four values were used as the threshold parameter, \( L_{\text{thres}} \in \{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8\} \).
7.5 Computational Results

In this section we discuss the results obtained, when testing the three repositioning policies, i.e. the NEAREST, BUSIEST and HI-REQ policies. The pure re-optimization policy NO REPOS is used as reference. NO REPOS simply solves a new TSPTW problem, each time a new immediate request is received by the dispatcher.

The results of the test runs are shown in Appendix C in Table C.1 through Table C.8.

We begin our discussion by examining the results of the Series I runs in which the distance driven is minimized. Here, the pure re-optimization policy is seen to perform better than the repositioning policies with respect to the distance for all four scenarios. Naturally, this observation was expected since the distance traveled caused by the repositioning will increase the total distance driven. Even though, it is not possible to find a single case in which one of the repositioning policies performs better than the NO REPOS policy on average. The tables show in a number of cases for which the repositioning policies did indeed manage to find a better solution than the NO REPOS solution. This on the other hand also means that some really poor solutions were found by the repositioning policies in order to keep the average distance driven when using the repositioning policies higher than when the NO REPOS policy is used. This fact is verified by the standard deviation which is generally higher for the repositioning policies than for the NO REPOS policy. When comparing the results of the A scenarios to the results of the B scenarios, it is seen that the average distances driven are marginally shorter for the B scenarios than for the A scenarios. This is naturally due to the concentration of the customers in the upper right part of the service region. However, the performance of the repositioning policies for the B scenarios does not seem to be better than the performance of the repositioning policies for the A scenarios.

Next, we examine the results of the Series II runs in which the lateness is minimized. The tables show that the performance of the repositioning policies generally are very close to the performance of the NO REPOS policy. However, it should be noted that the number of best performances are higher for all three repositioning policies (for the lowest $L_{thres}$ parameter value) compared to the NO REPOS policy. The average lateness figures show that only very small performance improvements over the NO REPOS policy were made. When comparing the number of best instances, it is
seen that the HI-REQ policy performs the best for all four scenarios and for both series of runs. The standard deviation of the lateness is seen to be relatively high compared to the absolute values of the lateness. This indicates that some really poor solutions with respect to the lateness were found. A comparison between the average lateness for the A and B scenarios indicates no difference.

Appendix C also includes the actual routes constructed by the NO REPOS, the HI-REQ and the NEAREST policies for a single instance of the Scenario A dataset. In addition to the routes Appendix C also holds the log files of this particular instance. The routes and the log files for the HI-REQ and the NEAREST policies are found by using $L_{thres} = 0.2$. For this instance the NO REPOS policy is seen to perform best with respect to the distance traveled. However, the HI-REQ policy performs approximately 8% better than the NO REPOS policy with respect to the lateness. The reduced lateness of the HI-REQ policy is obtained by an increase of 9.4% in the distance traveled. From the log file and the route it can be seen that the HI-REQ policy causes the vehicle to visit four idle points during the day of operation. IP-5 which is identical to the depot is visited three times, while IP-2 is visited once.

In the following we discuss the performance of the policies implemented as a function of the degree of dynamism. For simplicity, only the results of Scenario A – NARROW dataset will be discussed. However, the three other scenarios verified the behavior which is described in the following.

In Figure 7.4 the average distance is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism when distance is minimized. The distance is seen to be relatively constant for scenarios with less than approximately 80-85% dynamism. For scenarios with more than 80% dynamism the distance is seen to increase considerably for increasing values of the degree of dynamism. Furthermore, it seems like the average distance reaches its minimum value for systems with a moderate degree of dynamism (approximately 50%). This behavior is rather unexpected in a comparison to the corresponding figures of the PDTRP and DVRPTW analyses of the previous chapters. Figure 7.4 also shows that the repositioning policies for all scenarios perform worse than the pure re-optimization policy.

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 both show the average lateness as a function of the degree of dynamism when the lateness and the distance respectively are minimized in the objective function. The average lateness is seen to decrease for increasing values of the degree of dynamism and for a pure dynamic
system the average lateness is seen to be close to 0. This behavior at first seems illogical, since a number of immediate requests ought to imply that the problem becomes temporally infeasible. However, the explanation to this unexpected behavior should be found in the generation of the time windows of the immediate requests. As mentioned in section 7.4 the average length of the time windows of the immediate request customers is longer than the length of the time windows of the advance request customers. Therefore, the heavily dynamic scenarios become less temporal restricted than the weakly dynamic scenarios.

We also tested the implemented policies on other datasets where the average length of the time windows did not depend on the degree of dynamism. For these datasets the behavior of the average lateness was as expected, i.e. the lateness increased with increasing values of the degree of dynamism.
For this particular scenario - Scenario A - Narrow - the repositioning policies are seen to perform better than the pure re-optimization policy for instances with $dod > 80\%$ when the lateness is minimized. Especially, the BUSIEST and the HI-REQ policies are seen to outperform the NO REPOS policy. This behavior is unfortunately not characteristic for all scenarios. In fact, the level of dynamism for which the repositioning policies outperform the NO REPOS policy varies greatly for each scenario.

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 also show the difference between minimizing the lateness and the distance. The average lateness is approximately 23 minutes and 450 minutes for pure static scenarios when minimizing the lateness and the distance respectively.

In Figure 7.7 the number of repositionings is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism for the three repositioning policies. The number of
repositionings are seen to increase considerably when the degree of dynamism grows. This behavior is expected since we assume that the degree of dynamism and the expected number of customers are known for each instance. This implies that the probability of receiving new requests given by equation 7.5 grows for increasing values of the degree of dynamism. The high number of repositions is indeed desirable, since it may be beneficial to reposition the vehicle to an idle point in a highly dynamic environment. However, the relative increase in the number of repositions for highly dynamic environments may be subject for further research. The $L_{\text{thres}}$ parameter could for instance be extended to be made dependent on the degree of dynamism.

Figure 7.7 also shows that the HI-REQ policy causes the vehicle to reposition most frequently, whereas the fewest repositions are seen for the NEAREST policy.
ADTSPTW - Scenario A - minimize distance. E(n_tot) = 40.

Busiest - L(thres) = 0.8  
Nearest - L(thres) = 0.8  
HI-REQ - L(thres) = 0.8

Figure 7.7: The average number of repositions as a function of the degree of dynamism when the distance is minimized.

In Figure 7.8 the number of repositionings is shown as a function of the degree of dynamism for the HI-REQ strategy for the four different values of the threshold parameter, \( L_{\text{thres}} \). For the present scenario it is seen that the vehicle is repositioned more than six times as often for \( L_{\text{thres}} = 0.8 \) as for \( L_{\text{thres}} = 0.2 \) for systems with \( \text{dod} = 50\% \).

7.6 Further Work

A natural extension of the model described in this paper is a generalization into dealing with multiple vehicles. The extension of course leads to other strategic decisions on for example the issue of how to assign the requests to the vehicles.
Another important issue to investigate is the potential savings in allowing the vehicle(s) to divert from the current route when a new and promising request appears in the vicinity of the current position of the vehicle. In relation to the present work diversion could be implemented in two different situations. Firstly, the most obvious situation to allow the vehicle to divert in is the situation where the vehicle is repositioning to an idle point. The other situation is when the new immediate request appears, while the vehicle is on-route to serve the next planned customer. Recently, the diversion issue has gained increased popularity amongst OR researchers. Interesting work on diversion can be found in Yang et al. [44] and in Ichoua et al. [21].

The HI-REQ policy could be extended in several ways. A natural extension would be to take the neighboring arrival intensities into consideration when calculating the attractiveness score. To illustrate this we have included Figure 7.9. In the first case the HI-REQ policy would probably choose one
of the subregions with a $\lambda = 2$ as the potential idle point to reposition to although the central subregion might be the best choice due to the short distance to all the high intensity neighbors. In the case illustrated by the right-hand figure another example of the same problem is shown. The HI-REQ would probably choose the top-right subregion (with $\lambda = 3$) as the potential idle point. In other words, the HI-REQ policy would not include the bottom-left subregions. In both cases one could argue that a location based analysis could improve the quality of the choice of subregion.

![Figure 7.9: Two ADTSPTW scenarios with the 9 subregions’ arrival intensity weights.](image)

### 7.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we formulated a model for the Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (DTSPTW) including advance request as well as immediate request customers. This model was motivated by the pick-ups and deliveries of long-distance courier mail and packages. We extended the DTSPTW to also include a-priori information on future requests. We proposed three simple repositioning policies based on the a-priori information. Finally, these policies were tested on a set of test data resembling the aforementioned long-distance courier mail service application.

The results indicated some potential for reducing the lateness of the vehicle when using an a-priori based repositioning policy at the expense of an increase in the distance driven by the vehicle. The HI-REQ repositioning policy seemed to have the highest number of best performances with respect
to the lateness. However, no clear conclusions on which repositioning policy should be used could be drawn from the empirical analysis.

Further research within this field should consider allowing diversion during repositioning or even during traveling from one customer to the next on the route. Furthermore, in order to get the desired effect from the idle points more sophisticated methods for locating the idle points should be considered.
Chapter 8

A Real-life Scenario

In this chapter we examine a real-life example of the dynamic vehicle routing problem, namely the problem arising when people and companies all over the world each day make use of long-distance courier mail services to send mail as well as packages across the world. Naturally, the underlying distribution system is very large as well as rather complex. Figure 8.1 illustrates a simplified version of this distribution system. In this chapter the routing of the truck delivering and picking-up the mail and/or packages is considered. As can be seen from the figure this problem arises in both “ends” of the distribution system. With most long-distance courier mail service providers both the delivery and the pick-up problem is handled by the same vehicle. Usually, the deliveries are made during the morning hours, whereas the pick-ups mainly take place during the afternoon. This rhythm is natural since the customers in a long-distance courier mail distribution systems are to a large extent offices and other similar businesses wishing to receive their materials as early as possible and have their mail picked-up as late as possible. This means that each courier mail truck and its driver both acts as a delivery as well as a pick-up truck. This combined problem of delivering and picking-up courier mail can be considered as an application of the dynamic vehicle routing problem, since some unknown fraction of the pick-up customers call in for service, while the trucks are on-route.

Firstly, the underlying routing problem will be presented in further detail. Secondly, some key figures and the composition of the real-life dataset used
Figure 8.1: Simplified illustration of the distribution system for a long-distance courier mail service provider.

in this chapter will be described. Next, we describe how the heuristic that was developed to solve the A-priori Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (ADTSPTW) introduced in chapter 7 had to be modified in order to solve this specific application. Finally, we present the results of the test runs and point to possible further research in this field.

8.1 Problem Description

The pick-up and delivery problem faced by long-distance courier mail service providers (as for instance UPS, FedEx, DHL etc.) differs from the dial-a-ride problems (DARP) described in chapter 2.3.3, since in the long-
distance courier mail problem the goods are either to be picked up at a customer and then transported back to the depot for further processing or to be transported from the depot to the delivery location. In other words a customer in the courier mail problem could either be a delivery customer or a pick-up customer. The objective of the courier mail service provider is to distribute all mail and packages safely within the given time restrictions while keeping the operating costs as low as possible.

The following example illustrates the structure of the distribution system for a fictive long-distance courier mail service provider.

1. Mr. Jones of London, England wishes to send his lawyer, Mr. Jakobsen of Copenhagen, Denmark a small parcel holding some urgent documents concerning his will. Mr. Jones telephones his long-distance courier mail service provider (hereafter referred to as FedUPS) at 13:43 and asks them to pick-up the parcel at his office during the afternoon the same day. The FedUPS call center kindly accepts Mr. Jones request and offers to pick-up the parcel during the time interval of 15:00 to 17:00 the same day. Mr. Jones happily complies and goes back to his office to finish the documents.

2. At 13:46 the call center operator passes Mr. Jones request on to a FedUPS dispatcher who calls the driver operating in Mr. Jones’s neighborhood and informs him about Mr. Jones request for service.

3. At 16:33 the FedUPS driver arrives at Mr. Jones’s office in London and is handed the parcel - some paperwork related to billing is also taking place at the same time.

4. At 17:52 the FedUPS driver arrives at the regional FedUPS distribution center and begins to unload his truck.

5. At 22:00 a large FedUPS truck arrives at the regional distribution center and a number of large containers are loaded onto the truck - one of them holding Mr. Jones documents.

6. At 22:30 the truck arrives at the London Heathrow International Airport and the containers are loaded onto a FedUPS aircraft.

7. At 00:00 the FedUPS aircraft takes off at Heathrow Airport.
8. At 02:20 (local time) the FedUPS aircraft lands at Copenhagen Airport, Denmark and the containers are unloaded from the plane to a big FedUPS truck.

9. At 04:00 the FedUPS truck arrives at the regional distribution center and unloads a number of containers bound for this specific region in Denmark.

10. At 05:00 the FedUPS crew starts sorting the parcels into designated areas.

11. At 07:00 the FedUPS drivers begin their duties by sorting the parcels into their preferred order of delivery. Hereby a set of delivery routes are constructed.

12. At 9:34 Mr. Jakobsen receives the urgent documents from Mr. Jones.

13. At 11:52 The FedUPS driver finishes his route of deliveries and prepares for the first pick-ups.

14. At 12:48 The FedUPS driver is called by the FedUPS dispatching center - he is now assigned to pick up a new parcel...

Usually the following three different types of customers are considered in respect of this problem:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Known in advance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delivery customers</td>
<td>Ordinary delivery customers with time windows</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular pick-up</td>
<td>Customers requiring pick-ups every day of the week (or some specific weekdays) within a pre-agreed time window</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-call pick-up</td>
<td>Customers calling during the day of operation ordering pick-up - negotiates a time window.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Customer characteristics in the long-distance courier mail problem.
The delivery and the regular pick-up customers are all known in advance to the routing procedure, which means that these customers should be perceived as advance request customers. However, the on-call pick-up customers - such as Mr. Jones - who calls in for service during the day of operation (while the vehicle is on-route) must be treated as dynamic customers.

### 8.2 Collection of Data

The data were collected at one of United Parcel Services’ (UPS) more than 3000 regional distribution centers. Geographically, the data were made up by four almost adjacent areas. The period chosen for investigation was two weeks (Monday to Friday) in March 1999. These weeks were assumed to be representative for the operation, since they did not conflict with public holidays. This means that a total of ten days of operation were considered. Each area is served by a single pick-up and delivery truck. Naturally, the four areas could have been aggregated to a single service region served by multiple vehicles. However, since the ADTSPTW model introduced in the previous chapter considers single vehicles, four separate areas were considered. The total volume of the datasets therefore sums up to 40 separate datasets.

On average each vehicle serves 61.3 customers per day. The on-call pick-up customers comprise approximately 11.5% of the total number of customers. The remaining part of the customers are delivery customers and regular pick-up customers (customers with an agreement of daily pick-ups). In Table 8.2 a number of key figures are listed for the four areas in question. The temporal distribution of the on-call pick-up customers’ time for requesting service is shown in Figure 3.1 on page 45. As mentioned in chapter 3 the figure indicates that the intensity of the calls varies during the day. The morning hours are relatively slow, whereas the number of on-call requests increases during the afternoon reflecting normal office hours.

### 8.2.1 Postprocessing of the Data

All data came as text and had to be typed into text files. After this tedious assignment had been completed, a simple program that was able to scan
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Code</th>
<th>Average customers</th>
<th>dod (%)</th>
<th>Deliveries</th>
<th>Total Pick-ups</th>
<th>On-call Pick-ups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Key figures for real-life data collected in March 1999. All numbers are for the entire 10-day period.

and parse the text files was implemented. This program created a database of different addresses and passed these on to the road database DAV\textsuperscript{1} in order to find the exact coordinates of the customers. It should be noted that approximately 10% of the addresses were erroneous in some sense either due to inconsistency between the official names of the streets and the driver’s route log or due to errors in the database. The total number of addresses including delivery as well as pick-up customers summed up 686. The service region was divided into 729 subregions; each covering an area of 1 km x 1 km. The service region therefore spans an area of 729 km$^2$.

8.2.2 Estimation of Service Times

Unfortunately, the service times of the customers were not available from the driver’s log files. This implies that the service times had to be estimated. As mentioned in chapter 3 one way of simulating on-site service times is to use the log-normal distribution. The parameters of the log-normal distribution could for instance be tuned by noting the time of the departure from the depot and the time the first $x$ customers were serviced. This gives us the time spent on traveling from one customer to the next as well as the service time of these customers. Subtracting the travel times taken from the travel time matrix leaves us with the desired service times. The average and variance of these data could then be found and used as parameters in the log-normal distribution to generate service times for all customers. However, as the times the on-site service ended nor were available for all customers, we simply decided to use 3 minutes and 5 minutes\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1}DAV = Dansk Adresse- og Vejdatabase - please refer to section 1.6.2 for further information on DAV.

\textsuperscript{2}
as the average and the variance respectively.

### 8.2.3 Estimation of the Distance Matrix

The initial intention of this case study was to use real-life data all the way through the analysis. However, as described above the on-site service times had to be estimated. Furthermore, after the customer data had been processed, it turned out that due to problems with the conversion of the geographical coordinate coding system from the DAV system to the MapInfo system\(^2\) it was not possible to generate the right input for a shortest path algorithm. It was therefore decided to proceed using Euclidean distances using a correction factor of 15\%, since it was estimated that the true distance between two addresses is approximately 15\% longer than the Euclidean distance. Naturally, this is very dependent on the density of the road network in question. However, for most of the service region dealt with in this case study the 15\% seems to be a fair correction factor, since this value has been used for other similar projects.

### 8.2.4 Estimation of Arrival Intensities

In order to estimate the arrival intensities of the subregions the pick-ups were plotted by use of built-in functions within the MapInfo framework. MapInfo also provides functions to compute the number of observations within a certain geographical bounded region. In Table 8.3 the total number of pick-ups are shown for dataset A for the entire 10-day period. The cumulated number of pick-ups are used as the arrival intensity weights.

### 8.2.5 Location of Idle Points

It was decided to create a set of idle points to serve as potential “resting locations” for the vehicles when idle time occurs. The positions of the idle point were chosen as customer addresses having 3 or more pick-ups during the ten day observation period. This resulted in a total of 37 idle points distributed over 25 different subregions. Naturally, in a real-life situation

\(^2\)MapInfo is a software package which allows the users to perform location analyses. For further information please see MapInfos web-site at www.mapinfo.com.
CHAPTER 8. A REAL-LIFE SCENARIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subregion</th>
<th>390</th>
<th>391</th>
<th>392</th>
<th>417</th>
<th>418</th>
<th>420</th>
<th>421</th>
<th>423</th>
<th>445</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Pick-ups</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subregion</th>
<th>487</th>
<th>541</th>
<th>549</th>
<th>553</th>
<th>580</th>
<th>581</th>
<th>689</th>
<th>691</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Pick-ups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3: The total number of pick-ups within each subregion for the entire 10 day period for dataset A.

the idle points chosen should not be the customer addresses, but dedicated idle points located in a high intensity area.

8.3 Routing method

As described above the pick-up and delivery problem faced by a long-distance courier mail service provider could be formulated as a dynamic version of the TSPTW. The main idea of this case-study was to test the performance of the routing policies proposed in chapter 7 on a dataset originating from a real-life dynamic vehicle routing application. The input files produced by the scanner and parser routines mentioned above resembled the randomly generated data files used in the previous chapters. This meant that the data reading routines did not have to be changed, nor did the travel distance function since the distance was computed as the Euclidean distance between the customers using the correction factor mentioned above. In case a shortest path based travel distance matrix had been constructed, the computation of the distance obviously would had to be changed.

In order to minimize the distance traveled and the lateness respectively two sets of the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ parameters were considered. In the first series of runs we used $\theta = 100$ and $\gamma = 1$ while in the second series $\theta = 1$ and $\gamma = 100$ were used. The following four values of the threshold parameter, $L_{\text{thres}}(\Delta T_i, i)$, were used: $L_{\text{thres}}(\Delta T_i, i) \in \{0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30\}$. The values were chosen, since they resulted in a good variation in the number of repositionings for the various policies. The vehicle was assumed to be driving at constant speed - 40 km/h.
### 8.3. ROUTING METHOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subregion</th>
<th>Area A</th>
<th>Area B</th>
<th>Area C</th>
<th>Area D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7</strong></td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.4: The number of idle points located in each subregion.
8.4 Computational Results

The computational results of the real-life dataset are shown in Table D.1 through Table D.8 in appendix D. The HI-REQ and the BUSIEST IP policies are seen to perform worse with respect to the distance compared to the pure re-optimization policy for all areas and threshold levels. The NEAREST IP policy is seen to have performance almost identical to the pure re-optimization policy with respect to the distance. However, in a few cases (mainly for the Area C dataset) the NEAREST IP outperforms the re-optimization policy with respect to the distance driven. With respect to the lateness measure the picture is even more blurry. However, it seems that the repositioning based policies mostly perform at least as well as the the pure re-optimization based policy. It can be seen from the figures that the absolute values of the lateness range between 1.35 and 86.62 minutes which are relatively small values compared to the number of customers on each route. The relative lateness then ranges between 0.02 and 1.41 minutes per customer \(^3\).

Unfortunately, the actual routes driven by the trucks cannot be compared to the routes found using the ADTSPTW algorithm due to a number of facts. Firstly, the on-site service times used in the simulation are rough estimates of the real service times. Furthermore, the distance matrix used is based on Euclidean distances using a correction factor of 1.15. Last but not least the velocity of the trucks is also based on a rough estimate, whereas in a real-life situation congestion, road construction and accidents may influence the actual velocity of the trucks.

In Figure 8.2 the route produced by the ADTSPTW heuristic when using the HI-REQ policy with a threshold of 0.1 while seeking to minimize the distance traveled is shown. The distribution of the customers in this particular instance can roughly be divided into three groups; a) the group of customers surrounding the depot located in the southern part of the figure, b) the largest group of customers located near the median of the service region and c) the three-customer group located in the north-western part of the service region. In Appendix D the log files of this instance are listed for the HI-REQ and the pure re-optimization based policies. It is seen that the distance traveled is 98.75 km for the pure re-optimization policy, whereas it is 104.59 km for the HI-REQ policy. The additional distance of the HI-REQ policy is due to the fact that the truck repositions three times

\(^3\)When the average of 61.3 customers per route is used.
(to idle points 5, 1 and 1) when using the HI-REQ policy with $L_{thres} = 0.1$. There is no lateness for neither of the policies.

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we analyzed a real-life dynamic vehicle routing problem originating at a long-distance courier mail service provider. The analysis of this routing problem showed that the structure of subproblems dealing with the pick-ups and deliveries differs in that the deliveries with few exceptions
are made before the pick-up begins. This structure suggests that the rout-
ing is divided into a morning delivery subproblem and an afternoon pick-up
subproblem. The former subproblem is an almost 100 % static problem,
while the latter subproblem is mainly a dynamic one. Therefore a dedicated
routing system should a) construct a set of delivery routes using the data
of the delivery customers and b) provide an on-line routing / dispatching
algorithm for the afternoon pick-up problem. In case of urgent on-call re-
quests appearing during the morning the routing algorithm should be able
to make a simple insertion of the new request into the delivery routes.

The temporal restrictiveness of the present real-life dataset is relatively
small and this means that the chance of reducing the lateness by using
repositioning policies is relatively low since it is likely that the majority
of the on-call requests could be served within the specified time windows
even though the on-call requests may be scattered. Therefore, the present
dataset does not provide the ideal basis for testing the performance with
respect to the lateness of the repositioning policies compared to the pure
re-optimization policy.

As was described above, the location of idle points were selected on a rather
naive basis, since only the number of pick-ups during the 10-day period was
considered. Naturally, in a real-life situation methods combining location
analysis and extensive data material should be used.

During the test-runs of the present dataset, all the computations have been
performed while the system was off-line. By off-line we mean that the com-
putations were performed while the simulation clock was stopped. However,
all computations in the present form are performed within a second and
therefore we feel it is fair to say that the computation time is negligible.
It should also be noted that in a real-life situation the computation of the
distances between the customers will have to be made using a shortest
path method on a large-scale road network. Naturally, this will affect the
computation times considerably.
Chapter 9

Further Research Perspectives

In this chapter we will give a brief discussion on the state-of-the-art within the DVRP methodology. Furthermore some directions for further research on the DVRP will be provided.

9.1 Assessment of the Methodology

In this section we give a brief discussion on how the various solution methodologies can or cannot be used to solve real-life DVRP applications.

9.1.1 Mathematical Programming Based Methods

Even though the rapid development in computer hardware along with a long line of improvements in optimization software has pushed the boundaries of what is possible to solve in a reasonable amount of time, it is still computationally hard to solve real-life static VRP’s. This is mainly due to the wide variety of side constraints that are often present in a real-life routing problem. Naturally, this fact makes it almost absurd to encompass a mathematical programming based VRP model within a real-time environment. Furthermore, seeking after optimal solutions to dynamic problems
may also be pointless, as new input may render an optimal solution at stage \( t \) suboptimal at stage \( t + 1 \). Finally, the dynamism implies that stochastic elements such as uncertain customer demands are introduced. Therefore, it may be necessary to make the model stochastic, which means that it becomes even harder to find an optimal solution (or even just a feasible one) within a reasonable time.

Therefore, we do not believe that DVRP systems based on mathematical programming methods will be able to solve realistic problems within the time requirements in the near future.

9.1.2 Meta-heuristics

Meta-heuristics usually also require relatively long computation times in order to provide good quality solutions. However, in some real-world applications meta-heuristics like tabu search and simulated annealing might prove to be a good choice of method. This is due to the fact that these methods for the most part will be able to find a feasible solution within few seconds. This is an important issue since a real-life DVRP system should be able to provide the dispatcher with either a feasible solution or a message saying that the request is being rejected due to infeasibility so that the customer could be informed whether or not her request for service will be accepted.

The real benefit from applying meta-heuristics to solve the DVRP comes when the temporal distribution of the immediate requests for service allows the meta-heuristic to gradually improve the initial solution where after the improved solution is actually implemented. On the other hand, if an immediate request is received before an optimal or a near-optimal solution is being implemented, the computation time spent on finding this solution could be seen as wasted, but since the computer is assumed to be running idle during this period, this will mean nothing in reality. Finally, if the arrival intensities of the immediate requests are relatively high, the meta-heuristic will most likely not be able to improve on the initial solution before a new immediate request is received, but in this situation all methods will have difficulties.

We believe that meta-heuristics applied to DVRPs might be well-suited for improving the performance of real-life applications. As argued above, the success must be assumed to be heavily dependent on the temporal distribution of the immediate requests.
9.1.3 Simple A-priori On-line Policies

In chapters 7 and 8 simple a-priori information based on-line policies were discussed. The empirical analyses did not convince us that simple a-priori based methods are the best choice when implementing DVRP. One major problem is that these methods tend to include numerous problem specific parameters as can be seen from the previous chapters. This usually means that relatively extensive empirical data are required in order to be able to customize the policies to fit the specific problem. Furthermore, the simple on-line policies examined in the previous chapters did not use the idle time of the computer to improve the initial solution.

The degree of dynamism was relatively low in the case study presented in chapter 8, i.e. approximately 10 %. For other applications such as for the taxi cab services the degree of dynamism is considerably higher - close to 100 %. In such systems re-positioning policies may be a good choice, as the empirical analysis in chapter 7 points to the best performance with respect to the lateness being obtained for systems with high degrees of dynamism. We believe that for systems with a high degree of dynamism simple repositioning policies may be a good choice when seek to minimize the lateness in the system.

9.1.4 Fast Insertion Method

During the collection of the data for the case study of the courier mail service presented in chapter 8, the business people explained that the dispatchers are often able to guess when a specific company calls in with a request for service, since a high number of the pick-up customers follow the same demand pattern, i.e. they call in requesting a pick-up at specific times during the day. Naturally, this information is a very application dependent characteristic, which is due to the nature of the DVRP in question. If this information it would be obvious to build a repository containing the historic information on immediate requests.

The algorithm briefly outlined in the following builds on inserting non-existing dummy customers into the route based on using the historic information kept in the repository.

The algorithm should first construct a number of routes visiting all advance request customers and a number of dummy customers. After an initial
feasible solution is found, an improvement heuristic should be run. Each
time an immediate request is received, the algorithm should remove one (or
perhaps more than one) dummy customer and the algorithm should then
try to insert the new immediate request customer into a route by either
inserting the customer into the now empty slot of the dummy customer or
by re-shuffling the customers already on the route.

Naturally, the location and the number of dummy customers to be inserted
(and removed) are crucial factors in the implementation of such a system.
The number of customers should be calculated using the estimates of the
arrival intensity of the immediate requests, whereas the geographical loca-
tions could be calculated using the information in the repository.

This method could be implemented in several ways. In the following we
sketch just one possible implementation. For the long-distance courier mail
service problem the day of operation could be divided into a delivery phase,
which begins when the vehicles leaves the depot during the morning hours
and ends around noon, and a pick-up phase, which begins approximately at
14:00 and ends at 17:00. The routes for the delivery phase should probably
be constructed without inclusion of dummy customers, since only very few
of the time windows of the immediate requests close during the delivery
phase. The geographical location of the idle points could serve as the
locations of the dummy customers for the pick-up phase.

This method is naturally very application specific and it might only be
applicable for a very limited number of applications. As for the application
of routing the distribution of heating oil, service must be assumed to be
very infrequent and not to follow at precise pattern. The same could be
said about the repair of teller machines.

9.1.5 Summary and Assessment

In this section we firstly argued that mathematical programming based
methods do not seem to be the best choice of method for solving the DVRP.
Next, we argued that using meta-heuristic methods to improve on the cur-
rent solution while the system is idle waiting for the next immediate request
to be received may be a good way to go. Thereafter, it was argued that
simple a-priori on-line policies may be worth a close look when systems with
a high degree of dynamism are dealt with. In section 9.1.4 we outlined an
9.2 Further Improvements

In this section we provide some directions which we believe are relevant to future research on the DVRP.

9.2.1 Measure for Dynamism

In chapter 4 the degree of dynamism and some extensions to this very simple measure for dynamism were discussed. It was argued that the basic measure does not characterize all situations, since it does not consider at what time the immediate requests are received. In chapters 5 and 6 the extensions to the basic degree of dynamism measure were analyzed empirically. The results did not show any increased descriptiveness in using the extended versions of the measures. Therefore, we believe that further research on simple but descriptive measures for describing the dynamism of a DVRP is still needed.

9.2.2 Analytical Improvements

In the present work by Bertsimas et al. only immediate request customers are considered. The PDTRP presented in chapter 5 also includes advance requests. The PDTRP could be examined by using the methodology of Bertsimas et al. In this way upper and lower bounds on the performance could be established taking the degree of dynamism into account. Also, Bertsimas et al. did not examine applications with time windows. Naturally, adding this type of side constraints increases the complexity of the theoretical analysis considerably.
9.2.3 Multiple Vehicles

Extending the ADTSPTW presented in chapter 7 to the multiple vehicle case and later on also to the capacitated case is a very natural next step for further research on the a-priori based models. Extending the DTSPTW to the multiple vehicle case leads to considerations on the strategy for dispatching the vehicles. One possibility would be to assign the customers to a vehicle according to a sweep method and then solve each problem with a simple TSPTW heuristic which is able to solve problems in real-time, for instance the DTSPTW algorithm presented in chapter 7.
Chapter 10

Conclusions

In this thesis various aspects of the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problems were discussed. In this final section we give a short summary of our findings and list the scientific contributions we believe have been provided in this thesis.

First, during our discussion of the existing DVRP literature we argued that methods purely based on stochastic mathematical programs are not ready to be included in a real-time environment. Instead we believe that on-line policies based on either simple heuristics or meta-heuristics are the best choice of methods for the present moment.

The degree of dynamism measure was extended to embrace the times the immediate requests are received by the dispatcher. The empirical analysis performed in chapters 5 and 6 for the Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP) and the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (DVRPTW) did not convince us that the proposed extensions of the degree of dynamism measure provide the improved descriptive wished for. However, we still believe that the measure of the degree of dynamism is important for describing DVRP instances and therefore we believe that the measure should be further refined.

The DVRP covers a wide range of practical applications and the taxonomy introduced in chapter 4 represents only a first step towards an attempt to categorize these according to the degree of dynamism and the objective function.
The Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP) introduced in chapter 5 illustrated a linear relationship between the degree of dynamism and the route length. Simulation runs suggested that the best performance was obtained when the Nearest Neighbor policy was used.

The Capacitated Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (DVRPTW) was examined in chapter 6 and the results indicated that the performance with respect to the distance driven by the vehicle turned out to be highly dependent on both the level of dynamism and the structure of the data for the system in question. However, the lateness experienced by the customers was shown to increase for increasing levels of dynamism.

A number of simple on-line repositioning policies were proposed for examining the A-priori Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (ADTSPTW) in chapter 7. The results indicated that only very small performance improvements could be achieved by using the proposed a-priori information based repositioning policies. However, we still believe that the availability of a-priori information on future requests could prove very beneficial for designing more sophisticated methods.

A real-life instance of the dynamic routing problem originating when a long-distance courier mail service provider has to design routes to pick-up or deliver mail was examined in chapter 8. The analysis of this problem showed that this particular instance of the vehicle routing problem could be seen as two separate sub-problems. The delivery problem could be seen as a conventional static VRPTW performed during the morning hours of the day of operation. However, the pick-up problem, which is mainly occurred during the afternoon, is a highly dynamic problem, as only the minority of these customers are known in advance. The proposed repositioning policies of chapter 7 only showed marginal improvements in the performance with respect to the lateness.

Finally, in chapter 9 we discussed the present state of the art of the methodology applied to the DVRP. Also, a number of improvements and directions for further research were provided.

We believe that the applications examined in this thesis show how difficult it is to build general and generic algorithms for solving DVRPs. In other words methods that will work well for one problem might perform rather poorly for other problems.
10.1 Scientific Contributions

Two new methods of measuring the degree of dynamism taking into consideration the time the requests are received by the dispatchers were proposed in chapter 4. A taxonomy for categorizing practical applications based on the degree of dynamism and the objective function was proposed.

In chapter 5 the Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem (PDTRP) was introduced as an extension of the Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem embracing advance requests as well as immediate request customers.

Furthermore, in chapter 6 we turned the attention towards using batching strategies as an alternative to pure re-optimization each time new information is received.

In chapter 7 the A-priori Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows (ADTSPTW) was introduced and a number of on-line policies for repositioning the vehicle were proposed and examined empirically.

In chapter 8 a real-life instance of the A-priori Dynamic Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows was studied and a number of interesting key figures were provided.

Finally, in chapter 9 we outlined an insertion heuristic using a-priori information to insert dummy customers at locations, where the immediate requests are most likely to appear.
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Appendix A

Data Files

In this appendix we provide an example of the randomly generated data used for the empirical analyses throughout this thesis. The code for generating the data instances can be obtained by contacting the author of this thesis.

The syntax of the data files is inspired by the well-known test instances provided by Solomon [41]. For the sake of convenience we used the syntax for the analyses of both the PDTRP, the DVRPTW and the ADTSPTW. Naturally, the time windows and the capacities were not used for the PDTRP analysis and the capacities were not used for the study of the ADTSPTW.

The first two numbers denote the number of advance and immediate requests respectively. Hence, the example below consists of 26 advance and 11 immediate requests. The next number denotes the maximum number of vehicles that could be used to serve the requests. This problem should therefore be served by a maximum of 20 vehicles. Finally, the fourth number in the header denotes the capacity of each vehicle.

The data section is divided into two sections. The first section consists of a single line which shows the data for the depot. While the other section consists of one line for each request. The first column denotes the number of the request, the second and third columns denote the X and Y coordinate of the request. The fourth column denotes the time the request was received by the dispatchers. The fifth and sixth columns denote the time window
of the request. The seventh column denotes the on-site service time in minutes. The last column denotes the demand of the request.

In the example below the depot is located at (5000.00, 5000.00) and opens at 480.00 and closes at 1500.00. The request time (which is 0 for the depot) is not used. The first request is an advance request customer and it is located at (1253.82, 968.18). The time window is [547.80, 598.62] while the on-site service time is 1.73 minutes and the demand is 10 units. The 27th request is the first immediate request customer and the request was received at 591.63.

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5000.00</td>
<td>5000.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>1500.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1253.82</td>
<td>968.18</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>547.80</td>
<td>598.62</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1384.72</td>
<td>1762.99</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>687.39</td>
<td>745.19</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3094.20</td>
<td>2550.53</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>506.85</td>
<td>549.59</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9576.48</td>
<td>4654.48</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>764.75</td>
<td>812.89</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9573.84</td>
<td>6350.61</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>875.76</td>
<td>911.06</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6993.13</td>
<td>3839.67</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>975.30</td>
<td>1020.90</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9552.93</td>
<td>5550.80</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>603.02</td>
<td>646.86</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7212.07</td>
<td>3837.57</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>737.06</td>
<td>775.18</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3805.87</td>
<td>5576.32</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>1011.97</td>
<td>1069.17</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5516.86</td>
<td>6276.46</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>782.70</td>
<td>819.61</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5596.78</td>
<td>6238.85</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>974.53</td>
<td>1031.19</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>311.19</td>
<td>5292.99</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>635.03</td>
<td>666.21</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4637.64</td>
<td>9521.33</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>973.20</td>
<td>1027.56</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4796.22</td>
<td>8859.28</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>527.39</td>
<td>573.75</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5385.45</td>
<td>8476.86</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>729.19</td>
<td>784.72</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6403.13</td>
<td>7349.17</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>880.61</td>
<td>911.55</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4504.05</td>
<td>9115.44</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>737.87</td>
<td>780.39</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6240.91</td>
<td>8419.07</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>546.58</td>
<td>578.69</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4706.14</td>
<td>7269.89</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>756.15</td>
<td>795.58</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3476.20</td>
<td>9216.48</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>836.46</td>
<td>987.90</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>8675.88</td>
<td>9018.62</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>691.93</td>
<td>725.07</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>9133.04</td>
<td>9311.02</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>995.99</td>
<td>1054.25</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>9991.62</td>
<td>8832.03</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>923.05</td>
<td>972.82</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>9089.24</td>
<td>9620.14</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>948.02</td>
<td>1000.75</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>9458.15</td>
<td>8200.92</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>814.47</td>
<td>846.23</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>9269.72</td>
<td>6840.59</td>
<td>480.00</td>
<td>1031.76</td>
<td>1064.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>8895.30</td>
<td>9036.10</td>
<td>591.63</td>
<td>729.46</td>
<td>784.26</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>9570.26</td>
<td>8845.63</td>
<td>638.76</td>
<td>1020.16</td>
<td>1077.74</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>9250.81</td>
<td>8697.04</td>
<td>675.70</td>
<td>909.96</td>
<td>940.39</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7594.03</td>
<td>9437.90</td>
<td>720.38</td>
<td>924.85</td>
<td>973.60</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>9103.49</td>
<td>7900.10</td>
<td>798.86</td>
<td>876.22</td>
<td>926.37</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>7532.72</td>
<td>9217.40</td>
<td>814.76</td>
<td>953.34</td>
<td>985.51</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>9809.07</td>
<td>9348.79</td>
<td>864.98</td>
<td>1021.56</td>
<td>1059.58</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>9132.22</td>
<td>6711.71</td>
<td>865.68</td>
<td>949.31</td>
<td>1006.84</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>7275.50</td>
<td>9101.40</td>
<td>886.26</td>
<td>949.70</td>
<td>991.06</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>7262.64</td>
<td>7726.94</td>
<td>921.37</td>
<td>999.45</td>
<td>1059.06</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>9661.63</td>
<td>7808.42</td>
<td>949.56</td>
<td>1019.44</td>
<td>1064.12</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Partially Dynamic Traveling Repairman Problem - Simulation Results

In this appendix the log files of a single instance of the PDTRP comprising of 30 customers, of which 22 were advance requests and 8 immediate requests will be shown. The tables list the customer number, the time the request was received (8:00:00 represents an advance request customer), the time the service was begun at the customer for the policy, the on-site service time, the waiting time (for the immediate requests) and the geographical location of the customer, respectively.

Policy: Nearest Neighbor - FCFS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cust.</th>
<th>Request Start (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>On-site Service Time (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Waiting Time (min)</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depot</td>
<td>[5000.0,5000.0]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure B.1: A Nearest Neighbor - FCFS policy scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:01:51</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:05:09</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:10:20</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:14:17</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:18:40</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:21:24</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:26:49</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:32:06</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>8:09:43</td>
<td>8:42:05</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0:32:22 Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:46:38</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>8:50:17</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8:50:23</td>
<td>8:54:32</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>0:04:08 Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>9:07:17</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5  8:00:00  9:13:42  0.97  Static [ 475.6,6169.9]
10 8:00:00  9:19:15  4.14  Static [2654.3,8295.4]
19 8:00:00  9:25:33  5.74  Static [2188.2,9661.7]
13 8:00:00  9:33:01  1.99  Static [1069.9,9942.6]
20 8:00:00  9:35:36  4.05  Static [715.6,9758.0]
15 8:00:00  9:47:47  1.27  Static [5939.0,8335.7]
14 8:00:00  9:50:24  2.52  Static [6688.0,7829.2]
3  8:00:00  9:53:18  1.35  Static [6932.8,7843.1]
22 8:00:02 10:02:24  3.02  Static [9290.6,9957.0]
26 9:16:17 10:12:30  3.50  Static [9507.2,5241.5]
8  8:00:00 10:28:18  2.96  Static [2551.1,888.2]
17 8:00:00 10:32:59  1.08  Static [1428.6,671.3]
27 10:45:15 10:57:42  1.11  Static [9723.0,185.1]
28 11:15:36 11:27:49  0.99  Static [2848.2,4542.5]
29 12:58:09 13:04:40  1.49  Static [3330.7,223.2]
30 13:32:49 13:47:18  2.33  Static [5255.1,9677.2]

Policy: PART - 4 subregions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cust. (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>On-site (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Waiting (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depot</td>
<td>13:56:39</td>
<td>[5000.0,5000.0]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degree of dynamism: 30

Total route length (km): 88.91
Total waiting time (min): 1709.19

Avg. waiting time for imm. req. cust. (min): 39.37
Figure B.2: A PART policy with 4 subregions.

17 8:00:00 9:09:08 1.08 Static [1428.6, 671.3]
25 8:50:23 9:18:03 8.79 0:27:39 [4826.6, 4643.8]
7 8:00:00 9:29:23 2.72 Static [6494.2, 4983.0]
1 8:00:00 9:33:46 1.70 Static [7300.5, 4221.1]
12 8:00:00 9:36:30 2.03 Static [6886.9, 3677.3]
21 8:00:00 9:41:55 2.10 Static [9102.3, 4087.6]
2 8:00:00 9:47:12 2.48 Static [9662.7, 2031.5]
26 9:16:17 9:54:30 3.50 0:38:13 [9507.2, 5241.5]
10 8:00:00 10:02:30 3.30 Static [6513.4, 5424.6]
18 8:00:00 10:06:15 4.74 Static [6236.2, 5525.7]
3 8:00:00 10:17:26 1.35 Static [6932.8, 7843.1]
14 8:00:00 10:19:09 2.52 Static [6688.0, 7829.2]
15 8:00:00 10:23:01 1.27 Static [5939.0, 8335.7]
<p>| | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8:00:02</td>
<td>10:29:53</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>2:28:50</td>
<td>[9290.6, 9957.0]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>10:45:15</td>
<td>10:59:55</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0:14:40</td>
<td>[9723.0, 185.1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>11:15:36</td>
<td>11:27:49</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0:12:12</td>
<td>[2848.2, 4542.5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>12:58:09</td>
<td>13:04:40</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0:06:31</td>
<td>[3330.7, 223.2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Depot** 13:56:39  [5000.0, 5000.0]

**Degree of dynamism:** 30

**Total route length (km):** 89.61

**Total waiting time (min):** 1956.12

**Avg. waiting time for imm. req. cust. (min):** 47.25
Appendix C

A-priori Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows - Simulation Results

In this appendix the results of the simulation of the four scenarios of the chapter on the ADTSPTW will be presented. First the results will be presented in tables. Then, the actual routes constructed by the ADTSPTW policies and corresponding log files of a single instance of the Scenario A - NARROW dataset will be presented.

C.1 Simulation Results

In the tables C.1 through C.8 the results of the simulation of the ADTSPTW are shown. For all combinations of the policies implemented and the $L_{thres}$ parameter values used the average distance, the standard deviation of the distance, the number of instances where the policy performed uniformly best, the average lateness, the standard deviation of the lateness and finally the number of instances where the policy performed uniformly best are given.
### APPENDIX C. ADTSPTW - SIMULATION RESULTS

#### Table C.1: Scenario A - NARROW. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128.12</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>276.66</td>
<td>211.92</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.2</td>
<td>132.02</td>
<td>20.31</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>278.98</td>
<td>214.97</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.4</td>
<td>130.43</td>
<td>20.39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>278.30</td>
<td>214.17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.6</td>
<td>129.54</td>
<td>20.39</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>276.48</td>
<td>213.44</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.8</td>
<td>128.90</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>276.69</td>
<td>212.45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.2</td>
<td>137.50</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>279.98</td>
<td>215.91</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.4</td>
<td>134.57</td>
<td>21.76</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>279.68</td>
<td>213.17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.6</td>
<td>132.65</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>278.61</td>
<td>214.39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.8</td>
<td>130.95</td>
<td>21.64</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>277.85</td>
<td>213.33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.2</td>
<td>144.35</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>288.92</td>
<td>221.48</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.4</td>
<td>138.37</td>
<td>22.36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>282.42</td>
<td>213.90</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.6</td>
<td>134.44</td>
<td>21.91</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>277.53</td>
<td>214.04</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.8</td>
<td>131.44</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>276.52</td>
<td>213.46</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table C.2: Scenario A - NARROW. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>138.39</td>
<td>19.37</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>24.02</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.2</td>
<td>142.16</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>23.59</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.4</td>
<td>140.54</td>
<td>20.17</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.6</td>
<td>139.73</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11.69</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.8</td>
<td>139.13</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>24.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.2</td>
<td>148.82</td>
<td>20.66</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>23.78</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.4</td>
<td>144.99</td>
<td>21.46</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.6</td>
<td>142.77</td>
<td>21.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.8</td>
<td>140.89</td>
<td>21.36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.2</td>
<td>149.15</td>
<td>20.46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>24.20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.4</td>
<td>144.63</td>
<td>21.03</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>23.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.6</td>
<td>142.37</td>
<td>21.24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>23.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.8</td>
<td>140.60</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.82</td>
<td>24.03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### C.1. SIMULATION RESULTS

#### B - NARROW

**SERIES I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>125.23</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>275.33</td>
<td>221.94</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>129.28</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>278.51</td>
<td>224.29</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>127.90</td>
<td>20.34</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>276.88</td>
<td>222.32</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>126.95</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>275.63</td>
<td>221.72</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>126.29</td>
<td>20.39</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>274.64</td>
<td>222.38</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>135.87</td>
<td>21.63</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>277.99</td>
<td>221.69</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>132.78</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>278.69</td>
<td>223.77</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>130.56</td>
<td>22.07</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>277.27</td>
<td>222.24</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>128.46</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>277.85</td>
<td>222.66</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>142.90</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>278.32</td>
<td>220.09</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>137.64</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>277.84</td>
<td>223.22</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>131.31</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>277.23</td>
<td>223.05</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>129.81</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>277.95</td>
<td>222.68</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.3: Scenario B - NARROW. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

#### B - NARROW

**SERIES II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>135.83</td>
<td>19.76</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>11.96</td>
<td>22.82</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>139.75</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>138.06</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>137.23</td>
<td>20.19</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>22.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>136.68</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>22.82</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>147.96</td>
<td>21.17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>22.59</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>143.63</td>
<td>21.71</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>140.87</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>22.76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>138.99</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>22.81</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>149.34</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>22.36</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>144.40</td>
<td>21.84</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>141.17</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>138.97</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>22.82</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.4: Scenario B - NARROW. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.
### Table C.5: Scenario A - WIDE. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>126.40</td>
<td>19.66</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>122.91</td>
<td>142.00</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>125.36</td>
<td>145.67</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>128.69</td>
<td>20.37</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>122.27</td>
<td>143.81</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>127.90</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>121.34</td>
<td>142.31</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>127.27</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>121.94</td>
<td>141.67</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>134.54</td>
<td>21.66</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>123.19</td>
<td>149.07</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>132.45</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>123.10</td>
<td>147.46</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>130.85</td>
<td>21.87</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>124.62</td>
<td>148.34</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>129.46</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>123.35</td>
<td>143.64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>142.37</td>
<td>22.20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>128.29</td>
<td>141.98</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>136.77</td>
<td>22.32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>124.80</td>
<td>145.78</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>132.99</td>
<td>22.11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>125.68</td>
<td>148.00</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>129.98</td>
<td>21.59</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>123.20</td>
<td>143.41</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table C.6: Scenario A - WIDE. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>130.85</td>
<td>19.65</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>13.21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>134.30</td>
<td>20.29</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>13.21</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>132.85</td>
<td>20.48</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>13.59</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>132.03</td>
<td>20.45</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>13.41</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>131.54</td>
<td>20.22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>13.12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>140.33</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>12.26</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>137.29</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>135.21</td>
<td>22.19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>133.49</td>
<td>21.99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>143.48</td>
<td>21.42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>12.59</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>138.05</td>
<td>21.69</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>135.17</td>
<td>21.68</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>133.22</td>
<td>21.49</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>13.12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table C.7: Scenario B - WIDE. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>123.40</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>119.66</td>
<td>144.86</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>127.21</td>
<td>20.40</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>123.16</td>
<td>152.06</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>125.90</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>123.80</td>
<td>151.68</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>125.06</td>
<td>20.80</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>121.51</td>
<td>148.18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>124.29</td>
<td>20.80</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>120.48</td>
<td>145.84</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>133.09</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>122.37</td>
<td>148.26</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>130.61</td>
<td>22.28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>123.22</td>
<td>149.31</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>128.76</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>119.95</td>
<td>146.36</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>126.86</td>
<td>22.59</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>119.18</td>
<td>145.81</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>141.57</td>
<td>23.12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>124.27</td>
<td>156.85</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>136.27</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>123.62</td>
<td>153.31</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>132.13</td>
<td>22.97</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>120.11</td>
<td>148.07</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>128.41</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>120.07</td>
<td>147.05</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table C.8: Scenario B - WIDE. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128.23</td>
<td>20.04</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>131.83</td>
<td>20.46</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>130.59</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>129.70</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>129.08</td>
<td>20.59</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>138.43</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>135.40</td>
<td>22.41</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>133.29</td>
<td>22.49</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>131.39</td>
<td>22.43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>142.90</td>
<td>22.36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>137.72</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>134.33</td>
<td>22.58</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>131.77</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## C.2 Actual Routes and Log Files.

In this section the actual routes constructed by the ADTSPTW policies implemented are shown along with a listing of the log files for the pure re-optimization policy, NO REPOS, the HI-REQ and the NEAREST policies respectively.

The dotted lines in Figure C.1 divide the service region into the 9 sub-regions. The longer dashed lines represent the beginning and the end of the route.

In Figures C.2 and C.3 the dotted lines going from a customer to an idle point represent reposition movements.

### NO REPOS policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request time</th>
<th>Start service</th>
<th>On-site service</th>
<th>Time Window</th>
<th>TW violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cust. (hh:mm:ss)</td>
<td>(hh:mm:ss)</td>
<td>(min)</td>
<td>Location (hh:mm)</td>
<td>(hh:mm:ss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:10:28</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>[6552,3016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:26:01</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>[2256,1005]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:38:32</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>[2769,8851]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:05:18</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>[2179,5158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:10:00</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>[2846,6280]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:07:14</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>[8569,8815]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:13:16</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>[6490,5323]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:24:04</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>[3809,4613]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:32:58</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>[5419,5333]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:40:42</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>[8713,6273]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>8:28:31</td>
<td>12:48:00</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>[8909,2761]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:54:49</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>[7036,2946]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>13:03:54</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>[4569,6870]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>13:27:12</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>[2038,1150]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>12:17:19</td>
<td>14:29:35</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>[6554,1182]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>14:34:34</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>[8765,839]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>14:48:24</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>[9049,5938]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>9:00:40</td>
<td>14:55:05</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>[8925,5584]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>14:58:15</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>[6497,5202]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>15:09:02</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>[4562,778]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>15:18:40</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>[6004,4453]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10:12:07</td>
<td>15:20:45</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>[5686,4470]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>11:07:07</td>
<td>15:25:10</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>[3898,4241]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>15:31:48</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>[5849,7179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>16:52:37</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>[4964,3720]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.1: ADTSPTW route found by the NO REPOS policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Distance [km]</th>
<th>TW Time [min]</th>
<th>TW Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>16:56:06</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td></td>
<td>[6277,3296]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>14:44:24</td>
<td>17:04:41</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0:33:09</td>
<td>[9930,4377]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>15:19:07</td>
<td>17:15:21</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td></td>
<td>[9050,9698]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>17:24:04</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td></td>
<td>[5662,6476]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>13:09:02</td>
<td>17:29:38</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>0:49:28</td>
<td>[4586,4906]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>15:41:25</td>
<td>17:39:19</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>[5981,4737]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>15:49:00</td>
<td>17:43:42</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td></td>
<td>[4040,4485]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>14:08:37</td>
<td>17:56:47</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td></td>
<td>[329,2924]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>18:03:20</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0:04:18</td>
<td>[2149,5616]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>18:08:53</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td></td>
<td>[3692,6906]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depot</td>
<td>18:13:46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[5000,5000]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total route length (km): 125.69
Total TW penalty time (min): 1019.67
Figure C.2: ADTSPTW route found by the HI-REQ policy.

HI-REQ policy - $L_{thres} = 0.2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cust.</th>
<th>Request time (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Start service (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>On-site service (min)</th>
<th>Time window (hh:mm)</th>
<th>TW violation (hh:mm:ss)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:10:28</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>[6552, 3015]</td>
<td>[10:10, 10:58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:26:01</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>[2255, 1005]</td>
<td>[8:18, 9:30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:38:32</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>[2769, 8851]</td>
<td>[10:04, 11:06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 5</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:47:37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:05:18</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>[2179, 5158]</td>
<td>[11:05, 11:54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:10:00</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>[2846, 6280]</td>
<td>[10:16, 10:46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11:22:08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:07:14</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>[8569, 8815]</td>
<td>[12:07, 12:41]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C.2. ACTUAL ROUTES AND LOG FILES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Distance (km)</th>
<th>TW Penalty</th>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:10:01</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>[6552,3015]</td>
<td>[10:10,10:58]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:39:32</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>[2265,1006]</td>
<td>[8:18, 9:30]</td>
<td>0:55:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:40:18</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>[2769,8851]</td>
<td>[10:04,11:06]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:05:18</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>[2179,5158]</td>
<td>[11:05,11:56]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:10:00</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>[2846,6280]</td>
<td>[10:16,10:46]</td>
<td>0:23:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:07:14</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>[8569,8815]</td>
<td>[12:07,12:41]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEAREST policy $L_{thres} = 0.2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Start time</th>
<th>On-site time</th>
<th>Cust. Location</th>
<th>Time Window</th>
<th>TW Violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:10:28</td>
<td>[6490,3923]</td>
<td>[9:44,10:28]</td>
<td>1:45:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:26:01</td>
<td>[3809,4613]</td>
<td>[9:51,10:59]</td>
<td>1:25:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:32:58</td>
<td>[5419,5333]</td>
<td>[11:13,11:56]</td>
<td>0:36:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:40:42</td>
<td>[8713,6273]</td>
<td>[11:09,11:57]</td>
<td>0:44:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:10:00</td>
<td>[8909,2751]</td>
<td>[12:00,12:07]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>10:54:49</td>
<td>[7036,2946]</td>
<td>[12:21,13:13]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:03:54</td>
<td>[4569,6670]</td>
<td>[12:47,13:33]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8:18:59</td>
<td>11:16:02</td>
<td>[604,5502]</td>
<td>[12:44,13:22]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:27:12</td>
<td>[2038,1150]</td>
<td>[12:35,13:41]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total route length (km): 138.75
Total TW penalty time (min): 937.29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Start time</th>
<th>On-site time</th>
<th>Cust. Location</th>
<th>Time Window</th>
<th>TW Violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:06:18</td>
<td>[2179,5158]</td>
<td>[11:05,11:56]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:10:00</td>
<td>[2846,6280]</td>
<td>[10:16,10:46]</td>
<td>0:23:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:07:14</td>
<td>[8569,8815]</td>
<td>[12:07,12:41]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total route length (km): 138.75
Total TW penalty time (min): 937.29
Figure C.3: ADTSPTW route found by the NEAREST policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Time Difference</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:13:16</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>[6490,9323]</td>
<td>[9:44,10:28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:24:04</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>[3809,4613]</td>
<td>[9:51,10:59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:32:58</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>[6419,5333]</td>
<td>[11:13,11:56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:40:42</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>[8713,6273]</td>
<td>[11:09,11:57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>8:28:31</td>
<td>12:48:00</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>[8909,2761]</td>
<td>[12:00,13:07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:54:49</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>[7036,2946]</td>
<td>[12:21,13:13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>13:03:54</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>[4569,6870]</td>
<td>[12:47,13:33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>13:27:12</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>[2038,1150]</td>
<td>[12:35,13:41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 1</td>
<td>13:31:25</td>
<td>14:29:35</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>[1666,1666]</td>
<td>[14:30,15:20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>14:34:34</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>[8765,839]</td>
<td>[13:05,13:59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>14:48:24</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>[9049,5938]</td>
<td>[13:25,13:59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>9:00:40</td>
<td>14:55:05</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>[6925,5584]</td>
<td>[14:49,15:35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>14:58:15</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>[6497,5202]</td>
<td>[13:03,13:47]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### C.2. ACTUAL ROUTES AND LOG FILES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Start</th>
<th>Time End</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>TW Pen (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>15:09:02</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>[4562, 778]</td>
<td>[15:01, 15:36]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>15:18:40</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>[6004, 4453]</td>
<td>[13:31, 14:44]</td>
<td>0:34:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10:12:07</td>
<td>15:20:45</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>[5686, 4470]</td>
<td>[14:54, 15:45]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>11:07:07</td>
<td>15:26:10</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>[3898, 4241]</td>
<td>[13:10, 14:32]</td>
<td>0:52:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>15:31:48</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>[5849, 7179]</td>
<td>[13:43, 14:17]</td>
<td>1:14:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[4999, 8332]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>16:52:37</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>[4964, 3720]</td>
<td>[16:53, 17:57]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>16:56:06</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>[6277, 3296]</td>
<td>[16:37, 17:21]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>14:44:24</td>
<td>17:04:41</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>[9930, 4377]</td>
<td>[16:59, 16:32]</td>
<td>0:33:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>15:19:07</td>
<td>17:15:21</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>[9050, 9689]</td>
<td>[16:27, 17:26]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>17:24:04</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>[5662, 6476]</td>
<td>[17:11, 17:50]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>13:09:02</td>
<td>17:29:38</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>[4586, 4906]</td>
<td>[16:01, 16:40]</td>
<td>0:49:28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>15:41:25</td>
<td>17:39:19</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>[5981, 4737]</td>
<td>[16:50, 17:43]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>15:49:00</td>
<td>17:43:42</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>[4040, 4485]</td>
<td>[17:12, 17:57]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>14:08:37</td>
<td>17:56:47</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>[329, 2924]</td>
<td>[16:58, 17:58]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>18:03:20</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>[2149, 5616]</td>
<td>[17:19, 17:59]</td>
<td>0:04:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>18:08:53</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>[3692, 6906]</td>
<td>[16:49, 17:19]</td>
<td>0:49:37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Depot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Start</th>
<th>Time End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18:13:46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total route length (km): 127.52
Total TW penalty time (min): 1019.67
Appendix D

A Real-life Scenario - Simulation Results

In this appendix the results of the simulation of the real-life scenario treated in chapter 8 will be presented.

D.1 Simulation Results

In the tables D.1 through D.8 the results of the simulation of the ADT-SPTW are shown. For all combinations of the policies implemented and the $L_{thres}$ parameter values used the average distance, the standard deviation of the distance, the number of instances where the policy performed uniformly best, the average lateness, the standard deviation of the lateness and finally the number of instances where the policy performed uniformly best are given.

D.2 Log Files

Below the log files for the first Monday instance of the Area A dataset are listed. This instance comprises a total of 71 customers, of which 64 are delivery customers (advance requests), a single request is an un-called
### Area A

#### SERIES I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>82.85</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>83.92</td>
<td>18.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.98</td>
<td>39.70</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>83.65</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.98</td>
<td>39.70</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>83.80</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23.85</td>
<td>33.85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>82.96</td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>85.20</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>85.51</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>84.94</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td>26.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>83.11</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>84.88</td>
<td>17.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.61</td>
<td>34.80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>85.12</td>
<td>17.42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.61</td>
<td>34.80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>84.88</td>
<td>17.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td>26.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>83.11</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.1: Scenario Area A. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

#### SERIES II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89.98</td>
<td>22.76</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>89.99</td>
<td>24.54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>89.87</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>90.71</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>90.10</td>
<td>22.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>91.16</td>
<td>23.84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>91.48</td>
<td>23.35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>90.82</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>90.27</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>91.23</td>
<td>24.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>91.54</td>
<td>23.53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>90.76</td>
<td>23.38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>90.27</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.2: Scenario Area A. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.
### Table D.3: Area B. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48.50</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28.27</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>47.43</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27.12</td>
<td>53.29</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>48.41</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.12</td>
<td>53.29</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>48.55</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.26</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>48.51</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.26</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>49.76</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.72</td>
<td>67.67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>49.76</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.72</td>
<td>67.67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>49.99</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.72</td>
<td>67.67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>49.72</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.72</td>
<td>67.67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>50.16</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30.72</td>
<td>66.04</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>50.16</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30.74</td>
<td>66.02</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>50.16</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30.74</td>
<td>66.02</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>49.62</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30.74</td>
<td>66.02</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table D.4: Area B. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{thres}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48.10</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>54.64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>47.25</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>54.64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>47.70</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>54.64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>48.14</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>54.64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>48.10</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>54.64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>50.93</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>53.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>50.93</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>53.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>50.88</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>53.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>50.38</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>53.72</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>52.13</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>52.13</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>52.51</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>51.44</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Area C

### SERIES I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{\text{thres}}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72.16</td>
<td>15.81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.22</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.05</td>
<td>69.31</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.22</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.10</td>
<td>71.24</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.22</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.20</td>
<td>72.68</td>
<td>15.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.22</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.30</td>
<td>72.48</td>
<td>15.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.22</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.05</td>
<td>74.07</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.29</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.10</td>
<td>73.80</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.29</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.20</td>
<td>74.86</td>
<td>13.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.29</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.30</td>
<td>74.71</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.29</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.05</td>
<td>78.34</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.90</td>
<td>79.63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.10</td>
<td>76.61</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.90</td>
<td>79.63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.20</td>
<td>76.73</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.90</td>
<td>79.63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.30</td>
<td>74.66</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73.84</td>
<td>79.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.5: Area C. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

### SERIES II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{\text{thres}}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75.22</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.05</td>
<td>71.50</td>
<td>11.19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.10</td>
<td>74.22</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.20</td>
<td>74.99</td>
<td>11.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST  0.30</td>
<td>75.53</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.05</td>
<td>75.99</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.10</td>
<td>75.72</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.20</td>
<td>76.09</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST  0.30</td>
<td>76.59</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.05</td>
<td>78.32</td>
<td>10.87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.10</td>
<td>77.39</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.20</td>
<td>77.65</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ  0.30</td>
<td>76.46</td>
<td>11.91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.07</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.6: Area C. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.
### Table D.7: Area D. SERIES I - min. of the distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{\text{thres}}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.84</td>
<td>27.48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53.56</td>
<td>60.39</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.05</td>
<td>73.01</td>
<td>26.35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46.53</td>
<td>46.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.10</td>
<td>72.80</td>
<td>26.29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46.53</td>
<td>46.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.20</td>
<td>72.62</td>
<td>26.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46.53</td>
<td>46.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.30</td>
<td>73.78</td>
<td>27.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53.56</td>
<td>60.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.05</td>
<td>78.09</td>
<td>27.62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58.13</td>
<td>54.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.10</td>
<td>77.39</td>
<td>25.18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49.43</td>
<td>52.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.20</td>
<td>75.21</td>
<td>25.52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49.43</td>
<td>52.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.30</td>
<td>74.67</td>
<td>26.03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39.81</td>
<td>40.52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.05</td>
<td>80.73</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>77.28</td>
<td>110.93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.10</td>
<td>79.09</td>
<td>24.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46.70</td>
<td>36.79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.20</td>
<td>79.96</td>
<td>25.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62.60</td>
<td>55.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table D.8: Area D. SERIES II - min. of the lateness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies</th>
<th>$L_{\text{thres}}$</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
<th>Lateness</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th># Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO REPOS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>76.81</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.05</td>
<td>78.28</td>
<td>27.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.10</td>
<td>77.52</td>
<td>27.49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.20</td>
<td>76.88</td>
<td>27.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAREST 0.30</td>
<td>76.86</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.05</td>
<td>85.33</td>
<td>28.47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.10</td>
<td>84.46</td>
<td>27.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.20</td>
<td>81.03</td>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSIEST 0.30</td>
<td>80.05</td>
<td>25.97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.05</td>
<td>86.62</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.10</td>
<td>83.18</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.20</td>
<td>80.92</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI-REQ 0.30</td>
<td>79.90</td>
<td>26.23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
customer (also to be treated as an advance request) and the remaining 6 customers are immediate requests customers.

**Policy: NO-REPOS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Start Time (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Service Time (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Service Start Time (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Location Time (hh:mm:ss)</th>
<th>Time Window (hh:mm)</th>
<th>TW Violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>[71398, 6176015]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>[713058, 6176364]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>[712628, 6175768]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>[712629, 6175768]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>[712279, 6175761]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>[712091, 6175962]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>[712126, 6176040]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>[712173, 6176054]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>[712606, 6176358]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>[712657, 6176324]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>[712728, 6176350]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>[713044, 6176519]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>[712921, 6182021]</td>
<td>[8:00, 10:30]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>[708991, 6180751]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>[710861, 6179975]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>[711940, 6180828]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>[712134, 6181236]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>[712377, 6181196]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>[711828, 6180724]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>[711938, 6180692]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>[711938, 6180692]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>[712298, 6180656]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>[713126, 6181070]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>[713332, 6181068]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>[712009, 6181324]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>[712029, 6181322]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>[712154, 6181380]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>[710042, 6181534]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>[712471, 6181180]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>[712302, 6181604]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>[712590, 6181726]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>[712925, 6181252]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>[710942, 6181534]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>[710901, 6181650]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>[712775, 6182062]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>[712850, 6182061]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>[713006, 6182118]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>[712921, 6182021]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>[712942, 6181690]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>[712706, 6181768]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>[710925, 6181252]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>[710087, 6181378]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>[709762, 6181500]</td>
<td>[8:00, 12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>[707114, 6181280]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D.2. LOG FILES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>On-site Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>TW Violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:18:49</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>[707043,6181284] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:28:52</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>[711737,6182530] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:32:57</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>[712662,6182645] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:35:24</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>[713373,6182666] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:37:11</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>[712834,6182424] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:39:03</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>[712834,6182424] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:44:54</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>[712834,6182424] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:46:34</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>[712834,6182424] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:50:37</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>[712942,6181690] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>11:53:14</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>[712302,6181604] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:01:23</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>[712103,6181031] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>9:36:00</td>
<td>12:09:43</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>[711993,6181031] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:15:24</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>[710808,6181090] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:19:52</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>[710162,6181227] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:32:39</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>[712551,6176420] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>12:34:45</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>[713152,6175834] [ 8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>10:06:00</td>
<td>12:45:33</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>[712079,6180678] [10:06,16:30] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>13:06:26</td>
<td>16:09:18</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>[713230,6180898] [15:45,17:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depot</td>
<td>16:20:01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total route length (km): 98.75
Total TW penalty time (min): 0.00
Reposition to IP: 0

Policy: HI-REQ - Threshold = 0.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:41</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T11940,6180828]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:02</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12377,6181196]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:19</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T11628,6180724]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T11938,6180692]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:28</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12298,6180656]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:31</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13126,6181070]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12009,6181324]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:43</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12029,6181322]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12014,6181380]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:54</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10042,6181634]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12471,6181180]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:02</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13006,6182118]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:05</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12590,6181726]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:09</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10925,6181252]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:13</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10042,6181634]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10091,6181650]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:22</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12775,6182082]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:23</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12850,6182061]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:28</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13006,6182118]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:44</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12706,6181768]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:59</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10925,6181252]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:03</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10087,6181378]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:07</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T09762,6181600]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:14</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T07714,6181280]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:18</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T07043,6181284]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:28</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T11737,6182630]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:57</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12662,6182644]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13373,6182666]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:37</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12834,6182424]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:44</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12834,6182424]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:46</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12834,6182424]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12942,6181690]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:51</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13202,6181604]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:01</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12103,6182220]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:09</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T11993,6181301]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10908,6181904]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:19</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10162,6181227]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:32</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12581,6176420]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:34</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13152,6175834]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12079,6180678]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:41</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12662,6182645]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:54</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13044,6183114]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:52</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T11838,6180722]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:59</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12900,6182471]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:16</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T12900,6182471]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:26</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T11993,6181301]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:15</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T10048,6181199]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:34</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T00226,6185074]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:36</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T00766,6185708]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:39</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T00491,6186150]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:09</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td></td>
<td>[T13230,6180898]</td>
<td>[8:00,12:00] -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Depot 16:20:01 [712844, 6175782]

Total route length (km): 104.59
Total TW penalty time (min): 0.00
Reposition to IP: 3
Appendix E

Ph. D. theses from IMM


